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W. It. BAT EMAN, F irst Tenor,
F. G. KINCAID, Second Tenor.
E. B. KI x’CAlD, First Bass,
E. B. LACOUjxT, Second Bass.
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Tbe large variety of donations received by tbe
committee warrant them in promising one ot the
most successful Fairs ever held in th6 city.

ACCIDENT.

i
,

EACH LODGE
will have a space assigned to it wherein will be displayed and tor sale the various articles donated to it

by the members and their friends.
THE ENCAMPMENT BRANCH

have a department where the articles
donated by the members of the several Encampments and their friends Mill be exhibited and for
sale. In addition to these, there will be a
also will

GENERAL DEPARTMENT

OF

novel and attractive feature of the Fair will be

Co.,

BOSTON, MA’S,

CASH CAPITAL $200,000.

ities, (1.61

an

ART GALLERY,
comprising many valuable pictures which have beeu
kindly loaned by friends ot the Order. There will

also be other interesting matures, including Flower
Booth, a Candy Booth, a Post Office and a Fish

OF

CASH

WM.

Pond.

A Bi arson Ruining Machine,
on which a p iir of Stockings will be finished inside

of fifteen in mutes, has been presented to the Fair,
and will be exhibited in operation every afternoon
and evening. An Agent will be present to give
information and establish agencies throughout the
State.

A BAND CONCERT
will be'given each evening ot the Fair; Chandler’s
Band having been engaged for Monday, Tuesday
amt Wednesday evenings, and Portland Band for
Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings.
In connection with the Fair there will be a

REFRESHMENT ROOM

Co.,

Insurance

BOSTON, MASS.

$200,000.

JR

ALLEN,

,

Monday

evening,

Nov.

the Fair will close with

27lli,

a

Grand Band and Promenade

Concert,

of the arrangements lor which, due notice will be

given.

PIIICES OF ADMISSION:
25 cents.
Single Tickets one admission
§1.00
Coupon Tickets, five admission
Tickets to Band and Promenade Concert of
§1.00
Nov. 27th. admitting Gent and Ladies
Tickets lor sale by J. E. Sturgis & Co.,Geo. C. Frye,
tbe members of tbe General Committee
and at tbe door.

MEMBERS

OF"THE

ORDER

will please observe tbe following notice:
REFRESH BUS NTS
should ha left at tbe Hall before 2 o’clock p. m. of
each day, and will be furnished by the Lodges and
Encampments in turn as follows:
Monday evening, by Beacon Lodge and Portland
Encampment.
Tuesday evening, by Maine Lodge.
Wednesday evening, by Ivy Lodge.
Thursday evening, by Ligouia Lodge.
Friday evening, by Ancient Brothers’ Lodge.
Saturday evening, by Macbigoune and Eastern Star
novl3dl3t
Encampments.
THE

MAINE

Charitable Mechanics’ Association

Monday evening:, Nov. 20, at ^ 1*2 o’cl’k.
The following resolution will be offered for discussion, viz:

REHO£VEI>, That all lawn exempting
church properly from taxation are wrong
id principle and oiiKht to be repealed.
Tbe public
tbe debate.

are

invited to attend and take part in

Per Order of Committee on Lectures.
novl7d3t
Portland, Nov. 16, 1876.

CAUTION
Ladies should be cautious in

purchas-

ing Gossamer Rubber Cloaks, and not
buy those with sewed seams as they arc
NOT WATERPROOF. We are making a
sunerior quality with cemented seams
that ARE WATERPROOF, at HALL’S

Rubber Store, under Falmouth Hotel.
P. S.—Examine ours befere you purchase.
dtl
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46,891 00
164,114 55
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96,428 57
16,502 71
22,050 00
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boat Tickets via all
the different Routes
to the West, Boston,
New York, Philadelphia and return, and
ail

OH

(lUIHtB

Central B. II., at
duced prices.

Rollins, Loring

&

Adams,

Rooms 592

morning ai
PRESTON’S BAKERY,
lOaud I‘A Washington Street, formerly R.

5

Sale.

1 New I'ravcrN Kminer
Pung.
1 StcoiKi IInnd Travers Ifimner
*•
<*
■
Mingle
1 Ciglit Sleigh Hack.
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We would

'OUR PREJUDICES, NOR THE PREJUDICES OF
stand between your suffering child aud the
will be SUKE-yes, ABSOLUTELY
JUKE— to follow the use of this medicine, if
lsed. Full directions for using will accompany each

| >thers,
eliet that

timely

sure

and call for

‘Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,”
Having tbe file-simile of “CURTIS & PERKINS’’
outside wrapper.
by Druggists throughout the world
aug26
the
Sold

m

Specialties
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as follows.

Pure Cochineal dyed, Gent’s Scarlet
Shirts and drawers, all sizes, SI. 75 each.
The best bargain we hare eTer offered.
Scarlet all wool Shaker Socks at 45
cents per pair,

NEW STYLE COLLARS & CUFFS.
(stand lip) 20 cts. each
(turn down) 20 cts. each

Best four ply cuffs 33 cts. per pair.
Collars and cuffs received lor Troy Laundry every
Tuesday: returned the following week Wednesday.
Cost 3 cents each, aud always look like new,

nol6

&

MOORE,

Congress St., Cor Brown.

Frcncli

System of
Cutting.

Dress

atr

Something Kew for Agents.
salesmen call at 128 Exchange
T^NERGETIC
Mil or
C. L,

LIFE

dtf

now

prepared

SIZE

to fill

orders for,

PORTRAITS

FOR
THE
HOLIDAYS
should be sent in at once. With regard to quality of
work comment is unnecessary.
E. KUHN, Esq., a celebrated Boston artist,
has become associated with Mr. C., which insures the
production of a class of portrature never before offered in this State. PJease examine samples on ex-

hibition.
47S CONGRESS STREET,
nol3eod2m
Oppo*ite Preble House.

Ladies’ Fine

DAVIS?" } LEAVITT A DAVIS

437 Congress St, Farrington RIock.
jyf>itf

acceptance

has been

required

Gov.

The election has come and gone.

tlayes if chosen will receive the electoral votes
>f twenty-one states, and Gov. Tilden will
those of seventeen states. As this prospect opens before them the Democratic jouraals along the whole line clear down to the
Eastern Argus cry out that the electoral colege must be abolished, that it defrauds the
people of their will, that by its existence a
small state like Florida defeats the wish of
is beard of
No more de
the country.
state rights, no journal prates longer of the
danger of swamping the legitimate rights of
the smaller states, no appeals are now made
to the people to rally to the defense of a menOn the contrary the asaced constitution.
sertion is reiterated and emphasized that a
majority of the states is unjustly to prevail
against a majority of the people. So sudden
jand extraordinary a change of sentiment was
never before witnessed in the history of a porave

itical party.

inquire if the Democracy
sincere in their abandonment of the foremost article of their professed belief. They
have either been lying for ninety years or
they are lying now. That is the sad feature
of the situation in which they have placed
themselves. The ridiculous feature is that
they are rolling in the mud for nothing, that
they have leaped the fence to find themselves
in no better field. Gov. Hayes would not,
It is useless to

WOOD PUMP !

The best and cheapest out door pump in the
market. Liberal discount to the trade. Send for a
circular.

KENDALL & W HITNEY,
augll

Agent*, Portland, [He.

dtf

POSTERS and HAND-RILLS printed

aft

thislOflice.

reality, though possibly he might in apIn at
pearance, be a minority President.
in

least ten states the vote affords no evidence
as to the number of voters who preferred his
election; for the ballot was not free. In the
Southern States which threw heavy Democratic majorities it was scarcely safe for a
man to cast uiu
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Christmas story in verse. At Two Score,
T. B. Aldrich, while it is sufficiently personal to be welcome to the poet’s many friends,
is not egotistical, and will be read with delight
by all lovers of poetry.

hut

nnn

Car

Election
Tlin fivniioa rtf ion

The most important feature of the number
is Mr. Gladstone’s letter, explaining his attitude toward this country during the late war.
There is a very large audience in America that
will regard with the greatest interest this communication from England’s wisest statesman.
Mr. Gladstone’s letter is very happily followed

by

a timely poem from Bishop Coxe on England and America.
In fiction the number is brilliant. R. D.

Blackmore, the author of Lima Doone, Alice
Lorraine, and The Maid if Sker, begins a new
or My Father's Sin. In
the current number of A Woman-Hater there

novel, entitled Erema;
an

ujauj

districts he would do so at the peril of his
life. Republican voters felt that in these
states their ballots would be of no avail, for
the Democratic electors were sure to be
choseD, and they did not care to risk their

faara

lour excellent short stories.
The Editor’s Easy Chair discusses Political
Mass-Meetings, Newspapers and Orators, Our
■Transatlantic Critics, and the Kitchen Ques-

1

nf

T. Bobinson Warren’s

to Democratic ethics it is

picture;; and James T. Field’s clever sketch of
dyrus J. Muchmore, who is appropriate^ deicribed as A Peculiar Case.
Charles Barnard
writes with interest ef Toad Lane, Bochdale>
ind itsco operative stores. Donald G. Mitchell
lescribes the attractive and growing institu-

tion, Lafayette College, in
japa.

ives, not to speak of minor evils, for nothing,
Ha#they dared to vote the Democrats could
not have rolled up 517,000 majority in ten
Southern states. But the terrorized Republicans. hundreds of thousands of them, refrained from going to the polls. In the Worth,
the contrary, the ballot was free. No
Democrat feared to vote. Every Northern
State was sharply contested. The Republican majority of 200,000 was a [legitimate
one. And that would have been much larger
but for the ignorant and in some cases fraudulent vote cast by the slums of New York
and Brooklyn and other large Democratic
cities. With a free ballot in the South Gov.
Hayes would have had a large majority of
the popular vote.

“Tub Pay of American Authors” is editorially considered in the December Appleton’s,
in an article which is the more important as
coming from the large experience of this
house. After asserting that American readers generally desire to own their books, the
writer says: “It is confessed on all hands that
*n America the reward for literary work is

community which is
greatest readers
of books in the world actually pays its authors
and writers much less than do those benighta

to be the

ed countries where editions are small and circulating libraries many. The publication o
books for general buyers instead of for libra
lies has caused a pressure for cheapness. Nc
man buys one book; if he is a reader at all
h« must desire to buy many books;. and onlj

pic
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klso to Miss Larkin.
The poetry of the number is by Annie R.
Annan, Rose Terry Cooke, Mary E. Bradley

1

knd Ellen M. H. Gates.
In Topics of the Time Dr. Holland pays
ribute to the late Dr. George B. Bacon, and
vrites of Mr. Huxley’s Visit, The Better Times,
ind The Interest of Fiction. The Old Cabinet
ias a stanza under the title of Mystic, and discusses the Philistine, Egoism, Reform, Daniel
Oeronda as a Vindication of Bohemianism,
Che Best Society, etc. Bric-a-Brac contains a
variety of amusing verse and sketches. In the

ither departments important topics are ably
md suggestively handled.
Among the noteworthy articles contained in
1 he latest
issues of the Living Age are the
Present Aspects of the Eastern Question, by
SJward A Freeman, Fortnightly Reviaw; Secilar Change of Climate, British Quarterly I
1

imuoi.

All of

are

aware that if such an infamous
is attempted the prominent Democrats
there will detect and denounce it. What is
the meaning of all this clamor? What is the
are

wuwn

new book, portraying with pen and
pencil the life of the little-visited tribes of Weserc Asia.
The Turco-Kussia n difficulties give
k timely interest to this paper, and also to
Charles Dudley Warner’s Saunterings about
Constantinople, a few pages farther on. Our Di.
jlomates and Consuls by Albort Rhodes, conains some wise suggestions worth the attenion of Civil Service reformers.
Mr. Hale’s seial, Philip Nolan’s Friends is completed, and
Pbat Lass o’ Lowrie’s is continued, Owd Samny Craddock meeting with a severe loss. This
lumber alio contains the first installment of
Or. Holland’s new story, Nicholas Minturn, in
vhich Nicholas is presented to the reader and

glad to have every precaution taken
to secure an honest result, and all of them
see in the sending of troops an additional
safeguard. There is no attempt to cover up
the real facts or to dodge the truth when it
The Democratic journals, on the
comes.
other hand, do nothing but rail at every precaution as a step in the interest of fraud.
They charge that the troops are sent there to
protect fraud, when they have not the slightest proof of any such intent, and when they

them

ucuiba

Schuyler’s

single Republican journal has obthe sending of men of both parties

into Louisiana to secure a fair count.

iuis,

paper about Single-celled Plants, drawing her
)wn woodcuts on the block.
Au American In
rurkistan is the title of an article from Eugene

right

beautiful for Democrats to
ilainr doubtful states for Tilden on meagre
md partisan testimony, but when Repubj icans claim them for Hayes on much better
ividence, it is infamous fraud, radical ras1 :ality, &c.
Democrats are close reasoners..
-Indianapolis Journal.
If you want a really impartial man to
:ount your Louisiana
votes, send Sam
lowles. He is earnestly in favor of both
1 ides, and sits on the hay-mow and doesn’t
1 :are whether the bear
or the dog comes out
iliead. If he can’t elect either Hayes or
i
Cilden honestly he will put in the son of the
ast of the Adamses.—Graphic.
If the Democratic editors who are working
.hemselves into such a perspiration about an
magined danger to the liberties and freedom
>f the people will pause long enough to feel
die popular pulse for a moment they will dis:over that they are howling in a wilderness.
I'he people are perfectly calm, and in good
iense and cool judgment are far in advance
if the editorial demagogues.
Mr. Watterson is a capital fellow, but he
has an enormous capacity for producing roorbacks. He discovered a few days before election a plot to withdraw Gov. Hayes and put
Gen. Grant in his place, and imagined ail
sorts of despotic results from the change.
His despatches from New Orleans should be
double discounted, and then double discounted again, and finally read as a joke.
Gen. Roger passed through Atlanta on
He didn’t
Sunday on his way to Florida.
seem to think he was going there to help elect
anybody by fraud, for one of his stall officers
said to a reporter of the Constitution, who
asked if the General proposed to have anything to do with the ballots, “Nothing whatHe simply proposes to use the forces
ever.
under his command to prevent any violence
The people in both parties
from any one.
are excited, and it is the object cf the troops
under his command to prevent any improper
conduct.”
The worst feeling man in the country seems
to be in the office of the Baltimore Gazette.
He has vented himself in a column article in
which he imagines all sorts of outrages and
tumults in Louisiana, yells frantically to the
“Freemen of America” to rise up and take
the occasion by the hair, and when he has got
his war well under way shouts, “In God’s
name, let this unmanly strife be averted!”
As a hint of what is the matter with him he
tells us, “The spirit of Liberty is not yet dead
j in our midst!”
It is a clear case of green-ap-

Bay Shooting

in Scrib
ier for December, the second of the series of
rapers on American Sports, is in a somewhat
ighter vein than Mr. Wilkinson’s Salmon Fishng. As the spirited outline illustrations suggest, it is full of fun and anecdote, but the hard
work of coast shooting is not therefore slighted
dtlier humorous papers are Mr. Quatty’s Great
Speech, by Wm, M. Baker (with a tempting

md sweet and

well

thing

meaning of the different attitudes of the
two parties? Can there be any doubt which
side is more anxious for sn honest doubt?
The Southern correspondent of the Cincinnati Commercial overheard the following talk
in Atlanta the day after election, when it was
“
‘I’ll bet
thought Gov. Tilden was elected:
Ben Hill will have a place in the Cabinet,’ I
And the reply
heard one of his friends say.
it offered to
have
will
Hill
doubt
‘No
was,
him, but he would rather go to the Senate.’
And the conversation went on: ‘Who do you
man in
suppose will he the most influential
‘Lathe South with the Administration ?”
mar.’ ‘Who next?’ ‘Ben Hill.’ ‘Don’t you
believe both of these men will have a place in
‘Yes; but
the Cabinet if they want it?’
whether they do or not they’ll shape things
at this end of the line.’ ‘Yes, and Watterson
of Kentucky will have a big fiuger in the pie,
won’t he?’
‘Yes, he’ll be Postmaster-General.’ ’But, I say, if Tilden gives two place:
in the Cabinet to Southern men we ought t<
be satisfied. I want Charles Francis Adam:
in. anyway. He’ll give the Administrator
”
weight and dignity that nobody else can.’

Men and Women.
It ia hinted that Mr. It. W. Rtnerson’a
duughter, Miss Ellen Emerson, will some time write
her father’s biography. This young lady is
said by Mrs. Mary Clemmer to he “the incar-

nation of

common

sense.”

Concerning

the foreign notelists who write
with American references the Chicago Tribune

gravely

says: “The time may come when
local color will be pnt up in jars and sent
across the ocean to save gentlen e 1 of elegant
leisure in England the trouble of going abroad
for it”

Col. John Winthrop is not, as reported, the
only surviving descendant of the stout old
Massachusetts Governor. He is simply the
only living descendant of the Governor by his
third wife. Margaret Tyndall. The Hon. Rob
art C. Winthrop is a descendant from the Governor’s first wife, Mary Forth.
Mr. Henry Irving, the actor, is one of the
few very distinguished and refined

looking

the stage. Ha is lithe, agile and
sinewy, and with this has great dignity of
bearing. Mr. Whistler, the clever Amerioan
artist resident in London, has painted him in
men

on

the character of Tennyson’s Philip If.
Miss Mary Anderson, the 18 year old Californian who aspires to play tragedy parts, is
?oing npnn the stage simply becanse she likes
it, and not because she's poor. Her friends
lescribe her as a uersou of dazzling beauty,
whose wardrobe is more beautiful still and
who belongs to what the ancient colored lady
:alled the “fustest famblies.”
Great musicians have all beeu men with

strongly-marked features and generally shaggy
appearance.
Wagner is as unconventional

looking as the rest, with his square face, his
piercing eyes, his tossing, abundant dark hair,
and his coats, about which there is a great deal
cf velvet. Madame Wagner has the finest type
of German face, at once winning and intellectual.
Mr. Matthew Arnold is a man of striking
ippearance—an inch or taro over six feet In
height, broad shouldered, large boned and

whiskers and his hair are dark brown. There
is, in fact, little of the pure Saxon about him;
his physique is rather that of the Anglo-Nor-

Trowbridge begins his serial, His Own
Master, and It. A. Proctor describes the Great
dear as The Clock in the Sky.

getting

ADYANCE.

published until Saturday of next week. It
to be full of good things, to the extent of 100
iages, with 50 illustrations. Mr. Bryant tells
ibout The Boys of my Boyhood; Dr. Eggleson contributes a Christmas play, and Miss
Liucretia F. Hale a Christmas story; Lucy Lar:om writes of the Poetry and Carols of Winer; Mr.

be as exasperating as “What do you think
it the Beecher case ?” used to be.

IN

large jointed. His bead is fine, his eyes are
large and gray in color, and his thick side

s

iron

ANNUM,

The Christmas number ot St. Nicholas this
will be that for December, which will no*

ie

o

According

tion, concluding with some suggestive hints as
o beefsteak and apple-pie.
The other editorial
lepartments are well sustained.
rear

show,

Uncertain shiue, uncertain flow—
There’a nothing sure but Hayes.
‘'Who do you think is elected?” is

exceedingly entertaining chapter touching

upon the subject ot woman s higher education.
Miss Thackeray’s exciting story, Peat Fields,
is concluded. There are also in this number

Notes.
tlan

a

by

ure makes him joyful.
He secs the mora*
ind Christian sentiment of the nation loomng up in politics. Men whose stamp is set
>n the religious culture of the people have
:ome for the first time and made their influ;nce felt.
He would have us turn for safety
lot to men or parties, but to that old-fashoned piece of political philosophy uttered by
David: “He that raleth over men must be
ust, ruling in the fear of God.” “Good and
rue men first,” he says, “not party men
irst, otherwise it will be as in the parable of
he trees, which went out to annoint a king
>ver them.
The vine would not leave his
;ood cheer to run up and down lor the other
rees; the fig-tree held by his sweetness; the
•live preferred his oil to the troubles of
•ffice, and so the bramble came to the tnrone.
rhe bramble, which had neither cheer nor
weetness nor nourishment, but only the fire
vhich went out of his thorny dryness and
•lasted the forest.”

This world is but a fleetiDg
For man’s illusive ways;

of every

;ered.

wholly inadequate;
confidently believed

THE PEEMIUM

St.

enclose 50 cts. for sample, directions, &c., to
uo!51w*
MARSTON & CO.. Portland, Mo.

Boots!

A full line of Ladies’ Hand-sewed Boots in French
Kid of the linest quality, especially adapted to tender ieet, at

CUMBER

Two of the illustrated contributions are poThe Book of Gold, by J. T. Trowbridge,

ems.

Seth Ktnman of San Francisco, hunter,
and Presidential chairmaker, has
inished the job and is waiting for tidings
rom the doubtful states before calling in an
In 1856 he presented Mr.
xpressman.
Juchanan with a chair made of elk horns and
j loofs; in 1864 he sent Mr. Lincoln one just
] ike it; and Mr. Johnson was favored with a
( hair made of grizzly skins and claws.
The
^residential chair of 1876 is like Mr. Johnlon’s, but underneath the seat there is a
ferocious looking head which is thrown forvard by means of a spring, The jaws of the
<
;rizzly snap viciously, and then the head re( urns to its place of concealment.

on

in the most acceptable manner. Nothing pertaining
to the business so complicated that he will not un-

PKEBLK

without fitting, together with ilesigning anil cutting
of Trimmings, is iu Portland the coming week, ami

novii

is

—

499 t-2 Congress Street, Room 7.

For Sale.
l.rxicon
tfai. oilier, cheap.
Al.ATInti,l
■08

a Teacher

also lias tile (.ntesl Parisian Fn.hioiiH for
(Honks and dresses. Linings c ut free on Wednesdays, to illustrate the system. Other days 25 cents'
Garments made to order,

CHASE,

Greek

Smardon & Co. Also Hot Brown Bread every
morning, and Rolls, Biscuits, Tea Bread and Buns
every atternoon at 5 o’clock.
nov4dtf
J. C. PRESTON.
W.

—

1

ALBERT

dlw

Every Saturday afternoon and Sunday

Rodvicod. Prices : ►

r

cause.

dertake it,
ORDERS

Hot Baked Beans & Brown Bread

BURT’S BOOTS

Fo

St.,

NICE

Our stock is now the largest and best in this coun
try, and while the Boots aro decidedly better tlia:
lormerly the puces are considerably less and tb
Boots warranted to fit and wear.
oc31dlt_Al. G. PALMER.

>

from any other

every mother who has a child suffering from
foregoing complaints do not let
my of tbe

OWEN

PORTLAND.

d3m

AT

Congress

nol3

KINSMAN
—

Bros.,

CONGRESS SQUARE1,

128 Excliaugc St.
sepC

teething, or

J iom
'< ay to

ample

re-

Fixtures!

JOHN

Bowels, and Wind

We believe it is tbe best and surest remedy in
he world, in all cases of DYSENTERY AND
HARIUKEA IN CHILDREN, whether it arises

•‘Uncle Sain'’
“Polo”

would take this opportunity of thanking tbeir friends
and the public for the liberal patronage they have received for Nitrous Oxide. There is no longer any
question as to the safety of Nitrous Oxide. We have
had in the past eight years in Portland
opportunity of demonstrating the fact that the Gas can be
manufactured and administered with perfect safety.
Everybody is taking it, and with the same confidence
they set for a photograph. There is nothing like it
as an anaesthetic.
DR. N. R. IflACALAKTER can he found
at the office in the eveuing and early mornings,
where he will be pleased to extract and make engagements.

an___1

Gas

beeu used with

■‘GENTLEMEN.”

DENTISTS,

STREET

22 EXCHANGE

bas

style.

( rapper,

are

OXIDE 2

Hlacalastci*
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minutes after the syrup is ad-

preparation

of the

Griping

Be

BI THE USE OF

Railroad and Steam-

in

jottlc.

Extracted without Pain

Portland, Sept. 23, 1876.sept23d2m

speak

and

Colic.

23,500

_eod3w

to custoners that pay cash.

operations,

Thousands of Cases.

am> TEETH m

and very

its

j

Other articles in the party creed
] night be doubted and even absolutely rej eded, but no heresy was permissible in reI ;ard to the reserved rights of the states.
l Dne of the necessary and component parts of
1 he doctrine i3 that the President and Senate
ire chosen by the states and not by the
in accordance with that certain
1 >eople, and
Sectors are by the constitution allotted to the
tates, irrespective of population. The obJ ect of the provision is to promote the power
ind security of the smaller states, which the
Democracy have affected to believe endan-

only relieves the child from pain, but in
igorates tbe stomach and bowels, corrects acidity
ml gives tone aud energy to the whole system. It
pill almost instantly relieve

PORTLAND, ME.

choice styles; also a good stock of fine Domestic
Woolens, which we are prepared to offer at greatly
reduced prices from last season.
We si all from this date offer special inducemen

are
jrnis of

ts

It not

No. 28 Exchange Street,
oc29

delighted with

11

Tbe descriptive illustrated papers treat of
Genoa and its celebrities, living and dead; the
Phillipine Islands; recent important ethnological discoveries in Tennessee; and the social
life of the Knickerbockers of New York two
hundred years ago. Porte Crayon's Illustrated
paper on Boys and Girls is in his characteristic

>f party lines. The Rev. Dr. Marvin R. Vin:ent says he sees in the present political confief

1 ODvert.

IEVER FAILING SUCCESS in

AGENT.

English, German and French

AN
hat

fifteen or twenty

BARNES, Ji\.

B.

fu

a

on

tcEicl aud Health to Your Infants.

xmistered.
This valuable

323,278.61

FREDERICK C. HAUPT. Assistant Secrc’y.
GEORGE A. REINHARDT, General Agent.

Street,

receiving

will give reBt to y
'epend upon It, mothers,
selves, and
it

highest commendation of its magical effects
nd medical virtues.
We speak in this matter
WHAT WE DO KNOW,” after years of experience
lND PLEDGE OUR REPUTATION FOR THE
j ULFILMENT OF WHAT WE HERE DECLARE,
n almost every instance where the infant is suflerig from pain and exhaustion, relief will be found

PHILIP BECKER, President.
JULIUS FUCHS, Vice President.
OLIVER J. EGGERT, Secretary.

CMDBOIIN & KENDALL,

TREE COURSE OF LECTURES.
SECOND ENTERTAINMENT,

Sure to Bcgulate the Bowels,

OFFICERS.

New Woolens 1
have

facilitates tlie process of teething, by softenf. reatly
ig the gums, reducing all inflammation—will allay
ll pain and spasmodic action, and is

8048,900 33

which will be open from 5 to 10 o’clock p. m. of each
day. Meals will be served upon the Eueopean plan,
The arrangeand the cliaiges will be moderate.
ments will be such that all who desire can be
furnished with supper each day.
On

THE

Bonds.
Bonds and Mortgages, and Interest.
Real Estate.
JEtna, Insurance Co. Stock.
Rochester German Insurance Co. Stock,..
Cash on hand and in various Banks.
Due from Agents.
Call Loans.
Personal Property.

Agent for Portland.

we

For Children Teething,

186?.

se23d2m*

168 and 170 Middle

d6m*ttf

1

SYRUP !

JK SOOTHING

U. S. Bonds.$2(6.120 00
City Bonds and Interest. 28,603 50
Citizens’ Gas Co. First Mortgage Bonds.. 10,000 00
Buffalo, New York and Philadelphia 11. R.
Bonds.
21,250 00
Lake Shore and Michigau Southern R. R.

IEO. GOULD, President.
EDWARD WALLEY, Secretary.

a

Street,

WINSLOW'S

MBS.

ASSETS.

FOE PORTLAND.

CAPITAL

The Popular Vote.
The elasticity of Democratic principles has
lad many and striking illustrations during
he progress of the Presidential campaign.
2 Since the election and the consequent con1 est over the three doubtful Southern states
1 here has been a conspicuous abandonment
if one of the fundamental articles of the
] democratic creed, the sacredness of state
] ights, or as it has been the fashion of late to
1 erm this old political dogma, local self-gov< irnment.
Upon this doctrize the Democratic
] •arty was founded, and that party had no
ilher reason for coming into existence. The
irinciple of state rights, sometimes under its
iroper name, sometimes under its modem
md more nonular alias, has been reaffirmed
q every national Democratic: platform, and

LAW,

PORTLAMD, ME.

apl3

$648,^60^33

WM. ALLEN, JR.,
AGENT

dim

SPECIALTY.

BICKNELL, President.
J. S. PAKSONS, Secretary.

"Suffolk Mutual

DRUG STORE,

172 middle

CASH CAPITAL
$200,000.00
Reserve for Re-Insurance,
110,822.37
Reserve for Unpaid Losses,
8,859.35
Net Surplus over all Liabil-

the
in which will be for sale all ot the leading Proprietary Medicines of the day, and a large and well assorted stock of Druggists’ Sundries, Toilet Goods
and Perfumes.
Among the various attractious of the Fair will be

ATTORNEY AT

OF BUFFALO, NT. V.

FOR PORTLAND.

Hecliauics’ Mutual Insurance

Ll.FEED

EXCHANGE STREET.

We have put up and sold this article for years, and
SAY IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it,
we have never been able to say of auy other
ledicine—NEVER HAS IT FAILED, IN A SINLE INSTANCE, TO EFFECT A CURE, when
melv used. Never did we know an instance of dis& itisfaction by any one who used it. On the contrary,

WJ1. ALLEN. JR

OF

x

FRED. N. DOW,

Buffalo German;
INSURANCE CO., I

BOSTON, MASS.

J. H. WELLMAN, President.
J. W. BELCHES, Secretary.

herein will be arranged the donations received by
t he General Committee of .Solicitation. Many valuable contributions have been made to this department.

uovll

Statement January 1, 1876,

■
1\SU CAPITAL
$200,000.
....
SURPLUS
40,000.

m

HAT$~A

ALLEN, JR.,

AGENT

Law,

■

Hooms a and. 3,
First Floor,
Centennial Block,

KID GLOVES !

CHARTERED

EtEVFRE FIREINSURANCE CO.,
OF

at

has removed to

FOE PORTLAND,

AGE1- T

The Hall being open from 2 to 10 p. in,
each day.

A

Co.,

J. CHASE, General Agent for State.

Will.

( Jounsellor

We can pride ourselves and confidently say that
in the above line of goods we can show the largest
stock in the city, best values and lowest pi ices,
which are very essential in these times.
Samples gladly given ol cut goods, which can
prove uicis.
sepweoudiu

FOUR MILLION DOLLARS 1
A.

T. IS. RE 150,

Congress Street.

Total Atacls nearly

at

dim

LATNER BROS.

PORTLAND.

Insurance

AND

—

tlirou^put tbe

539

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

Monday afternoon, Not. 20th,
2 o’clock,
and continue

rravelcrs

at

HALL,

—

FOR

Room 8 and 9.

uovl

Also Hats trimmed to order by our well known
and experienced Milliner, at the most reasonable
charges, and satisfaction guaranteed.

ALLEN, Jr.,

AGENT

BLOCK,

ixrhangc Street

Our present prices beat the world.

Safe Risks widely Scattered,
the public may rent assured Giat no con*
Ingration or sweeping fire can affect the solency or cripple the resources of this corporation.
rSOUND, SOLID, HUCCESSFUL.^

—

J

While it is not expected by those who are
amiliar with the sanguine temperament of
Democrats that they will at once concede the
Section of Hayes, it is evident that they are
Jaily weakening in their claims, and “letting
hemselves down easy.” They now concede
•he success of the Republican electoral ticket
n South Carolina, though they still cling to
he hope that Hampton is chosen Governor,
in Florida their own canvass shows that they
tre beaten.
They fall back upon Louisiana
; is their last
hope, and apparently think they
nay carry that state by the aid of the “buil( lozed”
parishes.
(The adjective, by the
vay, is as barbarous as the method which it
lescribes.) But the Republicans are confilent that they have a majority in Louisiana,
md they calmly await the action of the reurning board.

Law,

at

tents.

When the theologian takes up politics he
lsually lays the stripes on evenly regardless

The Situation.

HALE,

CENTENNIAL,

feathers

25 per cent, less than last Winter’s pi ices.

GLOVES!

JOBBER,

has removed to

500 doz. pair* of Kid* of the be«t standard make* for Codies, Gent*. Hisses and
Children.
Also Kid Gauntlets, Gant*’
Swedes and Gent*9 JDog Skin Glove*.

no

GRAND

Attorney

before

Silk and Worsted Fringes, Buttons
and Ornaments

KID

ery best indemnity against loss

Reserved Seats at Stockbridge’s Music Store.
Price—75, 50 and 35 cents. Doors open at 7; begins
novlCd3t
at 8 o’clock.

ever

all at your own prices.

l.ii.Wt

on.)

&

CLARENCE

FRENCH AND AMERICAN CORSETS,
Thousand* yd* of Hamburg*, al*o Scarf*
and Tie*, Collar* aud Cutr*,

words,

*

MAKER

American and French Felt, Straw aud
Velvet Hal* retailing at case prices.

Heavy

BABCOCK.

ifi Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND. ME.
Jal
dly

50 Gases Hats and Bonnets,

)r the prudent management and Integrity of the
orporation. With Oue Quarter ot a Million Dollars
j aid-up Capital, and over Half a Million Dollars ot
J issets, HMAIiL RISKS widely scattered, the

«

P.

Tatch and Chronometer markers’ Tools,
mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Ac.,

Peacock9* %Ving*, Breasts fancy Feather*
Bought at a sacrifice—will be sold at less than
Manufacturers’ prices,

DOLLABS !

Street.

MA2SUFACTUBEB OF

consisting of
Real 0*trich Tip*, Feather Trimming*,

Tills Company was organized
the leading busless men of New
ana
posBsses the elements ot
economy, success and
ermanency. The names of the officers aud directors
re as familiar as household
and a voucher

Hampshire,

cartons7)f

300

Million Dollars!

a

, Ix-Oov. E. A. Straw, President.
Ex-Gov. James A. Weston, Vice Pres.
Geo, B. Chandler, Treasurer.
John C. French, Secretary.
Frank A. McKcen, Special Agent,
Geo, W. Eastman, Asst. Secretary.

QUARTETTE, of Boston,

n.i t u nr. iv..

SODEL

25 Pieces Silk Finished Velveteens

TOTAL ASSETS OF OVER

CHANDLER’S BAND and
GRIMMER’S ORCHESTRA.
l#. ■».

Quarter of

Middle

C.

—

better qualities and lower prices than
offered.

CASH CAPITAL PAID UP

scene,

HALL.

180

jan5dtt

Trimming*.

ALSO

MOTLEY,

3VIf.lt X. i>. B’AKRIN'GrTON’S,

50 Pieces Silk Web Velvets
—

dtf

—

BROTHERS.

for Suit* and

kindness towards us.
The custom of our fathers endears <o us the holding of family festivals upon that day as a beautiful
and appropriate feature of its observance. If. amid
toe g^auness or nappy reunions ot parents and children and children’s children round a common
hearthstone, our gratitude for the good that we and
imrs enjoy, shall extend our thoughts to the
great
family which embraces us all, shall awaken in our
hearts fresh sentiments of love and good-will towards our feliow-men, and strengthen our determination to support the institutions and aid the influences which tend to benefit them, and to lessen
human wretchedness and suffering, then will the day
af our Thanksgiving be most blessed.
Biven at the Council Chamber, at Augusta, this third
day ot November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-six.aud of the
Independence of the United States ot America, the
one hundredth first.
SELDEN CONNOR.
By the Governor.
S. J. Chadbourke, Secretary of Slate.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

in all colors, still selling at last summer’s low prices.

MANCHESTER, N. H.

YARMOUTH, ME.

ngll

a

ms

Coffins and Gaskets Always on Hand.

WM. H.

in Plain, Boiled and Gros Grain Bibhons
from 1 to 9 inches wide,

Life

Marine,

E. SHEAR.

200 Cartons of Ribbons

i 1W HAMPSH1REFIRE INS. CO.,

“PASTIMES ON THE LEVEE,”
introducing Songs. Dances and Banjo Solos.
Grand Family Matinee Saturday, at 2 o’clock. Box
Office open Monday, Nov. 13th, at 9 o’clock. nol3dtf

Alt ION

branches
attended to.

111 TC If COCK,

Opposite the Grand Trunk Depot,

in Cold and Black in 5 different grade*

Beautiful Scenery and Mechanical ElftcfN, and a Powerful East

MUSIC

its

and Accident.

Grand Scenic Production of the beautiful play of the

great

all

promptly

and nn-

Nov. 15th
til further notice,

in

day of public thanksgiving and praise to
Almighty God, and I recommend to the people of
this State the employment of the day thus set
apart
in ocering the grateful
acknowledgments due to Him
for the well being of our
country, our State ana our
iiomes during the year that has passed, and in preferring our petitions for the continuance of His lov-

UNDERTAKER.

before offered will be found at

LATNER

As

Successor to the late George Uiarwtou,

1

the Thirtieth day of November,

Instant,

claims of American heirs.
sep29d&wly

lobes,

Magazine Notices.
Harper's Magazine for December, beginning
tbe fifty-fourth volume, is not only an especially attractive number, from the beauty of its
numerous illustrations, but is also distinguished
by the usual variety and interest of its con-

This is the income of a secondrate man in other callings, and permits no
saving toward old age. Yet it was said that
George Eliot had made $75,000 from “Daniel
Deronda” before it was three-quarters published—three times what Mrs. Stowe made
from “Uncle Tom’s Cabin;” and Mr. Tennyson’s income, in contrast with LoDgfellow’s, is £5,000. International copywright,
says this writer, has little to do with Ameri.
tan returns, since most
English authors are
low paid a royalty; the difficulty is in the
prices. “In view of this fact, we are not
wise to brag of our disposition to ‘own our
looks;’ the ‘greatest reading public in the
world’ ought in the interest ofliterature either
:o buy more books or pay
larger prices for
them; otherwise, if a body of writers is to be
Maintained it may be necessary to establish
;he English library system here.”

PROCLAMATION,

Thursday,

ries

No. 32 West 26 St, New York.
dim

in fine

Caw,

COLLECTION
GAB

TERMS $8.00 PER

PRESS,

In conformity to the proclamation of the President of the United States, and by tbe advice of tbe
Executive Council, 1 do hereby appoint

33 School St., Boston, Mass.
of debts, bankruptcy, &c., a spedalty. Funds remitted soon as collections are
nade. Also collects in England and foreign conn-

MILLINERY GOODS
ever

WH. CAEDER .Manager.

The

—

(lot

Wednesday Evening.

er

and Counsellor at

Attorney

1876.

zine work.

A.

J.B. SANFOKI),

The Greatest Bargains

Exchange St.,

Insurance

E

MRS

Tallahassee, Fla.,

Stanton Block,

HALL“

MUSIC

Address

WM. ALLEN, Jr„

a

cured.

Terms

uovl4

NEWBURY ST. CHURCH,

speech

TALL AHANSEE, FLA.
$3.00 for eight months, or less time in proportion. Music, French, Gymnasium, &c.. included,

or short term Insurance at current Sates.

Sewing Circle connected with

The Natural .Vlnguetic Physician,
lie shall lay hands on them and they shad be healed
.*1014 Cumberland, Cor. of Elm St,
dtf
nov»

Home School for Invalids of both Sexes,

Long

t7 Wild©7

Dr. R

Will teach navigation by the use of the “Nautrigon’
Invented by Rev. Dr. Hill of thisci<ry. Persons who
have acquired no knowledge of navigation can learu
in a very short time by this instrument to solve the
problems of time, latitude, longitude, azimuth, course
and distance on the great circle, and several other
problems useful in navigation. The expense of learnjylStf
ing navigation by this method i3 very small.

—

ME.
<l3m

PORTLAND,

EDWARD BREEN, 199 Franklin Ml.,

KEITH.

A.

STREET.

sepl9

oct!9|..Th,F&Stf
Navigation by the Nautrigon

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
J. A.

Law,

at

Ceuteuuiai Block,

to

EXCHANGE

WALK.FOBES,( graduate of B. U.
School of Oratory) is iu Portland eviery Saturday. Apply from l to 2 P.
M at y M c. A. Library Rooms.
Defects of

Streets.

GRAKO BALL

■him removed

without injury to throat or lungs.

I

mill.
U. ft. HOOPER, Cor, York and maple

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Counsellor

High School of Portland, wishes to say that
he has greatly reduced his prices on account ot hard
times. He will give lessons to classes at private
houses whenever desirable.
Prof. M. may be found at Loring, Short & Harmon’s, under Falmouth Hotel, (roin 11 to 12 A.M.,
or at the Chadwick Mansion, Congress Street.
oct21
dim

Stair Builders.
Fore

III. RAY,

iu

Real Estate Agents.
PKOCTEIt, No. 93 Exchange

B. F. IjIBISY, JVo.
C’roHH Nt.o in Delano’s

f7

3HA88E, A. HI., lutlraclor
PROF.
the French Language and Literature
in the

MILLER, No. 91 Federal Street

JOHN C.
Street.

l-*4

ma3

PABLEZ-VOUS FRAIVCAIS!

Ex-

order.__
Plumbers.

JAMES

less, $1.50.

Tickets

WHITNEY,

GEORGE

Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of (he State) for $1.CO per square tor first insertion,
an 1 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to

no!3*

op-

I>.

Congress Street,
Formerly occupied by Dr. Daveis.
Iloiin—10 to 1*4 A. IW 14 to 5 P. M.

Teacher
Forte Instruction.
Miss Potter desires to recommend this method to
parents; for the theory of Music cau be acquired l>y
this system of teaching in a few months, Its advantages over other systems are great. It is very
simple, and so trains the hands that the right lingering is gained without difficulty. 11 gives the pupil a perfect command of the Key Board. The
youngest pupils can understand it easily. The first
principles cau never be forgotten.
noltdl w *

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
No. 50

Office 499

THE

A. M.

THOMAS RAINEY, M.

17.

people of wealth can afford to supply their library needs by purchase unless books are
FRIDAY RORMKR, SOY. 17, 1876 cheap. Now, it so happens that while cheap
books are an advantage to readers, and may
be profitable by large aggregates of sales to
W e do not read
anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are In
publishers, they are to the disadvantage of
all caseB
Indispensable, not necessarily tor publication authors, rendering just compensation for litbut as a guaranty c l
good faith.
erary work almost impossible,”
Ten thou',y e cannot undertake to ret urn or
reserve commnsand copies of a $1.75 novel is a decided hit;
nications that are not used.
at the usual ten per cent, this gives the author $1,750. The writer even here gives a
Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
rose-colored statement, for $1.75 is a high
with a Card certificate countersigned
by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel price here, and a good part of the sales would
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
probably be of copies in paper, at $1 or less.
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
An author can scarcely write more than one
Journal.__
book a year; though an author “well up on
the literary ladder” might run this income
STATE OF MAINE
to $3,000 by doing a good deal of magaup
By the Governor.

BUSINESS CARDS.

.'to BROWN MTREET,
of Mrs. Paice’s Method of Piano

poaite the Park.

Rates of Advertising : One inch of space, the
le lgtli ot column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing
.**
©very other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week
50
cents
after.
week, $1.00;
per
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions

BY THE

Miss L. E. POTTER,

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY A- MEANS, Pearl Street,

published every Thursday Morning at $2.50 a
ye ir, if paid in advance at $2.00 a year.

—

Booksellers and Stationers.

Street.

THE MAINE STATE TRESS

or

EDUCATIONAL.

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Boom 11, Printer?’
No.
Ill Exchange St.
Exchange,
SMA El. Sc SHAl'KFOBO, No. 35 Plum

CO.,

Terms: Eight Dollars a Year in advance.
m iil subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in
▼a ice.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
IIOYT Sc FOGG, No. 91 Middle Street.

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

MORNING, NOVEMBER

PORTLAND, FRIDAY

ESTABLISHED JUNE 23, 1862.—YOL. 14.

French
Preachers, Contemporary Review;
Charlotte Bronte, a Monograph, Part II, Macnillan; When the Sea was Young, Part II,
Jornhil!; Sir Philip Sidney, Edinburgh Review;
Senuphas, a Fancy, Blackwood; The Ameri:an Summer and American Society, Pall Mall
3azette; Sixty-nine Years at the Coart of
Prussia, Athemeum; The Planet Vulcan, Spec

lator; Quiet Girls; American “Watering
Place” Acquaintance; George Whitefield, the
Famous Preacher; Secret Societies in China;
Christian Missions in West Africa, by a Negro;
A Straw-Plait Market; An Antiquary in a
Difficulty; The Luxury of Grief; The Friend
of the Hero, a charming short story from
Blackwood; and instalments of serials by GeoMacDonald, Mrs. Oliphant and Sarah Tytlen
besides shorter articles, poetry and miscellany.
AmoDg the attractions promised in Wide
Awake for 1877 are Quinnebasset Girls, a serial
by Sophie May; Good-for-nothing Poll, a serial
for the boys, by Ella Farman; Child Marion
Abroad, by Wm. M. F. Round, a true record
of a little American girl’s travels in Europe;
x^au^uiex

tical

aim

value,

a,

payeia

ui

prau*

and other features of interest.

How Young Men Are Soured.
It occasionally happens, says the New York
World, that a woman with her husband or her
lover comes into a crowded street car and a
young man whose chivalric feelings have not
been utterly destroyed by constant contact with
the busy world, rises and surrenders his seat to
the lady. He takes bold of one of the straps
hanging from the roof of the,car for the convenience of passengers to whom all other conveniences of travel are denied, and stands patiently in the aisle with tbe glow of conscious
He
well-doing on his ingenious countenance.
feels that he has done an act of kindness to a
damsel in distress; that he has paid due homage to the gentler sex; that he has acquitted
He
himself courteously towards a stranger.
can, therefore, bear with content the elbow'ng
aud
and
of the conductor as he pushes in
out,
tramping of fellow-passengers upon his toes.
The meek satisfaction of self-sacrifice exalts
him. Let such a ore enjoy the illusions of his
youth while he may, for a few moments will
lor womanhood dissipated
see his reverence
and a hard, distrustful cynicism take its place.
Invariably after his act of couitesy comes a
sequel of selfishness, as if in bitter mockery.
One of the passengers sitting beside tbe lady
She slides hastily aloug so as
rises to go out.
for
her escort, lover or
room
to make
as
the
case may be, and that genhusband,
tleman glides quickly into the seat, leaving
tbe courteous young stranger still hanging to
the strap from the roof, and abiding the buffets
of the conductor. To him the little drama is a
revelation. He sees at once the meanness of
humanity. The hollowness of the world and
the sawdust stuffing in his doll are painfully
manifest. He feels toward the man or woman
who have disenchanted him as Sir Pelleas did
toward Gawain and Etarre when he laid his
naked sword across their breasts. They have
destroyed;his faith in his kind. He who has
been cheated out of his seat by the woman to
whom he has surrendered his own has touched
the bottom of all meanness and disgust, and
may go through life confident that he will
never again experience such a sensatiou of
cheapness and weakness as he did wheuho
saw the couple to whom he had been so courteous complacently settle close to each other and
smile in blissful forgetfulness of his existence.
Even the fiend’s arch mock would be hearable
to the victim of such a misery.
The customs officer at Paris, Out., was
prised the other day by an ancient dame

sur-

presenting
paying the
insisting
duty on a number of spoons she stated she
smuggled', into this country some twenty years
sil
ago. There was no mistake about. Those
ver spoons had troubled Jher dreams from that
aud lately, having got religion and
to
herself and

day this,
joined the church,

on

man.

George Eliot is, on the whole, snubbed by
Edinburgh Review. It says of “Deronda:"
“Perhaps it is true that only George Eliot could
have written this book, but George Eliot fooled
and flattered, led to believe that her sayings
the

valuable as those of any sage, that her re
are wiser than those of Solomon, that
sven the headings of her chapters are objects
of adoration to a throng of readers on their
tre

lectiocs

knees.”
According to Mr. Albert Rhodes,

our

diplo-

abroad are not so overworked as they
might be. He says in Scribner that while in
charge of the legation at the Hague as charge
mats

i affaires he found difficulty in getting suffiient material to make two dispatches—diploas note3—a month, and even
these were hardly of a character to interest
the American government. Indeed, there was
nothing to be done at this post but social and
official visiting and dining.

matically known

John Stevenson writes to the Glasgow news
that his grand-uncle, Robert Fulton, instead of
being born in Pennsylvania of Irish parents, as
bis Ameri can biographers say, was Scotch, and
was born in Beiih in Ayrshire.
Mr. Stevenson
says that in consequence of having offered a

torpedo

invention to the French, he concealed
the fact of his Scottish origin as much as poasikla

an,1 mVinu loaf !n

Uontlan/1 nnlir rrloiliia

relatives by stealth, being afraid that proceedings would be taken against him b; the British
Government.
Col. T. W. Higginson somewhat oddly says
that, dwelling as he does just at the edge of
what claims at least to be in the summer the
most fastidious of American social circles, he is
constantly struck with the limitations of its inluence, and with the little power exerted by its
members as compared with that which may
sasily bewwielded by tongue and pen. He adds:
“To be at the head of a Normal school, er to be
a professor in a college where co-education pre-

vails, is

to have a sway over the destinies of
America which reduces all mere ‘social position’ to a matter of cards and compliments and

pages’ buttons.”
Sews and Other Items.
Says the Danbury News: Tom Thumb is gong West—to grow np with the country.
The army record shows that Kentucky raises
the tallest aud Connecticut the shortest men in
;he country.
The first patient of the Chicago institution
for the cure of inebriates has become a Supreme Court judge.
An incarnate fiend .probably an undertaker)
wants to arrauge for a joint discussion between
Wendell Phillips and Alexander H. StephensAn Iowa baby has waited nameless for a

fortnight

for 7,000,000 voters to decide whether
it should be called Hayes or Tilden.
A new walking boot is exhibited for ladies;
it has a durable soul, is buttoned at the side instead of down the front, and ornamented with
ueat bow on the instep.
It is stated that negotiations are about conr
eluded between John H. Lick, trustee of the
Lick fund, and the various beneficiaries, which
will result in amicable settlement.
This election excitement has caused the “olda

est inhabitant” to forget bis usual proclamation that we are tojhave an unusually severe
winter.
A Latin military book, has been found in
Paris dated 1535, with illustrations of a revolving guD, revolving turrets for monitors, a diagram of a diving bell and other modern inventions.
A woman’s anti-coolie club has been organised iu San Francisco. The immediate object of
the league is the collection aud presentation of
evidence to the Cosgressional committee of the

injury

that Chinese

working

immigration

does to the

women.

The number of peisons carried on the narrowgauge railway on the Centennial grounds up to
Nov. 1 was 3,784,142, and the largest number
on one

day

was

on

September 28, Pennsylvania

to October 31, out of a totaj
attendance of 8,040,533, the number of persons
treated by the medical department was 6016.

day, 08,273.

Up

me uorliss engine ny-wneei maas z,aoo,'Jeu
revolutions during the Centenuial Exhibition.
The wheel is thirty feet in diameter, and any
one point on its periphery traveled during the
period stated 30,147 miles, or a little over 260

miles each day.
A Canadian who bad been acquitted of the
obarge of cattle stealing was tried sgain on
charge of receiving the stolen property. Then
it came out that be committed the original
and as he bad been acquitted on that
there was nothing to do but let him go.
Gen. Crook thinks the Indian war will soon
be over now. He says hardly any Indians are
on the war path excepting Crazy Horse’s band,
which is not numerous, and about 2000 warriors

theft,

The
with Silting Bull, who have gone north.
that Sittiug Bull will not fight
any more, and that neither he nor his followers

opinion prevails

will come in to the agencies.
The Chinese do not seem to have an intuitive
idea of the sanctity of an oath. A consular
office-boy, who had been in the service nearly
nine years, was looking for something which
he evidently could not find, and was asked what
it was. "The consul is going to try a case this
morning," he replied, "and I am looking for a
little book he makes the witnesses smell.”
survivor of the' charge
died at Woodstock, Canada, on
the 23d ult. He passed from the English Cavalry Department to Omar l’asba, from him to

Theklast quadrupedal

at

Balaclava

Lord Itaglan, and from him to Gen. Knoll^,
by whom he was presented to Lieutenant-Col.
onel Skinner, at the time of his death.
Not the least noteworthy feature of the political campaign that has just closed has been the
interest taken in the election by Ameri-

deep

in the nearest foreign land—Canada. The
American colony at Montreal lost.fully half its
cans

population at the beginning of last week, and
tbe surviving residents clubbed together to keep
the telegraph office open for returns all night.
A variety show performer advertises for a
partner, and says, "No Jonahs need apply.”
The phrase illustrates one of the peculiarities
of the show business. A man who has been
for along time is regarded with distrust, no one willengige him for fear he will
bring disaster, and be is called a Jonah, the
idea belug that be will sink any ship that takes

she felt that she could not
have their weight on her conscience any longShe must pay up. The astonished collecer.
tor at last fixed the tariff of charges to her satisfaction, and sho-wentj forth with light heart

unlucky

and free.

perstitious

Sbowmeu, generally,

him aboard
as

gamblers.

are as su-

NO CHANGE.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.
Old Orchard Cnuip Media# Association.
Biddefokd, Nov. 1C.—The Old Orchard
Camp Meeting Association held an adjourned

Owing to an informality
meetiug the old officers hold over for another year.
Tbeyare:—
President, Bev. I. Luce; Vice President, Sylvester Littlefield of Alfred; Secretary, J. D.
meeting Wednesday.

The Contest Center-

iu the call for the annual

Treasurer,

Anderson;

in Louisiana.

ing

Port-

M G. Palmer of

land.

WASHINGTON.
Reorttnuizaliou

of the Army.
Nov. 19.—The board to arthe
reorganization of the army
range plans tor
All the
met at the War Department today.
members were present except Senator West
and Bepresentative Banning.
Those iu attendance gave their views upon the snbject and it
Was agreed to adjourn until Monday when a
more explicit understanding will be had, after
which the commission will commence the preparation of their report.
The Treasury Report.
The Secretary of the Treasury has commenced the preparation of his annual report.
McKee’s Case.
It is very probable that a pardon will soon he
issued for Wni. McKee, though up to this afternoon no warrant therefor had been prepared.

Meeting of the Re-

Washington,

Crimes anil Casualties.
The Milford, N. H., poor house was destroyed by fire yesterday. Loss $2000.
George Atkins fell down stairs at his home in
Waltham last evening and bioke hit neck.
A jeweller in East New York was locked uu
m ms store
weanesuay night by thieves who
robbed him of $700 worth of his stock.
A boiler explosion occurred at 110 Morton
street, N. Y., yesterday, damaging the building, but killing no one.
Miss Emma Willetts and daughter, residing
at Lawrence, L I., were burned to death Wednesday by kerosene.
Charles B. Hatch, a Liberty street (Boston)
lawyer, was arrested yesterday on charge of being a defaulter to the extent of $30,000.
Thomas F. Douns was crushed under a pile
of lumber at 295 Fourth street, South Boston,
yesterday, and fatally injured.
Attempts hare been made by burglars to enter the residences of J. J. Doland, A. McFarland, R. Stanley and Waldo Abbott at Law-

turning Board.

Its Sessions to be
Secret.

Very Respectfully,

Cook tlie Florida
Returns.

Hayes Certain of

brewery

in

Cranston,
R. I., line, owned by
destroyed by fire yester-

Nicholas Molter, was
day. The loss is estimated at $40,000.

of dollars.

MARINE

NEWS.

tsi» of

the City of Manchester—Thirtyof the Crew Drowned.
London, Nov. 16.—The City of Manchester,
whose loss off Akyab was reported yesterday,
was formerly the Inman line steamer City of
Manchester.
She had been converted into a
sailing ship. Thirty-two of the crew are probably lost.
two

THE TURF.
The (Mystic Park Races.

Boston, Nov. 16.—The closing day cf the
fall races at Mystic Park, the 2.36 race for a
purse of $150, five starters, was won by b. m.
Eva. Time, 2.37i, 2.364, 2.374, 2 34.
The 2.40 race for a purse of $15, two contestants, was won by br. m. Reformer. Time, 3.00.
2.59, 3.02.
The 2.32 race for a purse of $200, four starters, was unfinished after four heats.
vapt. Keyne Again Indicted.
Harrisburg, Pa„ Nov. 10.—The public
prosecutor of this city has instituted proceedings against Ferdinand Keyne, late master of
the German steamer Franconia, for manslaughter in rnnning down the British steamer Strath
Clyde ana causing the death of a number of
persons. Capt. Keyne has already been tried
and convicted in England for the same offence,
bat on appeal his sentence was quashed for
want

of jurisdiction.

Boss Tweed Threatens to Play Brutus to
Tildea’s friar.
New York, Nov. 16—A letter from St.
Thomas gives an account of Tweed’s reception
on board the Franklin and during the
voyage
from Vigo.
He said he would compel the government to
return him to Spain, and attributed his capture
both to the American government and to i'llden, aod threatened
damaging disclosures
He says “if Sammy is to be
against Tilden.
Ctesar, he’ll find 1 can be Bruins.”
METEU ROLOI1IC A!..
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT

TWENTY-FOUR

HOURS.

Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )
>
Officer, Washington, D.C.,

War

Nov. 17, (1 A. M.))
Por New Euglaad,
rising barometer, cooler northeast winds and
clear weather, followed by warmer and partly
clondy weather.
The

Younger Brothers Arraigned for
Murder.

St. Paul, MinD.,Nov. 16.—AtFairmount the
Yoanger brothers, Cole, James and Robert,
were arraigned today in the District Court on
two indictments, the first
charging them with
complicity in the murder of Hey wood, the bank
cashier, and the second charging Cole directly
with the mnrder of the Swede, Gustavsen, and
and Jim and Bob with complicity. They asked
and were granted until Saturday to plead to
the indictment
Magnolia (N. C.) Bnrned.

Richmond, Nov. 16.—The business portion of
the town of Magnolia (N. C.) was
destroyed by
fire last night.
Nineteen buildings, including
the railroad depot,telegraph and express offices
with their contents, were bnrned. it is
supposed to have been incendiary,

foreign.
THE

EASTERN QI7ESTON.
English Troops for the'East.
London, Nov. 16.—The Globe hears from a
trustworthy but unofficial source that 21 battallions of infantry, 7 regiments of cavalry, and
eight guns have already been told off as the

first British force for the East, should the
government consider their services
necessary for
the protection of British interests.
Russia’s Warlike Intentions.
The Pall Mall Gazette states that up to this
morning, the Porte’s objections to the conference bad not been removed. Same
journal says
it|believes Rnssia intends war. She is prepared
to insist upon claims which she believes the

Pnwffl

will rnfnon

nml

in

nnlt!

— —

__I

a

pose them by force.
Tt.e situation, it says, is
but little different from what it would be if for
the word “armistice” the words “Russian demands of reform” were submitted, and the
Ignatieff ultimatum, thus modified, were still
lying before the Porte.
The Albanian Army Divided.

Ragusa, Nov. 16.—The Turkish army of Albania has been scattered.
A portion under
Dervish Pasha is ordered to Bulgaria and the
and
Danube,
15] battalions to Constantinople.
The remainder stays in Albania.
Moukta
Pasha has left Trebinge for Albina.
In General.
Great activity prevails in the Woolwich arsenal, and the production of ball cartridges will
be increased immediatelyt o 2,006,000 per week.
The Porte is preparing for a winter campaign.

The entire Polish contingent of the Polish
army has been sent out of Polish provinces for
field.
The enrollment of Polish

service in the
reserves was
Warsaw men

characterized by great rigor,

being

taken from

night and carried to the trains.

at

their beds at

GREAT BRITAIN.
The Lancashire Spinners Threatened
With a Lock-Out.

London, Nov.

10.—The press association

states that the master spinners of North and
East Lancashire have resolved to
carry into effect a general lock-out on Monday.
Previous
is
that a meeting ot the
information, however,
operatives will be held on Sunday to decide
whether the master’s terms shall be accented
absolutely as the masters require.

Foreign Notes.
Hamilton & Co., colliery owners of Manchester have failed with liabilities estimated at

8600,000.

The press association reports that the au
thorities of Davenport dock-yard have revived
oraers to prepare the iron-clad turret
ships Cyclopes and Hydra for immediate active service.

MINOR TELEGRAMS*.

The new Odd Fellows’ ball at
Rochester, N,
H., is to be dedicated Thursday.
Bond Brothers, stock brokers
;0f Montreal,
suspended payment yesterday.

ofT^e.^o?.t0nfCityHC.0UDCi!
*#*

la8t niSbt by a vote
refu8e<1 10 mi*ke the
appropriation
asked for for a new syst.-in of
parks.
~

Hon. William Orton, President of the West-

tern

Union, has recovered from his severe illness and will be at his office in a tew
days.
The Secretary of the
Republican State Committee of California has issued a circular
calling on all Republican clubs of the state and on
x^acinc coast to retain their
organization
and increase their numerical
strength.

LOUISIANA.
A Comprehensive Statement of the Situation.
New Orleans, Nov. 15.—The following deswas
last
sent
patch
night to the Indianapolis
Journal:
The official returns of about half the state
Both parare in.
None of them are opened.
The Reties claim a majority for President.
claim three Congressmen and the
•emocrats four.
Both parties claim the Legislature. The returns come in very slowly on
horseback and by boat. They may not all be
in for a week. The returning board meets tomorrow for organization, and will be in session
for several days, until the whole vote is counted. Gov. Kellogg says Hayes has carried the
state, and the state ticket and a majority of the

Bublicans

Legislature

are

Republican.

Will Cumback.
Lew Wallace.
John Coburn.
Precautions for Preserving the Peace.
Gen. Sheridan has taken rooms in the honse
adjoining Gov. Kellogg’s residence. He has
expressed his determination to have nothing
to do whatever with political affairs, his visit
being solely in bis official capacity, for the
preservation of peace. Since his arrival he
has spent much of his time in consultation
with Gen. Auger.
The returning board will meet at the] State
House. For their protection Gen. Sheridan,
with Gen. Pennypacker as second in command,
has decided to post two companies at Mechanic
Institute, six at the Custom House, and five
back of the State House on Charles street.
Gen. DeTrobriand will command at the Custom House, Gen. Pennypacker at Mechanic
lustitute and Gen. Brooke at the State House.
All are ordered to report directly to Gen. Sheridan. The total number of troops is C80 men.
The city is perfectly quiet.
Powers of the Returning Board.
Sonatnv

Saimianann

unrl

nv

fJiitv

Rinlar

lntrn

arrived at tbe opinion tbat tbe returning board
bas no right to act upon the Presidential election. The law gives the board power to act in
all elections not otherwise provided for, and tbe
Presidential election is otherwise provided for.
Mr. Trumbull also assents to this view and a
strong tight will be made on it.
Messrs. Matthews and Noyes have also prepared lengthy opinions ins.ructing the board on
their legal rights aod responsibilities.
Eight or ten of the Democratic visitors
called upon Gov. Kellogg and bad a long interview. The Governor confined himself to
exhibiting and explaining tbe law, and said
tbat he had no control over the personnel or
organization of the board.
Rob I ngereoll’e Way of Patting It.
Gov. Kellogg has received the following despatch from R. G. Ingersoll:
In tbe Presidential game the Democratic
party has a hand filled with stolen cards, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, New York and
Connecticut, a full banded flush.
Looking
over the tops of these stolen cards, with one
band on a revolver, tbe old political bloat,
tbief and bulldozer shouts to the Republicans:
“Don’t you touch Louisiana; don’t you steal
a card on me; don’t you touch it;
the people
demand reform.”
Re ly of tbe Republican* to tbe Democratic Pronnncinmenlo.
Tbe following is the reply of the Republicans to the communication from the Democrats Inviting a conference:
New Orleans, Nov. 16.—Gentlemen,—The
majority of tbe undersigned, to whom your
note of the 14th inst. was addressed, only arrived in this city yesterday evening. We have,
therefore, been unable to reply until this morning and can only regret that your communication should have been given to the press immediately upon its delivery and without the possibility of an answer accompanying it. You
remark that you are informed tbat we came
at the request of the President to see that the
board of canvassers make a fair count of the
votes actually cast, and ask that we meet and
confer in order that such influence as we possess may be exerted in behalf of such a canvass of the votes actually cast as by its fairness and impartiality shall command the respect and acquiescence of the American people of all parties, We join heartily with you
in counsels of peace and in the expression of
an earnest desire for a
perfectly honest and
j ust declaration of the results of the recent
in
election
Louisiana by its lawfully constituted authorities, and we may add tbat we
know of no reason to doubt tbat such a declaration will be made. But we do not see tbe
propriety or utility of a conference on the basis and subject to the limitations you propose,
for we have no .such duty imposed on us as
suggested tby the clause of your note just

quoted.

We are at most requested to be witnesses of
what shall occur in tbe canvass of the votes,
without power or legal influence over the result or over the means by which, under the
laws of Louisiana, the event is to be determined, We cannot doubt that in this you, upuu

icucvtiuu,
as
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tion.
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wim

us.
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are

private citizens with no official posiWe, therefore, cannot superscribe or

modify any laws of this state nor have we any
right to control or influence its officers as to
tbe manner in which they shall discharge ministerial or judicial duties imposed upon them
by its laws, and if we should, being strangers
and without official position, attempt this we
should be condemned by the people of every
state in the Union for an improper interference
with local administration.
The following extract from the laws of Louisiana shows .that the canvassing board is expressly required in certain cases to exercise judicial as well as ministerial functions:
Section 3. That in such canvass and compilation the returning officer shall observe the following order: They shall compile first, the
statements from all the polls or voting places
at which there shall have been a fair, free and
peaceable registration and election. Whenever
from any poll or voting place there shall be received the statement of any supervisor of registration or commissioner of election in the form
as required by section 26 of this act, an affidavit of three or more citizens of any riot, tumult,
acts of violence, intimidation, armed disturbance or corrupt influence which
prevented or
tended to prevent a fair and peaceable vote of
all qualified electors qualified to vote at such
polls or voting places, such returning officers
shall not canvass, count or compile the statements from such poll or voting place until the
statements from all other polls or voting places
shall have been canvassed or compiled.
The
returning officers shall then proceed to investigate the statements of riot, tumult, acts of violence, intimidation, armed disturbance, bribery
or corrupt influences at any such
poll or voting place, and if, from the evidence of such
statement they shall be convinced that such
riot, tumult, acts of violence, intimidation, armed disturbance, bribery or corrupt influences
did not materially interfere with tbe
purity and
freedom of the election at such
poll or voting
place, or did not prevent a sufficient number of
qualified voters thereat from registering or voting to materially change the result of the electtou, then, and not otherwise, said returning
officers shall canvass and
compile the vote
of
such
pole or voting
places
with
those
previously canvassed and compiled
But if said returning officers shall not be
fully
satisfied thereof it shall be their duty to examine lurther testimony in regard thereto, and to
this end they shall have the power to send for
persons and papers. If after such examination
tbe said returning officers shall be convinced
that said riot, tumult, acts of violence, bribery
or corrupt
influence did materially interfere
with the purity and freedom of the election at
such polls or voting places, or did prevent a
sufficiect number of qualified electors tbereat
Irom

registering

change

John Sherman, Hawley Matthews, Stanley
Matthews and J. A. Garfield of Ohio; John
A. Kasson of Iowa; K. W. Stoughton of New
York, Irving Ditty of Maryland; J. H. Van
Allen of New York; Eugene Hale of Maine;
M. S. Quay of Pennsylvania; Will Cumback
of Indiana; Edward F. Noyes of Ohio; Job.
E. Stevenson, John Cullum of Indiana; J.
M. Tuttle of Iowa, M. A. McGrew ol Iowa;
J. W. Chapman of Iowa; W. Ii. Smith ot
Iowa; Abner Taylor, S. R. Haven, J. M.
Beardsley and C. B. Farwell of Illinois; Sidney Clark of Kansas, and J. C. Wilson of
Kansas.
TV- *1.
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Lyman Trumbull, James O. Broadhead, W,
14. Morrison and others, present at the request of the chairman of the National Democratic Committee.
The Kctnruiug Board in Session.
The state returning board, ex-Gov. J. Madison Wells, G. Cazerone and Lewis M. Kenner,
took the oath of office to-day, filed the neces-

State.

insur-

ed for $16,000.
As a Saville fishing smack was passing
through Jones’ Inlet yesterday, it ran on a bar
and broke in two. Twe of the three occupants
were drowned.
One of the bodies was recovered.
The stores of Lent & Braman and W. T.
Sergolla & Co., 506 Broadway, N. Y., were entered by burglars Wednesday night and robbed
of property to the amount of several thousands

a

Majority in that

rence.

The Rhode Island
near the Providence,

tlie Democrats

How

said election by reasou of being a candidate for
office shall be allowed a hearing befoie said returning officers upon making application within the time allowed fur the forwardiug of returns of said election.
Hence if there are auy facts requiring the
judgment of the board upon the validity of
any elector or return as affected by such
fraudsorviolence.it would be a manifest interference with state rights and local self-government for persons like ourselves, without official rights, to attempt to influence or control
its judicial election. Had a corresponding
board in the state of New York in 18IJ8 been
authorized to pass upon the fraudulent returns
of the votes of New York that year and a delegation of citizens of Louisiana however respectable, attempted to iuflueDCe its judicial action
upon the facts presented to it under the laws of
that state, such an attempt would have beeu
nnivesally condemned. If the duties of the
canvassing board of Louisiana were merely
ministerial or clerical as in the case of any
officer charged by law with the duty of verifying and declaring tlie result of any election and
investigating with no discretion, as when the
President of the Senate counis and declares the
votes of the electors of the several states in the
election of President and Vice President, under
the Constitution of the United States, a different case would be presented. It is in our judgment vital to the preservation of constitutional liberty that the habit of obedience to the
forms of law should he sedulously inculcated and cultivated, aud that the resort to extraconstitutional modes of redress for even actual
grievances should be avoided and condemned
as revolutionary, disorganizing and tending to
disorder and anarchy.
To reduce the whole question, therefore, to
the mere clerical duty of counting the votes
actua'lycast as proposed by you in distinction
from the votes legally cast and returned, irrespective of the question whether they are fraudulently or violently cast, or otherwise vitiated
involves a nullification of the provisions of the
laws of Louisiana, which have already been adjudicated by the Supreme Court, and would be
wholly unjustifiable here as well as in any other state of the Union which had provided laws
to protect the rights of the voters and the purity of the ballot
We cannot, therefore, concur in your proposition for a conference on that basis.

voting to materially
of tbe election, then said reand

the result
turning officers 6hall not oanvass or complete
the statement of the votes of such poll or voting place, but shall exclode them from their returns.
Provided that any person interest in

sary papers with the Secretary of State, and
went into execcntive session in a room assigned
to them in the State House.
Nothing has
Gov.
transpired regarding their proceedings.
Kellogg stated this afternoon that the vacancy
in the board had not yet been filled.
The
board adjourned to meet Saturday noon.
Gov. Wells, in answer to an inquiry whether
or not reporters and spectators
would be admitted, said it was his wish, and he evidently
the
sentiment of all the members,
expressed
that the board should sit with closed doors during the canvassing and compiling of returns,
except when information was wanted concerning a particular matter concerned with the
election, or when some point was to be argued
before the board.
He said that neither the Governor nor other
state officers, if his wish was [regarded, would
have free access to the room during the sessions
of the board. If the board wanted legal advice
he said they would call on the attorney general
but at no other time would they be admitted.
Both Mr. Wells and Mr. Anderson said that
the board was an entirely independent body
and would not be controlled in its action in any
way either for the executive or by other parties.
New Orleans, Nov. 16.—The state Democratic committee made application for representation on on the board.
They also desired
that their sub committee be allowed to attend
the sittings of board.
In reply Gen. Wells
stated that in all cases.of contested polls from
any cause they would be notified and.’ the board
would hear arguments from both sides.
The
board’s adjourning till Saturday.noon gives rise
to speculation as to the cause of the delay in
beginning their labors.
Everybody here appears to be waiting for definite news from
___1
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FLORIDA.
The Returns Show a majority of 250 lor
Hayes.
Tallahassee, Nov. 16.—The following tables have been made up from the most trustworthy sources. They give the first authentic
information yet published of the vote of this
state.
The following are the nine counties carried by the Bepublicans with the majorities
conceded by the Democrats, and the counties
carried by ihe Democrats.
In some of the
former the Bepublicans claim larger majorities:
REPUBLICAN.

Escambia.176
Gadsden.467
Leon.2033
Jefferson.1922
Madison......446
Alacbna.727
Dural .928
Nassau.13$
Marion.604

he Returns from Laurens County Destroyed.
A report comes from Laurens county that last
night the office of the clerk of courts in the
coart house was broken opeujtand the poll lists
and ballots stolen or destroyed.
Heniug outlie Iujuuctiou Question.
The Sunreroe Court met at 12.30 today.
The
counsel for the board of canvassers asked an order instructing the board to proceed with the
canvass of the returns to save time and strictly
in
a
The order was
ministerial capacity.
granted, but subsequently on motion of the
Democratic counsel was amended so as to read
“shall” proceed in a ministerial capacity instead of “may” as in the original order, whereThe Court heard the
upon it was withdrawn.
argument from the counsel of both sides until 8
The decision was
p. m., when it adjourned.
reserved and will he delivered tomorrow.
The returns are in the custody of the Secretary of State aud are uot accessible.
The I.iilrsl Showing.
Charleston, Nov. 10.—Full official returns
show that in 21 of tne 32 counties in the state
the majority for Hayes is 1038 mote than the
majority for Ctiauiberlaiu.
Democrnlic Claims.
'I

at 9| @ 101c for fair to good refining; 10}c for prime;
13th. The hold was filled with water and the fire exrefined is dull at 12c lor standard A; 12} @ 12}c lot
tinguished without damage to vessel She has a cartor granulated; 13 @ 131c for
go of brimstone and tertilizers, which is badly damCoffee is unchanged; 15}@19 gold for
crushed.
aged and is being discharged.
Molassescargoes; 16 @20} gold for job lots.
Sch B F Faruham, from Rio Grande Sept 13th tor
Foreign grades are Quiet, scarce aud very firm; new Falmouth, with bonefish, put back 28th leaky, and
crop New Orleans sold at 59 @ 69 for good to choice.
was discharging 30th for survey.
Rice is quiet and unchanged. Petroleum is firm;
Sch Medford, from Bangor for Boston, before recrude at 12}c; refined|at 26}c. Tallow is heavy at 81
ported ashore near Thatchers Island, floated off 13th
@8|c. Naval Stores—Rosin [firmer at 2 25 @2 3(1 and was picked up and towed to Boston by tisbing
for strained. Turpentine is easierat 38e for Spirits.
schr Margaret A Jones.
Pork is quiet aud firm; Mess at 17 12}; at second
call seller all the year 15 50 bid, 15 GO asked; seder
DOMESTIC FORTS.
January at 16 10 bid.UG 50 asked; seller fo9 February
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar6th, ship Landseer.Knowls,
16 15 hid. 16 40 asked; seller March 16 20 bid, 16 50 !
Talcahuana.
asked. Beef is quiet. Cut Meats quiet; middles are
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 14th, ship Merom, Lowell,
firmer; long clear at 8}@9c; long and short clear
Liverpool.
seller lor January at 8|. Lard opened heavy, but
Ar at SW Pass 14tb,
ship Kate Davenport, Mai ctt,
wos afterwards active and advanced, aud closed firm;
Liverpool.
prime steam at 11 00 @ 11 10; seller for November at
MOBILE—Ar
sch
L A Edwards, Miller, from
I4tb,
10 47} @,10 55; seller all the year at 10|07} @ 10 22}
Caibarien.
closing at 10 25; seller December at 10 15 ® 10 22}’
\
SAVANNAH—Cld
14tb, ship John T Berry, Emerclosing at 10 25; seller January at 10 10@ 10 25, closson, Liverpool.
ing at 10 25.
CHARLESTON—Cld
15tb, barque Neversink, BarFreights to Liverpool—market is firmer.

KENTUCKY.
Tildeu’s Majority.
LOUISVILLE. Nov. 11t —Official returns from
101 counties in
Kentucky give Tilden 00,100
majority. There are 10 counties yet to hear
from, but they will not materially change it.
Tilden’s majority shows an increase of 00 per
cent, over the Democratic vote of last year.
The Congressional Diet-lets.
The results of the Congressional districts are
reported as follows:
1st—Boone (dem.) 10,994; Turner (indt.) 8154;
Houston (rep.) 5221.
4th—J. Proctor Knott (dem.) 15,735; Lewis
(rep.) 0982.
0th—Carlisle (dem.) 10.404; Landrum (rep,)
8133.
8th—Blackburn (dem.) 18,884; Shackelford
(rep ) 9348.
8th—Durham (dem.) 15,482; Bradley (rep.)
1

but

OHIO.
Gov. Bayes’ Official Plurality 751C.
Columbus, Nov. 16.—The official vote of
Ohio was canvassed today by Secretary of State
Beil in the presence of Gov. Hayes and Jas.
Williams, State Auditor, with the following
result: There were 658,649 votes cast; of this
number Hayes received 330,698; Tilden 323,182;
Peter Cooper 3057; Green Clay Smith 1030;
James B. Walker, the anti-Masonic candidate,
70. Hayes’ plurality over Tilden was 7516

CALIFORNIA.
An Explicit Denial from Gov. Irwin.
San Francisco, Nov. 16.—Gov. Irwin publicly and specifically denies that he sent or ever
authorized to be sent to Washington any telegram declaring he would not certify to the electoral returns in this state because ha had discovered frauds that would negative the Repub-

lican majority.
The Congressional Districts.

Official returns from all the counties in the
4th Congressional Dsstrict except Mono, which
is estimated to give Pachero (rep ) 43 majority7.
It is believed that the Mono returns will not
Returns from the 3d dischange the result.
trict are still incomplete. Luttrell is elected by
about 200 majority.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Work on the completion of the Montreal,
Portland and Boston Railroad from Cbambley
to Farnham. commenced yesterday.
The pay of the machinists and carpenters in
the employ of the Russell Paper Company in
Lawrence has been reduced from $2 25 to $1.87
per day.
ic rnmnrorl tliaf nnmnfrnllnr f!i>nnna

bush corn, 2782 bush oats.
Cincinnati, November 16.—Pork is searce ant
firm: new at 16 00 @ 16 25 on spot; 15 75 seller lor al
the year. Lard is in good demand; steam renderet
atl0$; kettle at 10$ @ 10$. Bulk Meats are in goot
demand; sales of shoulders, in salt ten to firceei
days, at 6$ @6$; clear rib sides at 8 15 @8$; clea:
sides 8$. Boxed Meats are in fair demand; shoulder
at 6$ setter lor December; short rib sides and 1 onj
and short clear sides at 8$ bid seller December
short cleaar sides sold at 8| on the spot.
Bacon i
quiet; shoulders at 7$ @ 7$; clear rib sides 9| @ 9$
clear sides at 9$ @ 9$. Hogs are active, firm anc
higher; common light at 5 25 @5 50; fair to gooc
light and Decking grades at 5 60 (a) 5 80; choice heavi
at 5 85 @9 00; all were sold;
receipts of 506* head*
shipments 345 head.

niLnca

official term expires next week, intends to contest the right of the Mayor to appoint his successor.

Cooper & King, commission merchants in
etc., in New York, have suspended.
Liabilities $200,000, mostly due in New Eng-

hosiery,
land.

Samuel T. Maddox, deputy collector of customs in Brooklyo, died yesterday, aged 47. He
has been prominently identified with Republican politics in Brooklyn for several years.

Cleveland,November 16.—The Petroleum
unchanged at 23 for

Avery’s pardon was forwarded to Jefferson
City last night. Con. Magnire’s sentence has
expiied and ne will be liberated today if he can

et is in good demand and
ard White 110 test.

Bradford.

501

Olay.165
Columbia.185
Hamilton.287

Levy.287
64
Liberty.

Polk. 438
Patman.21
St. Johns.110
Santa Rosa.
297
Snwanee.•.168

169
Taylor.
Wakulla.103
Calhoun.152

Franklin.76

Holmes.195
248
Laftyette.
Sumter.215
Walton. 548
Washington.284
Total.4738

Daily Domestic Receipts.
conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G
W. True & Co.
water

Hillsborough.600

Boston Stock market,
[Sales at tbe Brokers’ Board, Nov. 16.]
5 Boston and Maine Railroad.95

Manatee.300
Orange.750

Volusia.300

Total.2450

Republican majorities.7438
Democratic majorities... .4738
ditto.2450
-7188

Majority for Hayes.

.250

Democratic Estimate*.
New York, Nov. 16.—J. J. Daniell, chairman of the Democratic committee in the second
district of Florida, telegraphs that the figures show a Democratic
of
in
1038
the
state—432 in his dismajority
trict and 606 in the first district.
He also
claims a Democratic majority in both houses
of the Legislature.
A despatch from Tallahasse to the Herald
says the Democrats are much more confident
than they were, having received advices from
the North, that they will be sustained and will
get tneir rights.
How Ihe Democrat* Figure out Hojoritie*.
New York, Nov. 16.—The Times has the
the following special from Tallahassee:
To the people of the United States:—The undersigned are informed that telegrams are being
sent North from this state, based on the tables
of reported majorities in the Floridian extra of
this afternoon, claiming that Tildenland Hendricks have carried Florida by 637 majority.
An examination of these tables shows that in
the county of Alichua alone the actual Benub-

Congressional

on file is rednced to 498, by leaving
out certain precinct votes on false pretences of
frauds; that in a variety of ways the actual
figures have been changed so as to give an apparent Tilden majority. The undersigned are
satisfied from careful examination in detail of
the returns already received, that allowing the
Democrats all the majorities now claimed in
the counties kept back by them, the returns
from the whole state will show a ma'ority for
This majority can be
Hayes and Wheeler.
largely increased upon ample proof of Democratic frauds and intimidation.
The Republicans of Florida are not devoting
themselves to manufacturing public opinion at
the North, but convinced that the state has
been carried for Hayes and Wheeler, they wait
with perfect confidence the result of a lair and
impartial canvass, which they are sure will carry lull conviction to the people of the country.

canvass now

(Signed,)

J. M, Thornburg, Tennessee, T. W. O3born,
Florida, Wm. E. Chouder, New Hampshire,
M. Martin, Chairman of the Campaign Committee, J. P. C. Emmons, Jacksonville, Florida.
SOUTH CAROLINA.
Hayes’ majority About IOOO.
Columbia, Nov. 16.—A rough calculation
made from the official returns from 28 counties,
now at the office of the Secretary of State, and
an estimate on the vote for Governor of
the remaining counties, give Hayes about 1000 maTne
same
jority over Tilden.
authority gives
the state to Hampton by about 1200 majority.
Neither of these estimates is regarded by the
Democrats as correct.
They claim that Tilden
will carry the state, but will not (disclose their
reason for the assertion.
The Prima Facie Election of Hampton
Conceded.
The Republicans now concede the election of
Hampton ou the face of the returns, but claim
that the remainder of the Republican state
ticket is elected.
Of the four counties yet to
hear from officially, three, Georgetown, Kershaw and Williamsburg are Republican, and
one, Laurens. Democratic.
A missing Commissioner.
W. H. Rutherford, Republican commissioner
of election for Laurens county, has not delivered the returns of that county to the board of
canvassers, and is said to withhold them on account of the
breaking of a ballot box at one of
the polling places.
SVarrants are said to have
been issued for him by the United States Commissioner and by a state justice, but he cannot
be found.

Gravel, Dropsy, Bright’s Disease, Incontinence

J. S. CROCKETT,

DATE

oc9d3msn

a

01, THREE! OR FITE YEARS.

Fire and Marine

Also other clnsseff of property nt fnir
rales.

GET THE BOSTOJUFORM OF POLICY.

PECK,

SPA BROW &

No. 22

AGENTS,
181 MIDDLE STREET.

OCt20

Exchange St.

SDlltl

OVER

C-H-I-N-E-S-E.
sef)2G

Entr

SEVENTY MILLION DOLLIES
IN1RMCE (MIL

1'1). 15. ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street,
has the celebrated Wi brr 1‘mno and
other makers, at extremely low prices.
Orders for Tuning attended to as

PTAMn<3

1 lJUl U 0
and

ORGANS.

SWAN &

DEALERS IN BONDS,

No,

REPRESENTED.
STATEMENT OF THE

BARRETT,

200 Middle

Street,

London Assurance
CORPORATION,

OFFER FOR SALE

Portland Municipal 6s,

Portland Aid Railroad 6s,

Established

Cleaveland, Ohio, 7s,

and other equally choice investment securities.
needed information given relative to

UNITED STATES

5£“CillEDs BONDS,

The highest market price paid for such bonds and
for Government Bonds of every description.
Par ard interest paid for Calais bonds maturing
Dec. 1st, 1876.
ju7eodGm2<lp

S‘20s.
Highest market price paid lor
above named bonds, or first-class
securities given in exchange.

Woodbury & Moulton,
Investment Bankers,
E3C

67

ASSETS.

Gold.

Railway and other

debentures.

1,477,618
255,659

Reversions.

Government Life Annuities (780.5s. per

annum).
Real Estate.
Outstanding Premium! and Agents’ Bal-

71",4(3

Policy Stamps.

871

58 000

knees.
Outstanding Interest.
Cash in Bank and on hand..
Bi Us Receivable.

300,494
10,967
408,126
31,075

Total Assets Gold.$11,993,466
LIABILITIES.
Gold.
Net amount oi unpaid losses.$ 352,150
Reinsurance fund and all other liabilities (
1
except capital under life insurance dep’t |
Cash dividends to stockholders remaining
■

unpaid.
Unpaid annuities $2783; unpaid income
tax $307; clerk’s savings fund $12,174...

STREET.

RANGE

1720

Mortgages on property within the United
Kingdom.§ 9,290,793
Loans on the Corporation’s Lile Policies..
168,565
Investments, viz:—
In British Government Securities, viz.: I
„,iT
l>elo,687
£410,000 3 per cent stocks, valued at j
In Indian and Colonial, do.
404,338
111 Foreign, do.
732,843
lu
In
In

nov29

by Royal Charter

All

codly

7,113
15.264

Total amounts of all liabilities, except
capital stock and netsurplus.
Joint, stock capital actually paid upin cash
Surplus beyond capital.

9,602,138
2,211,375
3,149,953

Aggregate amount of ail liabilitiespaid up capital and
including
net

John E. Dow &

surplus.
$14,993,406
B. LOCK WOOD, Secretary.

January 1,1876.

LOHTnG & ADAMS,
J. S. Palmer. HOLLINS,
No. 22 Exchange St.

Fire Insurance

Agents,
1829. Charter

representing the following Companies:

Perpetual. 1876.

NORTH BRITISH
t
AND

—

—

OF

Mercantile Insurance Co.,

PHILADELPHIA.

OF LONDON AND fiBINBFKCJ.
Capital,

££.000,000-$10,000,000.00

Fire Reserve and Mnrplas
Fund Jan. lac, deducting
JLiabilitieii and Reassurance.

CAPITAL $400,000.

5,03J, 411.56

realized; assets,

Total Assets Fire Dept.
Oold Valuation.$15,O.T£ 411.56
Assets in the II. S.
1,719,06^.40

Queen

Insurance Co.,

OF LIVERPOOL AND LONDON

Capital, £4.000,000 Sterling.
"'d

ivn,tlJXa%t.

Jnu

Si"*e"

Hartford Fire Ins Co.,
OF

HARTFORD,

CONN.

®°i>i!a!.$1,000000.00
Total Assets Jnu.

1st. 3,034,184.88

St. Paul Insurance Co.,
ST. PACE, MINN.

®°Pi‘a>.$400,000.00
lo.al
Assets.

833,18107

Fame Fire Insurance Co.,
PHILADELPHIA. FA.

Niagara Fire Insurance Co.,
OF NEW YORK

CITY.

Capital.8
Total

500,000.00

Assets. 1,500,000.00

Security

Insurance Co„

OF NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Capital...
$400,000 00
Total Assets.
334,047.79

OF [SAN FRANCISCO, CAE.

Capi.nl.•.$300,000.00
Total

Assets. 049,340.74

Hamburg Bremen
Capital

and

Insurance

$3,308,824.86.
Statement of the
Realized Assets
of the Copmany
ON

,M

Barrel. Fireman’s Fund Insurance Co.,

»l COnWEBCIAL STREET.

ADAMS,

Co.,

accumula-

tions, Hold Vulue.$4,450,000.00
Assets iu Cited stales.
014,155.35

JANUARY 1st, 1876.
MORTGAGE!!.
On property valued at over $5,000,000,
being First Mortgages on unincumbered Real Estate in the city ot Phil-

adelphia.$2,363,400 91

REAL ESTATE.
Office of Company and eight dwellings..
135,000 00
LOANS.
Loans on Stocks as Collateral Security,
-45 69ft IS
[market value $66,543 001.
Re-Insurance Deposit Premium.
356 25
STOCKS.
$5,000 U. S. Bonds, 1881.
175,000 U. S. 5-23 Bonds.
40.000 U. S. 10-40 Bonds.
10.000 Alabama State Bonds.
15.000 Mississippi State Warrants.
5.000 New Jersey Exempt 6’s.
50.000 Philadelphia City 6’s.
10.000 Pittsburg City 7’s.
6.000 Cincinnati City 6’s.
4.000 Cincinnati City 7-30’s.
6.000 Rochestsr City 7’s.
1.000 Camden (N. J.) City 6’s.
15.000 Penn’a R. R. 1st mongage.
3.000 Reading R. R. 7’s of 1893.
5.000 Reading R. R. 6’s.
25.000 Harrrsburg & Laucaaer R. K.
1st mortgage.
9,500 West Jersey R. R. 7’s.
8.000 Hestonville, Mantua aud Fairmount R. R. 6’s.
10.000 American Steamship Bonds.
100 Shares Commercial National Bnk...
“
16
Continental Hotel Co Pref...
Cost. .$433,416 86
Market Value. $111.852 75
...

CASH.
Cash in Banks.$232,492 29
Cash in office. 16,597 36
Net premiums in course of
transmission. 73,421 14

322,510 79
Total..
*3,308,624 86
THOS. M. REGER, Sec’y.
ALFRED G. BAKER, Pres’t.

Rollins, Loring & Adams,

RECAPITULATION.
British and Mercantile Ins. Co.$15,034,411.56
Queen Ins. Co. 10,000.000.00
Hanford Ins. Co.
3,034,184.88
Hamburg Bremen las. Co. 4,430 000 00
Niagara Ins. Co. 1,300.000.00
8t. Paul ins. Co
85.3,a84.07
Fireman’s Fund Ins. Co..
049,349.74
Security Ins. Co.
334,947.79
Fame Ins. Co.
471.400.01
North

Reduced Rates!

OTinasure Almanac.November 17.
rises.G 54 High water.12.00 M
Sun sets.4.36 1 Moon sets. 5.15 PM

AGENTS,
No. 22 Exchange St.

Total Assets .$33,003,439.43

Sun

MARINE ISriKVS

154

Atlantic and Pacific
j

JOHN.

Tftlflorafrh
-o—r

|

Providence Print Cloths Market.
PttOViDENOE, R. I., November 16.—The Printing
cloths market firm at 4*c oflered freely foj best 64x04
With lew eiotbs on the market.

w

Saw5,er’ Getchell> Riiiadelphia-coal
Torrey, Soule, Kennebec for New Vork.
Foam,-, St George-dry fish to Curtis

Exchange Street,

Sch Sea
Davis.
Sch Radiant,

x

CLEARED.
p

Franconia, Bragg, Now York,—Henry
Sch Clara, (Br) Lendell, Pictou, NS—master.
Seb S K F James, (Br> B.sset, St John, NB- John

Steamship

(Grand Tiuuk Ticket Office*)

BRANCH OFFICES {p?eb!l1ifouse“ st‘

Porteous.

Bangola, (Br) Peck, St John, NB—J Porteous.
SAILED—Brig MaryC Mariner; sebs Irvine, Confess. Helen Thompson, E G Willard, Express Jesue, Oriental, and others.

•

The repairs
brig Hyperion, now lying at Cental whart, are about finished, and she has been redasied Ali four years in the Record. Sho she has
leen furnished with new rigging, new sails, and new
]
nainmast, stern rebuilt, and hull olhenvise put in
1 food order,

1

LFBOM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGED
Ar at New Fork 16th, barque Hosea
Rich, Bangor
ch Garland, from Portland.
Sid 1m Cadiz 9th inst, barque John J Marsh, for

<
K

JUDGES

Street.

AWARD

J anuary

IS A

FOR

SUPERIOR

SO words at
noC

one

'Night
half day rates.
smltt

STATEMENT.

1, 1070,

J. & P. COATS Capital $600,000.00.

Day Rates reduced
Fifty per cent.
for

Sr>rinsfield, Mass.

poiHiv

ASSETS.
Cash on hand and In Banka.$ 90,047
Cash in hands of Agents.tSO,570
Loans on Mortgage of Real Estate. 435,407
Loans secured by Government and R. R.
Bonds and Bank Stocks. 99,247
Bank Stocks. 189,060
Railroad Stocks. 357,270
Railroad Bonds. 21,140
Charlestown City Water Bonds. 10,000
Real Estate. 100,000
Accrued lutcrest. 28,222

$1,390,965

STRENGTH

tichmond, Va.

inst,

MEMORANDA.
Ship Francis P Sage, Avalier, irom Bangor for St
1 Iiehaels, (Azores) foundered at sea 4th inst. The
c rew were landed at Delaware Breakwater 15th.
The
x essel registered 1Z34 tons, was built at New
York in
1 150, and was recently sold to a Portuguese house.
The cargo of sch Mary Lord, of
Ellsworth, at
rooklyn for Charleston, was discovered to bo on fire

Co
CO
CO
00
00
59
24

79
94

9,085 00

$175,783 73

1 QUMITY

Ethau Allen, Blake

Sid 5th. brig H S Bishop, Bishop, Pensacola.
Sid tin Rio Janeiro Oct 3, ships Prussia, Rich
C F
argent, Swett, and Astoria, Kelley, San Francisco.

34

LIABILITIES.

Unpaid Losses...$ 52,698
Reinsurance. 413,999
All other Claims.

AND

awyer, United States.

sch

40
ill
00

DWIGHT R. SMITH, President.
S. S. HALL, See’y.
A. J. WRIGHT, Treas.

Glasgow 15th, barquo Susan A Blaisdeil

Arat Matanzas 5th
J1

Exchange

’ortiand.
Sldfm

<
*

29
H0V14

MEDAL AND DIPLOMA

Sch

on

SPRINGFIELD

T» A T irn It
JL XIUIU.1^115

TO

Hardy. Swan’s Island.
Sch Mariel, Anderson,Wiseasset—saw dust to D.W
Jlark & Co.
Sch Emeline, Blake, Wiseasset.
Sch Susan Taylor, Lord, Bangor for Salem.

Charter Perpetual.

AGEATS,

GENERAL. OFFICE,

74

Incorporated J849.

&

wi

Virginia,-oystets

toSHLPameF
Sch David

Cl
►o*

fin

ARRIVED.
Steamship Bermuda. Angrove, Halifax NS-nas-

sengers and mdse to John Porteous.
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, Boston for Eastport and St John, NB.
Sch Ada Barker, Dobbin, Fleetwood, E, in ballast.
Sch Nathau Cleaves. Atwood,
J
to Timmons & Hawes.

eTdOW

T

•

Thursday, Nor. 16.

,109J

Domestic Markets.
New Yoke, November 16—Evening.—Flour—receipts 8,913 bbls; tbe market is a shade firmer for
shipping grades, with a little better business doing
tor export; sales 22,000
bbls; No 2, 3 60 (g»4 25; Superhue Western and State 4 50
@5 00; extra Western
and Slate at 5 30 @ 5 45; good to choice Western and
Siate4at 5 50 @ 5 60; White Wheat Western extra at
5 60 (g6 80; Fancy White Wheat Western at 6
85
@ 8 00; extra Ohio at 5 30 @ 7 00; extra St Louis at
5 35 (g 8 25; Patent Minnesota extra
good to prime
at 7 30 @ 8 50; good to choice to double extra at 8 75
@ 9 50; Southern at 5 30 (g 8 70. Rye flour is firmer
at44 50 (g 5 00 for superfine. Corniueal is firmer at
2 85 @3 40.
Wheat—receipts of 115,494 bush; the
market is 1 @ 2c better for Spring, with an increased
export demand and more doing lor milling; sales of
195.000 bush; 118 for old Minnesota; 1 20 for old No 2
Milwaukee; 117 (g 1 29 for ungraded Spriug; 1 26 for
Mixed Spring; 1 22 for new No 3
Chicago; 1 23 (a)
new
^°3 Milwaukee; 130 for new No 2
Chicago; 132 for new No 2 Milwaukee and Minnesota;1 25 for Winter Red Western; 140 lor White
Michigan; 1 32 for White Canada in bond. Rye is
firmer; 25,000 bush Western at 80c n store; 90 (g 91c
lor State. Barley is more active;
40,000 bushjat »82c
for six-rowed State; 1 08 @ 1 09 for
ungraded Canada; l lo for No 2 Canada; 118 for prime No 1 do
Barley Malt is quiet; 10,000 bush prime Canada Malt
at 1 25 cash.
Corn—receipts of 79,596 bush ;* the
market is a shade firmer, with a moderate export
and home trade demand, also some speculative inquiry;; sales of 52.000 bush; 58 (g 60*c for unrgaded
new4Western Mixed; 59£c for graded steamer Mixed
60Jc lor giaded Mixed; 61c for graded No 1; 604c for
No 2 White: 57o for poor old White
Southern; also
15.000 bush Western Mixed, seller for November, at
60c. Oats—receipts 56,^80 buah; the market
open a
firmer, but closed dull and scarcely so firm; sales ot
80.000 bushl 33 (g 5uc for Mixed Western and sta te
36 (g 5lc lor White Western and
State, includnz
New York No 2 White at 43e; New
York ex ra
White at 50ic; Mixed Western 33 @ 45c; White
Western at 38(g50*c; Mixed State at
White do at 50 (g 51c. Sugar is quiet and 474(g5uc;
very firm

3 Bushels in

Siberia...Boston.Liverpool.

Lackawanna.70J

Guaranteed.

Michigan Apples!
Just received Choice Michigan Apples,

^ulna..Boston.Liverpool...

j«>5*

105*
1004
90*
16
16

8AHIJEL 1IANEOIV, Prsble Houne.
noil
sndlw

departure op steamships.

Missouri Pacific. 31
Atlantic & Pacific preferred.* [
2
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific

*ltt
Grants...!.!!!!.*

Apply to

These Apples are hand picked and
p acked as they were taken from the tree

FOR

—

...

Paul.;;;;;;; i8§

Sinking Funds.
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st...

at present occupied by Mrs. Merrill.

In this city, Nov. 15, Cephas H.
Douglass, aged 35
years 7 moDths.
[Funeral set vices Saturday atternoon at 2 o’clock,
a
l!*iate residence, 32 St. Lawrence street.
In Ferry Village, Nov.
15, Mr«. Sally Woodbury,
widow of Peter Woodbury, aged 86
years 6 months.
[Funeral services Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at the residence of the late John B.
Woodbury,

FROM

FOR

—

471,400.01

Ilouse in Free St., No. 62,

18
18
18
18
.Nov 18
Canada.New York Havre.Nov 18
Loo.New York. .Nassau, &c. .Nov 20
Claiibel.New York. .Jamaica, &c.. Nov 20
Alps.New York. Aspinwall.&cNov 21
Abyssinia..New York.. Liverpool... .Nov 22
Moravian..Quebec.Liverpool.Nov 25
Erin.New York..London.Nov 25
New York. .Glasgow.Nov 25
Victoria..
...Nov 26

Union Pacific Stock..!.’!! !!! 594
Lake Shore.
*’***'*'* 56*
Illinois Central.
75a

Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
Union Pacific.
Land

TO LET!

&

Houses & Furniture

Capital..$400,000.00
Total Assets.

Bolivia.New York. .Glasgow.Nov
Anglia......New York. .London ..Nov
.New York. .Liverpool.... Nov
City of Berlin
Cuba.New York. .Havana.Nov

Erie... 9*
preferred. 16
Michigan Central.
424

50*
51

\
I
That Bovs are
Clothed" from head to feet, 1
\ In Neve York styles*’ at George Fenno’s,
/
Comer of Beach and Washington Street,
Boston,
dtdecll

Sarmatian.Quebec.Liverpool.Nov 18

Erie

M||

.NOWS.

/One thing most everybody knows,

^^——

Western Union Telegraph Co, ex. 721
Pacific Mail.....
04I
New York Central & Hudson BB.1014

st.
St. Paul preferred.
Ohio & Mississippi.
Delaware &
Atlantic & P&citfe Telegraph.

MOST EVERYBODY

DIED.

NAME

$3,000,000

Buildings, Dwellings,

OF

*

of Durham.

Currency 6’s..
Tbe following were the closing quotations of
StnpkH?

gga
32*
574
34
994

SPECIAL NOTICES.

LORING

INSURES

_._

United States 5-20’s,1865, new.1124
United States 5-20’s,1867.115}
United States 5-20’s, 1868 .1164
UmtedStates news’s,.112}
United States 10-40S, coup.114}

Pittsburg It.’..
Chicago <& Northwestern.
Chicago «& Northwestern preferred.
New Jersey Central.
Rock Island.

Eliza Sawyer, Cook,

aLd

In Gorham, Nov. 7, by Rev. S. B.
Sawyer, Norris
N. wescott and Miss Sadie H.
Sawyer, both of Gorham.
In North Gorham, Nov. 15,
by Rev. W. J. Twort,
C. Eugene Wescott ot Standish and Miss
Mary M.
Plummer ot Gorham.
In Yarmouth, Nov. 15. by Rev. G. B.
Ilsley, Edw.
Raynes and Miss Mary O. Curtis, both of Yarmouth.
In Brunswick, Nov. 15, by Rev. Geo. C.
Grawtord,
Marqms W. Eveleth and Bliss Ida Z. Sylvester, both

ernment securities:
United States 6s, 1881, coup.117}
United States 6-20’s 1865, old,.110

Panama...

Fred Gray, Taylor, Rockport.
Ar at Port Spain Oct 18, sch

MARRIED.

New York Stock and money market.
New York, Nov. 16.—Evening—Money easy and
closed at 2 per cent, on call. Sterling Exchange is
steady at 481} @ 482 for bankers twenty days anu 483}
@ 484 for Bixty days.
Gold opened ana at 1098. declined to 109}, rose to
109}, and closed at 109J. Carrying rates 2, 1} @ 1 per
cent.; loans were also made flat. Tbe Clearances
were $15,181,000.
The customs receipts to-day were
$435,000. Treasury disbursements $71,000 gold and
$11,600 silver coin. Governments are strong. State
bonds—Old Tennessee sold at 45; Gist. Col. 3-65s at
67}. Railroad bonds firm.
Tbe following were tne closing quotations of Gov-

*''

un-

Retention ot Urine—Hunt’s Remedy cures these
Diseases.
Femalo Irregularities, Excesses, Intemperance, Prostration of the Nerve Structure and
Uterine Complaints, are cured by Hunt’s Remedy,
Hunt’s Remedy restores the system to perfect
healthnovt3eod&wlw

Foreign Imports.
HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Bermuda—61 packages
skins to J F Leiscomb.

The following are the six Democratic counties not yet heard from, with majorities as estimated by the Democrats:
Brevard.100
Hernando.400

man, tor Liverpool, ldg.
Sld fm Bahia Oct 6, ship Laurens, Snow, Callao.
At Pernambuco Oct 14th, brig Geo S Berry, York,
for Hampton Roads.
Ar at Turks Island Oct 27th, brig
Nellie, Higgins,

Barbadoes.
Sld Oct 14, brig Long Reach, Anderson, Washington; 24th, Geo E Dale, Pierce, Turks Island.
uplands liic.
Old at Picton 13th inst, sch Lizzie Dewey, Peters,
!
Boston.
Augusta, November 18.—Cotton easy; Middlim
uplands at 11c.
(Latest by European steamers.!
Norfolk, November 16.—Cotton quiet; Middlinf
Sld fm Liverpool 2d inst, Spartan, JacksoD, New
uplands at Jljc.
York; Delia O Yates, Cardenas, Lsiuce reported lost.]
Memphis, November 14.—Cotton market is easy
Ar at Natal, At, Sept 3, Sportsman,
Blanchard,
Middling uplands lljc.
New York, (and sailed 22d for Mauritius.)
Ar
at Naples Oct 28, sch Albert W Smith, Knight,
|
New York; 31st, Syra, Corning, do.
Luroprau iTlarkeis.
Sld fm Bilboa Oct 30, Peri, Stevenson, New York.
Algeciras-In the Bay Oct 19, Nineveh, Giles, from
London, November 16.—12.30 P. M.—Consols al
for Boston, (and sld 24th.)
95J tor money and account.
Smyrna
Cld at Havre 2d inst, Harry Morse, Patten. Cardiff;
London, November 16—12.30 P. M.—American seGeorgietta, Small, New York.
curities—Erie railway shares 9jj.
Cld at Antwerp 2d inst, Emma, Oliver, New Or|
London, November 16—2.00 P. M.—Consols at 93)
leans.
for money and account.
Sld Im Flushing Roads Oct 29, T Rernick, Ro30, for
Boston.
Liverpool, November 10.—12.30 P. M.—Cottonsteady; Middling uplands at old; do Orleans al
„Ar Stettin Oct 30, Mary E Leighton, Leighton,
6 ll-16d; sales 10,000 bales,
New
York.
including 2500 bales foi
speculation and export. Receipts 13,300 bales, ol
which 11,000 were American. Of the sales of Cotton
SPOKEN.
to-day 6200 bales were American.
Oct 26. off Messina, brig L H Kimball,
Storer, from
Richmond, Va, for Flume.
Nov 5, lat 35 45, Ion 53 10, barque Antioch, HemThe mind is depressed and the body enervated by
ingway, from Boston tor Rio Janeiro.
Kidney, Bladder and Glandular Affections, Diabetes,

Portland Wholesale market.
Thursday, Nov. 16.—The markets shew but little
change to-day. Molasses is higher, and an advance
of from 4 to 5c is noted on all grades. Sugars continue firm at 13 to 13Jc for granulated and 12c for
Extra C. Flour is firm and holders are very strong
in their prices. Corn is in excellent demand and the
supply is very small. The prices are unchanged in
this market.

Assets,

New Yerk.

Sld fm Bremerhaven 11th iust, sch Parepa, Pack
ard. Key West.
\ Ar at Beyrout —, barque NeDtune. Beal. Boston
at ai Marseilles I4tu inst,
barque Lepanto, Bunker
New York.
At Santos Oct 4, barque Genevie M Tucker, Merri-

ROLLINS,

OF BOSTON, MASS.

St Croix.
Cld 6 th inst, sch Caleb Eaton. Savage,-.
At Salt Cay 6ih inst, barque Lizzie
Merry, Keazer,
from Antwerp; brig Hattie M Bain, Thestrup, lrom
St Thomas; sch Waldemar, Parker, for —, ldg.
Ar at St Thomas Oct 28, sch Carrie M
Kichardson,
Richardson, Boston; 29tb, Waldemar, Parker, Santos; 5th inst, brig Ann E.izabeto, Burgess, N York.
Ar at St Pierre Oct 27, schs Cephas Starrett, Babbidge, Boston: 31st, Stampede, Dow, Jacksonville.
Ar at Barbadoes Oct 14, schs Eliza
Sawyer, Cook,
Calais; 25th, barque Jennie Cobh, Small, Boston; sch

changed; Middling uplands at 11 9-16c.
Charleston, November 16.—Cotton is easy; Middling uplands at 11$ @ life.
GALVESTON,|November 16.—Cotton easy; Middlinf

FINANCIAL ANU COM NEKCIAL.

Foreign Exports.
ST JOHN, NB. Br Schr S. K.|F. James-1000
bbls flour, 1,780} galls oil, 100 bags corn, 50 bags
meal, 1760 leet of lumber.

Fickett,

;

Middling uplands 1 lfc.

gentleman,

By

1

¥ork, November 16.—Cotton is weak anc
at 12c.
Mobile, November 16.—Cotton weak; Middling
uplands ll$c.
New Orleans, November 16.—Cotton is quiet

DEMOCRAT.

Baker.95

j

markstand

Cottonlmarket is

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sld fm Calcutta 15th inst, ship Pride of the Port
Sawyer, Boston.
Sld fm Antwerp 15th inst, barque David Babcock
Colcord, New York.
Ar at Honolulu 1st inst, ship Moonlight, Water
house, Shanghae, (and sld 2d inst for Jarvis Ielaud.
Sld fm Almeria Oct 23d, barque Adolph Engler

\

New

Savannah, November 16

Underwriters,

—

irregular; Middling uplands

—

INSURANCE.

BOSTON’

Ar

Louisville, November 1C.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands ll$c.
Wilmington,November 16.—Cotton is weak anc
nominal; Middling uplands atll$c.

show ihat he is insolvent and unable to pay his
fine of $5000.
The engineers of the St. Lonis & Cairo Railroad have struck on account of a redaction of
one cent per mile.
Several engines have been
disabled and some run off the track.
The Erie Railway Company on the loth inst.
for the first time in a number of years, commenced paying employes promptly for the previous mouth.
The company is now squarely
The paymaster of the
up with the employes.
eastern division disbursed $424,000 to employes
between Oct. 30 and Nov. 11.
Dr. John Dove died yesterday morning in
Richmond, Va., aged 84. He is said to be the
oldest Grand Masonic Secretary in the world,
having held the office over 50 years. He was
also Grand Master of the Grand Encampment
of Knights Templar for 30 years, and on the
whole, appears to have been a very grand old

7438

Total.

phreys, Liverpool.

13tb, schs John A Lord, Thomas, and Peerless,
Gray. Bath; Belle Hooper, Bent, New York.
PORTRESS MONROE
Ar 14th, barque Xenia,
Foster, Liverpool, seeking.
BALTIMORE—Ar 14th, ship Oracle, Humphreys,
Portland, to load tor San Francisco; schs Empress,
Kennedy, Bangor; Walter Irving, Ryder, Bangor;
E A Haves, Smith. St
George; Roger Drurv, Baker,
Kennebec; Jos Far well, Gregory, Rockland: Samuel
Gilman. Kelley, Portland.
Ar 13th, schs J II Ingraham,
Ames, Vinalhaven;
Abbie, Adams.-.
Cld 14th, scbs Day Light,
Reed, Providence: Lookout. Nichols, New York.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 14th, scli9 Martba N Hale,
Burgess. London; Hampden, Smith, Fall River.
Cld 14th. schs Eva C Yates, Yates, and S S Harding, Harding. Boston.
Ar 15tb. sch Sami Fish, Teel, Kennebec.
|
4.000 busb of rye.
Cld 15th, sch C E Moody, Arey, New Louden.
Shipments-13,000 bbls fiour,35,C00 bush wheat, 103,
NEW YORK—Ar I4th, schs Waterline, Kelley,
700 bush corn, 1,000 bush oats. 9,500 bnsb barley
Cedar Keys 15 days; Wm G Moseley. (Jrann, Jack3,600 bush rve.
of
call
the board in the afternoon—Whea
On the
sonville; My Rover, Eaton, Charleston; G W Anlower at 113| seller December; 114} seller January
drews, Watts, St George ; Eureka, Mayo, ProviCorn higher at 44}e seller December; 44c seller lo
dence; F Nelson, Holbrook, Bridgeport. Ct; Emma
Arey. Hall, Alexandria; Wm D Gargill, Rich, from
January. Oats quiet at 32}c cash or seller November ;
Fall River.
Pori !
33}c seller December; 31c seller January.
Cld 15th, scbs Harry White, Hopkins, for Point-anominal; 15 90 seller all the year; 15 89 seller to
Petre; B J Willard, Strobridge. Laguayra.
January. Lard was quiet at 9 87} seller for Janu
Passed through Hell Gal'S 14tb, scbs Carrie L Hix,
ary; 9 85 seller for all the year.
Hix, New York for Rockland; Ja9 Warren. Drisko,
Sr. Louis, November 16.—Flour is firm and un
do
for
changed. Wheat is in fair demand: No 2 Red Fal [1 Boston.Lynn; Riug Dove, Swain, from Hoboken fox
at 1 29} eash; 1 25 seller December; No 3 at 1 15cash
PROVIDENCE—Ar
14th, scbs Emerson Rokes.
1 16 @ 116} seller December. Cora is active am
Marslon, Philadelphia; Franconia, Blake, Rondout j
firm; No 2 Mixed at 42c cash and bid seller Novem
L A Boardman, Norwaou, and Allston, Fitzgerald,
her; 41}c seller for all the year. Oats are In fire
Port Johnson; M E Pearsbn.Thomas. and J C Nash,
demand; No 2 at 32} @ 32}c cash; 32}c seller fo
Crowley, do; Mexican, Haskell, Peth Amboy; ltio
December. Rye is firm at 001c cash and seller No
Nutter. New York; Henrietta, Corbett, do.
vember. Barley is quiet and unchanged. Pork ii
WARREN. Rl— Ar 15th, sch H S Bridges, Landeasier; New Mess at 16 50. Lard is firm at 9J. Bull
rick, Philadelphia.
Meats firm; shoulders at 6} @ 6|c; clear rib sides a
Ar at Westerly I4tb, seh Saaah P. Westcott, from
8}@8ic; clear sides 8} @ 8Je. Bacon steady aud ii
New York.
fairdemaDd; shoulders at 7} @7}; clear rib side
NEWPORT—Ar 15th, schs Canary, Brown, Gardi
at 9} @ 9}; clear sides at 9} @ 9}.
ner; Montana. Bearse, Philadelphia tor Portland.
bbls
Receipts—4700
Hour, 14,000 bush wheat, fl8,
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 15th, sch Annie
Lee, Look,
000 bush com, 14,000 bush oats,112,000 bush barley
New York.
1.000 busb rye, 00 hogs, 000 cattle.
VIMLX AKD-HAVEN—Ar 14tb, brig Wm Robert.wovemper 10. -tfiour is steady. Wheat i
son, Peak,Turks Island lor Boston; Mary E Pennell,
firm; No i White Michigan at l 33; extra Whit
Eaton, Boston for New York; scbs Janies Bliss, from
at
Michigan 1 38; Amber Michigamat 1 24$; seller fo
Brunswick, Ga, for Boston; Thos N Stone, PhiladelNovember at l 21?; seller December 125; seller fo
phia tor do; Mail, and Mary Sands, Weebawken foi
January at 1 27; No 2 Amber Michigan at 115; No
do; Adriana, Port Johnson tor do; L A Snow, and
Red Winter at 133; No 2 Red Winter at 121; cl )
Eflie J Simmons, Baltimore for do; Mary LymburnDayton & Michigan at 118; No 3 Bed 114; rejectee l er, do for Rockland; Campbell, fm Philadelphia toi
Rea at 113. Com is steady; high Mixed at 52c ;
Portsmouth t Aldanah Rokes, Georgetown for PortNo 2 at 50c; new at 48c: No 2 Whitenew at 48c ;
land; Searsville, Perth Amboy for do; Isabella Jewdamaged at 34c; rejected 49c; new at 45c. Oats ar 5 ett, do for Bangor; Fannie Butler, New York foi
dull; No 2 at32$c; Michigan at 33$; rejected at 25c
Belfast; Rival, Hoboketi tor Batb; Clara Dinsmore
Clover Seed is in good demand at 9 00.
Lubec for New York; Dione. Salem for Baltimore;
Receipts—400 bbls tiour, 24,000 bush wheat, 25,00 ) Mabel Hall, Bangor for New Haven.
bush Com, 3,000 bush Oats, 0,000 Barley.
Sld, brig M E Pennell; sch Clara Dinsmore.
Shipments—700 bbls flour, 64,000 bush Wheat, 15,
BOSTON—Ar 15th, brigs Samuel Lindsey, Gibson,
000 bush Corn, 7000 bosh Oats.
Turks Island; Josie A Devereux, Higgins, PbiladelMilwaukee, November 16.—Flour is dull am [ phia; scbs Wave, MitcheJl, Alma. NB; Lizzie Carr
unchanged. W heat firm at the opening and close* l Teel, Philadelphia; H G Ring, Wood, do; Pavilion,
Linscolt, and T W Allen, Carter, Port Johnson; Maeasier; No 1 Milwaukee at 119$; No2 Milwauke
ria Foss. Tapley, and Sarah M Bird. Thorndike, do;
at 114; seller for December at 115J; seller for Jan
Flora King, Rowe, Perth Amboy; W S Jordan, Me
uary at 116$; No 3 Milwaukee at i 05$. Corn i
gathlin, Weebawken; Bertba j Fellows. Smith, and
firmer and scarce; No 2 at 47c. Oats are in fai
Mary E Thompson. Hooper, Hoboken; Clara E Rogdemand and steadyNo 2 at 32c. Rye is in good de
ers, Rogers, and Winslow Morse, Oliver, Rondout;
mand and steady; No 1 at 63$c. Barley is firm am l
in fair demand; No2 Spring at 77 @ 79c; No 3 d*
Margaret, Clark, Cherryfield ; Revolution, Kelley.
at 43c. Provisions are firm. Mess Pork at 16 0G
Jonesport; Lizzie Brewster, Brewster, Bangor.
Cld 15th, brig Tally Ho, Dow, St Marys, to load for
Prime steam Lard at 10 00.
Porto
Rico; sch J P Merriam, Dein, Bangor.
Receipts—950 bbls flour, 88,000 bust wheat.
I Arl6th. scbs Medford, from Bangor, (see Mem);
Shipments—800 tiour, 33,000 bush wheat.
Amelia, Wentworth, and Hermou Curtis, Curtis,
Detroit, November 16.—Flour is firm; choic* 1
Hoboken; Cora Etta, Jones, do; Nellie F, Huntley,
White at 6 25 @ 6 50.
Wheat opened quiet; extr; k
Macbias; J C Roker, Sawyer, Millbridge; Lillian.
White Michigan at 1 37 bid, 1 37$ asked; milling a
RyaD, Belfast; S Waterman, Bcotbby, Kennebunk;
;
1 32$; No 1 White Michigan offered at 1 31; millini
P S Lindsey, Johnson, Portland.
at 1 23 bid, 1 24$ asked; No l Amber Michigan am
Cld 16tb, scbs Louisa Bliss, Strong, for Demarara;
No 2 White Michigan is nominal. Corn is firm; No
Mixed at 54 @ 55c. Oats are steady and firm; Whit 1 Argo, (Br) Dailey, Poitland; T W Allen, Carter, for
Eastport.
Western ottered at 41£c;Nol Mixed nominally a
SALEM—Ar 14th, scbs Capt John, Patten, and
37Ac.
Dexter, Webber, Ellsworth.
Receipts—1435 bbls flour, 14,788 bush wheat, 115'
Ai 15tb, sch Ira D Sturgis, Johnson, Gardiner for
bush corn, 6601 bush oats.
Alaska, Thorndike. Portland for NewShipments—1121 bbls tiour, 8,293 bush wheat, 4171 1 Providence;
ark.

Chamberlain’s majority in 21 eoanties is
and Hayes majority is 10,495. There is no
change in the Democratic majority in the entire
state which is 1189 for Hampton.

Tt.

stow, Hamburg.
NORFOLK—Ar 14tii, ship Alice D Cooper, Hum-

CHICAGO, November 16.—Flour is in goodd demand
at full prices; Western extra Spring at 4 2.5 @ 6 25
extra Winter 5 00 @ 7 25; Minnesota at 515 @ 7 00
Wheat is active, firm, higher and unsettled; No i
Chicago Spring at 1 12} fa 1 12} cash; 1 13} seller foi
December; 1 15 seller January; No 3 Chicago Spriuj
at 1 03}; rejected Chicago Spring at 90 @ 92c. Con
active, firm and higher; No 2 at 45Jc cash: 45c seller
November; 44}c seller December; 44c seller for al
tho year; rejected rt 43} @ 43}c Oats are active am
a shade higher; No 2 at 32}c cash; 33|o seller De
cember; 31c seller January. Rve is firmer at 61}e
Barley is weak at 75c. Pork is steady and firm ai
18 00 ior cash; 15 70 seller for (all the year. Lard h
steady and firm at 10 00 cash; 9 77} seller for all thi
year. Bulk 'Teats are firm ani unchanged; shoub
ders at 6} @6}; short rib sides 8} @88; short deal
sides at 8} @ SJc. Whiskey at 1 07.
Receipts—12,000 bbls floor, 48,000 bush wheat, 57,
000 bosh corn, 22,000 bnsb oats 45,000 bush barley

9150

Five other districts also elect Democrats,
the vote is not yet officially reported.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

powdered; 12}@12|c

J. & E. HI. RAND,

have removed to

CENTENNIAL
oc31

BLOCK,

EXCHANGE STREET.
ndlm

Spool
“w2

Regard* Policy Holder*.

$915,1*1.51,

Rollins, Loring & Adams,

OF

Counsellors at Law,

Surplus

ns

Cotton.
eodlm

AGENTS.

¥o. 22
n13

Exchange

St,
inUw

■

■pt

M.

PEESa

THE

L.

A.

COURSE.

Personal.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

Engiuecr Hannaford of the Grand
Trank, is stopping at the Treble.
\V. L. Buck, Esq formerly of Searsport.now
of Bucksville, S. C., has been elected to the
Chief

17, 187i j

Ucclorc by Bev. Henry Ward Beeeber.

PKESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fei
Semico Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrew;
Wentworth. Moses, N.B. Kendrick, and Chisholi J
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city.

The Mercantile Library Association course
was opened last evening by the Eev, Henry
Ward Beecher, who delivered his new lecture
“The Ministry «f Wealth,” to a good sized
audience. Chandler’s Band gave a very pleas-

senate of that state at the recent election.
Hon. Warren Percival of Vassalboro’,

ant baud concert previous to tbe lecture. Mr.
Beecher began his lecture by saying: ‘‘I know
not how there should exist such a strange
anomalous feeling as that which the subject oi
riches suggests, in contrast with the strong

ol
years on the Boston Commercial Bulletin, has
just taken a nosition on the editorial staff of
the Boston Herald.
After spending a portion of the summer

FRIDAY MORNING,

NOV.

THE

At
At

Biddeford, of Phillsbury.

Saco, of L. Hodgdon ami H. B. Kendiick.
Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co.
At

:

CITY

AND

VICINITY

Wew AdrcrlUemeuta

practical seeking for riches which is a charac.
teristic of onr civilization. This feeling, that
riches are not to be given high rank; that a
man is better, looking towards all his interests,
when he is poor than when he is wealthy, finds
expression in many hortations and familiar
truisms. But yet I believe, said Mr. Beecher,

To-Day.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Maine Charitable Mechanics* Association.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Fresh Arrival—II. Freeman & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
A Knock-Down Argument—C. D. B. Fisk & Co.

that in the Divine economy, the instinct of producing wealth is G -'i’s educating power in the

Our Loss- Boston & Portland Clothing Co.
500 Pairs Kid Gloves—H. 1. Nelson & Co.

world,

the church or the school, or
than any other means whatsoever. The leo.
turer traced the influence of this instinct from
the first emergence of man from the barbarous

AUCTION COLUMN.
Harford & Dow—Auctioneers.

PORTLAND POST
Office

OFFICE.

from 9 to 10

Hours.

the production of wealth, and
with it those fundamental ideas of ethic3 and
morality on which human society must rest.
First comes the need for food and drink, then
raiment, then shelter, and then the higher

work, quickens

m to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
open for Carriers and General Deliver]
a m.

Portland, Me., Oct. 16, 1876.
Departure of Mails*

Arrival and

necessities of man’s nature become developed
and demand to be supplied. Socety grows
more and more complex; and as man gains in
fineness and refinement the production of
wealth is still his great educator. It would be

Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.2C
p. m. and 12 30 a. m. Close at 8.30 a m, and 2.3(
and 9.00 p. m.
Boston and the West.

A rrive at 5.10 p

m.

Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Railway. Arrive at 12.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at

8.30 a in and 2.30 p m.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 12.20 p m
and 12.30 a m. Close at 8.30 a m, 2.30 and 9.00 p m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
Augusta aDd connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a
m. and 3 00 p. m.
Close at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.40
a m.
Close at 6.30 a m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. in., and
3.00 p m. Close at 6.30 a m, 11.30 a m and 5.00 p. m.
Rochester. N. H.. and intprmpdintA nftinpa
Arrive
at 1.30 and 11.25 p m. Close at7.30 am and 2.00
P m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R
R. Arrive at 11.25 a m and 4.20 p m. Close at 10 00
a m and 2.20 n m.
By the Bridgtou Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Clese at
C.50 a in.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 pm.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Mill-

strange, indeed, if any

Arrive at 6 a m. Close at 9 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island.

tion of wealth the higher forms of religious
life do not exist. True, the mendicant religion
ha3 its advocates, who assert that they are
better prepared for meditation by being relieved
from work. In other words, they say to their
fellow men, You work; I’ll eat and be lazy.
Mr. Beecher vigorously argued that the production of wealth does a noble work iu awakening the dormant faculties of the mind and

m.

Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to sailing ot steamers. Close at 2.30 p m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2.00 am. Close at 9.00 p m.

Skowhegan intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.C0 p m. Close at 11.30 a m.
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. It. Arrive at 2.40 p. m. Close at 1.00 p m.
Supreme Judicial Court.
BEFORE judge virgin.

Thursday.—Sarah W. Mussey, administratrix,
vs. John Massey.
Hearing on motion to set aside
the verdict rendered at the present term of Court, on
the ground that it was agaiust law and evidence.
L. D, M. Sweat and N. Webb each argued in lavor
of the motion in behalf of defendant.
W. L. Putnam argued in behalf of the plaintiff,
opposing the granting of the motion. Decision reserved.
PRE-

SIDING.

Thursday.—In the case of Francis A. Smith &
als. vs. Thomas R. Rand & al, the rebutting testimony for the plaintiff is in progress. The case will
undoubtedly be finished to-day.
Strout & Gage for plaintiffs.
A. P. Moore—M. T. Ludden for defendants.
Additional assignments of jury cases have been
made.
_

municipal Court*
judge knight.

Thursday.—Susan Stafford. Search and seizure.
Fined $50 with costs.
Bridget Haney. Common drunkard. Thirty days.
Committed.
Hannah Boyce. Intoxication. Fined $3.00 with
costs.

Walter W. Burnham.
Committed.
Brief

Larceny.

Thirty days.

Jotting*.

yesterday was a toveiy day.
Dwinal has at last been secured after being
arrested four times.
The first steamer of the Allan line for this
is due here Monday.
The deaf and dumb school

season

is

progressing

finely.
There will be a union gospel temperance
meeting at tbe Allen Mission, Locust street,
this evening. Tbe public are invited.
The second of the series of “Old Folks Con-

certs” will be given at the Allen Mission next
week, for the benefit of the poor.
The Adams House has been sold at auction
for $1,000. The city purchased it.having a large
mortgage on the property.
It is hoped that every member of Bosworth
Post. No. 2, G. A. K., will be present at tbe

meeting this evening.
Itemcmber the lecture at the Congress street
M. E. church this evening, by Mark Trafton.
Don’t fail to hear him on a subject interesting
to all, “Social Standing of Women.”
The Juvenile Temple, Cold Water Band,
gave an entertainment last Monday evening at
the M. C. Church, Woodford’s Corner, to a full
house. The little ones did finely.
The following colloquy between a loving pair
was overheard on Danforthstreet last night:
“Is it so that Tilden’s Prisident,”
quoth
she. “Ye may belave that, Kosie, an’ I’m to
“Are ye, Patrick?’
Yif,”
responded Patrick, “an’ then I’ll bring ye a
ljve letther ivery day.” “Oh, ye jewell!”
It was 7.30 a. m. the day after the election,as
he climbed aboard a Congress street car, radibe letther carrier.”

ant, joyful, redoleDt of strong waters; there
was triumph in his eye, good will to man in
bis voice, as be sat down on the floor and remarked: “Boy?, the‘gravel thrain' is come
in.”
Fair in Aid of Si. Dominic’s Church.—
The Catholic population of this city are making extensive preparations for bolding a grand
fair at Congress Hall, seme time early In December. Already the fair books are in circula-

tion, and everything points to

well merited
Ti o opening night will witness a
Buccess.
grand street parade, participated in by all tbe
men of St, Dominic's parish, headed by one of

the city ban

a

Several exciting voting contest? are expected during the fair, which wil*
continue two weeks,—one of which will consist
in balloting for the right of possession of a
Is.

beautiful 'Trie-Dieu” between the members of
the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception
and the members of St. Dominic’s church, also
a liauuauuic

Uidu

1U1

tuc

pivaiuiijg

uuicor u

Catholic Union, the Montgomery
Guards or Irish American Relief Association,
and also a very costly pair of oars will be voted
for by the friends of the oarsmen Kennedy or
Tbe 1 idles in charge of the several
Stewait.
tables are all working with a.deserving wil'
and determination to make the lair a grand
success. They desire to extend to the citizens
of Portland their most cordial thanks for the
either

the

many useful donations given them.
Real Estate .Sales—'The following are the
real estate transfers recorded in this county

yesterday:

Baldwin—Lot of land from Frederick D.
Harding to Nath’l D. Harris.
Falmouth—Lot of land containing twenty
acres from Isaac Jackson to Edward G Libby.

Portland—One undivided fourth part of a lot
and buildings on High street from Ellen W.
and William G. Davis to George W. and Mary
P. Deering.
Lot of laDd on Wilmot street from Benj. T.
Libby to George A. C. Randall.
Cape Elizabeth—Lot or land from Enoch
Murry to John N. Brown.
New Gloucester—Lot ef land containing 90
acres from Seth F. Sweetsir to Melville C.
Clark.
__

Meeting of Creditors.—A meeting of the
creditors of the firm of Henry Moore & Co. was
held at the office of Hiram Knowlton yesterThe liabilities of the firm were
day morning.
The
at $102,000 and the assets at $90,000.

put

failure of firms in this state and New Hampshire was stated to be the principal cause of the
failure. The firm owes 10 firms in New York,
13 (.in Boston, and about six or eight in this
city. After a statement of the affairs by Mr.
Moore, a committee consisting of Cullen Chapman, George S. Hunt and A. S. King was appointed to look into the condition of the firm
at a future meeting of the creditors.
and

report

Clothes Found.—Marshal Bridges
notified yesterday that a bundle of clothes

wai

had

to attain higher aims in life.
What is called property is matter vitalized by
human intellect. In gaining wealth men learn
of necessity to be co-laborers, and so learn to
trust each other. Society [cannot exist wi thout
confidence between man and man. Out of this
confidence comes forecast, sagacity, a recognition of the relations of cause and effect. Man,
living in each hoar, is trained to provide for
the time to come. Churches and schools cannot educate man to do this.
Hb is taught not
to lie in church.
Ilut he has do temptation to
lie there. That comes the next day, when he
meets liis friends in the strife of every day life.
Churches and schools teach, hut they cannot
train. The lecturer eloquently defended society from tbe charge that it is honey-combed
with rottenness. You can trust a man, even in
politics; though there is here more foam tbau
anywhere else, there is good beer beneath the
froth. Mr. Beecher then considered the question, “What shall men. having the possession
of wealth, do with it?’’ And first, said he, I
hold that every man has a right to use upon
himself, and for his own comfort, what he has
amassed. He has a right to use the so-called
luxuries which wealth brings him; and his enjoyment of his gain will prove a great and not
unworthy stimulus to others. Let the man of
wealth use his gain iu making his surroundings
beantifnl and tasteful, aud not thiuk that his
higher nature should not be satisfied, as its
desires are developed and fiud expression.
Tbe spirit which would make religion nothing
but a gaunt carcass would make civilization
retrograde aDd bring man steadily baok to
barbarism.
Again, every man of wealth
should liberally employ it in making home a
of
place
beauty. I will not say, said Mr.
Beecher, that a man without some property is
a floating seaweed but I will say that it would
be well if every man owned soma property in
the community in which he lives. Tbe possession of a home is the only thing I would
advise a young man to go into debt for. It
begets care aud self-denial, and a spirit of
economy in expenditures. A small property
cleared from debt, many times clears its possessor from vices.
When a man obtains an
abiding place let him make it as comely as he
can—tbe most beautiful spot in the UDiveree to
him
and
his; for nothing is half so
valuable in the community as the household.
Churches aud schools and governments may
exist; but all will perish if our families are not
If tue family is
wise aud robust aud strong.
broken up, though the clouds rain gold, we
an
aud
shall be
bankrupt nation,
impoverished
because there will be no foundation on which
to stand. And next, let the man of wealth
spend much for the good of the community
around him. The stingy neighbor who grudges
to the passer-by the odor of the flowers in his
garden—what words cau fitly picture such a
man? Not to have pride in one’s town is an
immorality. Make the place iu which you
live worthy of pride. Be liberal also iu support of tbe government which gives safety
The principal
both to a man and his wealth.
way in which you cau do this is to pay taxes
honestly. I am ashamed to say, said Mr.
Beecher, that thousands of meu who are
otherwise honorable Christians undervalue the
importance of their duty to the state, and pay
their dues grudgingly, even with absolute
Let the rich man, finally, make
meanness.
gifts to public institutions. How much good
have the Fairbankses done to the town of St.

stimulating

Thursday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 5.00 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line close every Friday

before

briDg from

could

is the abuse and not the use of riches which is
condemned. Torpidity is not more to he dreaded
than undue activity; anywhere is no produc-

Arrive

Superior Court.
NOVEMBER CIVIL TERM, 1876, SYMONDS, J.,

one

the Scriptures any teaching adverse to this
original law which the Creator has made. It

bridge, Jonespert and Machias, via each steamer.

at 12.45 p.

tu

state, showing how industry, the necessity of

From 8.00 a

Sundays

more

[

man

.Tohnshnrn?

TIipo

mav

almost-, ha sawl to hauo

created that prosperous community, and ia
what other way could they gain such esteem
and love as their generous bestowal of wealth
has secured? Good old Peter Cooper, twenty
years ago, founded the Union in New York,
with its free library and schools of art and mechanics, open to all, and as he walks up and
dowD, like a father in the nursery, men bless
him every day. Do you suppose the money be
kept yields him one half the pleasure which he
receives from that which he gave away?
Mr. Beecher urged men of wealth to be their
own executors, and so carry through without
In closing, he pointed
hindrance their plans.
out some of the dangers which the possession
Not Csesarism, not monof wealth brings.
archism, not democracy is the fear of the future—that is Plutocracy. The only class which
this country is likely ever to know is a class of
rich men, drawn together by a common sympathy, and united in the concentration of vast
wealth to attain certain objects. The struggle
between consolidated capital and the rights of
laborers is fast coming on.
Other dangers
threaten; and Mr. Beecher alluded to the tremendous power of such railway corporations as
the four which centre in New York, and which
combined, might buy legislators and voters and
dictate|tlie election of Judges and [Governors.
I have no apprehension, said the speaker, of
But in our
the result in tbe remote future.
day, or in our children’s day, it is certain that
new dykes must be thrown up against tyranny,
new banks against the power of irresponsible
capital. The great question is: Shall the gigantic power of wealth be pervaded by the
spirit of Christiani’y, or shall this power overThis is the question of the
come Christianity?
time. The time of settlement for us as a nation
in finances has passed. The next twenty years
we shall attain a prosperity augmented by
You must
countless labor-saving inventions.
devote this wealth to virtue, to patriotism, to
aDd
final deor
to
mammon,
corruption
God,
This is my charge to you: use your
struction.
wealth as your country and your conscience
calls, since on you, in part, rests the fate of tbe

future.

_

Mclvou Released.—Yesterday afternoon
two men arrived from Lennoxville, Canada,
and they at once recognized Mcfvor as the
who stole money from them at Caplitan, a
few miles from Lennoxville. One of them
claimed to have lost $80 and the other $10.
Mcfvor admitted taking the money and agreed
to return it to the owuers, whereupon he was
released and will return with them to Canada
to-day. He was in debt for a month’s board at
the same boarding house, and had borrowed $5
man

of the landlady, Mrs. Vear, the same evening
ho stole the other property. He bought his
new suit of Mr. Murphy, a tailor in Lennox
ville, and then departed.

Anniversary.—The Portland Temperance
r».r_ni..u

:ii

„—

.i

versary by a select entertainment and antiquarian supper at the hall of the Mecanic AssociaThe tickets are limited to
tion this evening.
the capacity of the hall, and all who wish to
attend should go early. A very enjoyable time
The following is the promay be expected.

gramme for the entertainment;

Duett—Sisters’ Prayer.Leavitt Sisters
Harmonica Solo.••••••• -••G- Batty
Temperance Drama—We are all Teetotalers.
Harmonica Solo...C- A. Ferrill
Duett—Drink Gin.Leavitt Sisters
Harmonica Duett.G. Batty and C. A. Ferrill

Levee.—The ladies of Arcana Lodge will
hold a fair and sociable at their hall, Williams
Block, this evening, offering for sale a variety
of useful and fancy articles, a “grab-bag,”
"fish pond,” antiquarian supper, music &c.
Admission free. These social gatherings are
just the thiug to promote temperance, for they
supply a want which has caused the fall of
young

men—amusements free from
vicious practices, and accomtemptations
panied with useful instruction. The public are
many

to

invited.

it
been found in the woods near Graves Hill
Falmouth. He went to the place designated
and found what appeared to be a washing lying
a
at the root of a tree. The bundle contained
oi
several
pairs
a
table
cloth,
lady’s wrapper,
of l
stockiDgs, and was without doubt a part
which had been stolen, hut why it wai

Leaky Vessel.--The schooner Globe,
Capt.
Herrick, owLad in Bangor, while on her way
from that port to Weymouth, Mass., laden
with lumber, sprung a leak and put into this
port a few days since. She was leaking so bad-

lift there is not known. As the case was re
ported tbe Marshal thought there might have

by another vessel.

washing

been foul

play.

_

Sacred Concert.—Our citizens are to havt
tbe pleasure of listening to a fine concert hi
the Arion Club of Boston, Sunday evening
Chandler’s Band and Grimmer’s orchestra wil

assist.

that her owners ordered her to discharge and
return to Baugor. Her cargo will be forwarded

ly

Mechanics’ Association.—According to the
programme already published the next entertainment in the free course given by the Maine
Charitable Mechanics’ Association will be a
discussion. The question chosen
tion of church property. It will
an interresting discussion.

is
no

the

taxa-

doubt bo

the

well-known agriculturist, is very ill at his home
of typhoid fever.
C. W.

Lewis, Esq., of Fryeburg, a graduate
Dartmouth, class of ’70, for the past two

among their friends in Maine, Mr. A. H. Jones
of China, and his corps of teachers, fifteen in
number, have returned to Danville, Va., for
another

winter’s

campaign

in the southern
missionary fitld. The schools have opened, and
the work of the winter is fairly inaugurated.
Mr. Jones wiites under the dato of the 4th:—
“A man was shot on the street, in this

place

Wednesday,
feeling is

and

instantly

killed.
The politirather deep aud determined than
boisterous at this time.”

cal

Installation.-The following officors of
Hickman Juvenile Temple, Woodford’s Corner, were installed a few days since by Mrs. O.
Y/lldes, their leader: W. C. T.,Geo. Hodgdon; W. V. T., Sarah Kenny; VV. K. S.,Emma
Perry; W. A. S Tillian Kenny; W. C., Anna
Lewis; W. T. Gussie Montgomery, W. T.Khoda
Hollis; W. M. Odie Durgin; W A M., Jennie
Rogers; W. I G., Eugene Skillins; W. O. G.,
A ..it

■

t>

•__

rrr
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mit:.
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L. S., Alico Hall.
This Temple meets eviry Saturday afiertoon
in the M. E. church and has a membership of
160.
_

Fine Quartbbs —The Nelsons, H. 1. and L.
C., have just moved into their new store in the
FarriDgton block. This is one of the finest
stores in the city and is we'll adapted to the use
for which it is pat.
It contains the largest
pane of glass in the block and in fact this side
of Boston, the front pane containing 88 square
feet and Being 8 feet by 11 and is 7-16 of inch
thick. It is of Ejglish manufactuie and costs
$260 This immense window with large ones
in the rear renders the store very light in every
part. The best of all is the store is tilled with

bright
line.

new

It is

goods in the dry and fancy goods
a

very attractive place to visit.

Our Police Arrangement.
’1 lie fire had been set while the officer was gone to
the station lor his lunch, and the time had doubtless
been chosen with this in view—Press of Wednes-

day.

Our Wiscassot correspondent writes:
A boy
ten years old, named Lewis, was killed last
noon
at the ice-house now being built
Monday
by the Knickerbocker Ice Co. at North Boothbay. He had just brought his father’s dinner
from his home on Bartus Island, and was playing around while the workmen were at dinner,
when the high wind blew down one of the icehouse posts on him, killing him instantly.

OUR

WALDO

The

Great and

COUNTY.

GAIN !

Continued

Depression

KID

&

Co.

advertise

as-

some

tounding low prices in clothing, which will
doubtless be read with pleasure by tbo9e in
want of

clothing.
w*

>«

Their stock is

large

ucoiuca

rwwu

and the

tuc

gai

ments for men anil boys they have a large assortment of children’s cloth’ng, which are sold
at the very lowest figures.
Bead their advertisement and then visit their store at 233 Mid-

AT

The.Boston and Portland Clothing Co.
determined to dispose of a large share of

than

this winter’s c'othing, regardless of the cost.
The store will be closed to-day to re-mark the
stock, and tc-morrow the firm will display the
stock at much reduced prices.

We publish

Fresh Arrival.
H. Freeman & Co. 101 Frederal street, have
jnst received a fresh lot of Virginia oysters
which they will sell at a reduced price.
novl7-2t

PRICES

LOWER

and

Price List bnt have

no

attentive salesmen to

show

for youselves whether

we

Auctioneers and Commission merchants
Balearooma 35 and 17 Exchange Si.

extra force of Polite and
goods and yon can judge

the

you

mean

189

business

PRICE

no3

skin

only advertising.

or are

TO

0. BAILEY.

C. W. ALLEN.

Regular sale ol Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited.
oc3dt

The L argest

H. I. Nelson & Co.’s
SEW

Co.

Clothing

MIDDLE
ONE

F

an

Boston and Portland

diploma by
“great uni-

rheum
is best.

heard of before in the State of Maine.

ever

manufacturers of the Eureka Spool

For chapped hands, salt
diseases, "Forest Tar Soap”

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

usually sold for $1.25, $1.50 and
$2 00. They came from a bankrupt stock in New York and are
a decided bargain.

are

Silk were awarded a medal and
the Centennial Commission for its
formity” and “general excellence.”

HARFORD & DOW. Aaeliaaeere.
novl7
dly

CLOSED

Portland,

dle street.

The

GLOVES

125 pairs Colored 2 Button,
“
“
Black 2
FRIDAY NOY. 17. to mark down every garment on our counters, 125
and mark and arrange for sale large Invoices of New Goods fresh
“
150 “
White 3
from our Work Rooms.
100 “
Gents.
SATURDAY MORNING
We will display the handsomest stock of goods ever shown in
These Goods are sucli as are
STORE

_

C. D. B. Fisk

AUCTIONEERS,
Forest City Sale Stable
for Horses, Cattle,Carriages,etc., at Ling & Holland’s
SILVER ST., PORTLAND, IWK.
Regular Sales every Wednesday, at 1J P. M.
Horses and Cattle received 3 days belore the Sale.

At 621-2 cents.

Winter Clothing for Mens’, Young Mens’, and Bojs’ wear
aie determined to sell
regardless of the cost of Mann-

which we
facture.

GEO. A. HOYT, VicePjesldeat.

HARFORD & BOW,

DEPARTMENT

AND

Fine

the sale price.
novl6u2t

PAIRS

with

IN GENERAL.

Considerable anxiety is felt regatdmg the
islands advertised by the state Land
Agent, parties in some instances haring built
houses and been in possession of the premises

of the usual sizes, delivered at Company’s Coal
Docks at Newburgh, daring the month ot December,
1876; or if delivery at that point is prevented by Ice!
delivery to be made during tho same period, at Erie
Railway Coal Dock at Weehawken, for which a
charge ol Twenty Cents per Ton will be added to

500

sale of

for mauy years.
The following are the officers elected at Indian Island, Oldtown, for the ensuing year:—
Governor, Thomas Allion; Lieut, Gov. Saul
Neptnue; Representative to legislature, SabattisDana.

100,000 Tons Pittston Coal,

in business we find ourselves overloaded in our

WHOLESALE

Coal Company

Public Auction, by Hmn Jshg
Ac Cl a., Anetinnrer., at Ki.J’,,,*1;
change bales rooms, basement of Trinity Building.
Ill Broadway Kew
York, on TCESDAt, the 2Ul
day of November, inst., at 11 o’clock A. M.

Draper

to the

Owing

Pennsylvania

TiyiLL sell at

LOUR

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

SALE

_AUCTIOJS

LOSS

The present term of the state college closes
one week from today.
The Maine Central Institute catalogue shows
an attendance of 226.

The Grange store in Waldo, in charge of Gil
man Roberts, was entered on Thursday night
of last week and robbed of about §20 worth of
articles. On Wednesday Judge Johnson issued
warrants against Alpheus Woodbury and Fred
Oriway, also of Waldo, suspected parties, and
officers were sent to make arrest9.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

ALL!

Ever Offered in

CONGRESS STREET

dtf

Under Odd Fellows’ Hall.

%

—

FURNITURE,

STORE,

Farrington Block,

ST.

of

—

Stock

may be found at

G. A.

dtf

nol7

Portland,

Whitney & Co.’s,

novll-dlw

Mr.

Editor:—This

is a very unpleasant
custom that is radically
If a hank employs
wrong among our officers.
a watchman, and he
goes away for an hour or
two at midnight for any purpose, then surely
that time will be chosen by burglars, in which
to accomplish their purpose, and the careful
watch of the rest ot the night will be useless.
One officer should be left on his beat while the
other goes to his lunch.
While speaking of this matter allow me to
say that an offiier is sadly needed to patrol
from Vaughan’s bridge up to head of the hill. I
am obliged frequently ta go there at different
times of night and have seen much irregularity
that would be remedied by the presence of an
officer. It will be remembered that crims has
been done there many times.
1 never yet have met an officer beyond State

commentary

on

a

street at night. It is not the fault of the officer
on that beat, for it
takes about an hour and a
half to walk rapidly over the boundaries of the
beat.
That would be too long a bsat for a
country village. In my professional labors>
which lead me about the city at all hours of the
night, the consciousness of official watchfulness
is very agreeable, and I feel constantly under
to tnem lor uieir
courtesy, as welt
their presence in the most disagreeable precincts to which I am called. I do not think it
is right for the city to be wholly unguarded
from 11.30 till 1 o’clock.
Medicus

oongauous

as

Vacation*.
Mr. Editor:—We understand that our worthy School Committee have decided to omit
the usual Thanksgiving week vacation, in order, we suppose, to secure the usual number of
School

school weeks before the long summer vacationIf they have so decided, we hope they will reconsider their vote, and give both scholars and
teachers the opportunity to enjoy our only
national home festival.
Teachers and scholars
will do more and better work for the brief rest,
and the former especially will be able, with
better grace and less danger, to push their pupils through the extended course of our school
*

programme.

Kerr) Village.

grated Cocoa Nuts
Congress St.

Frost
571

Periodicals.—Harper’s

for
is

been

Your Iiile.

There is no person living but what suffers more or
less with Lung Diseases, Coughs, Colds or Consump.
tion, yet some would die rather than pay 75 ents lor
a bottle of medicine that would cure them.
Dr. A.
Boschee’s German Syrup has lately been intro
duced in this country from Germany, and its wondrous cures astonishe every one that tries it. If jou
doubt what we say in print, cut this out and take it
to your Druggist and get a sample bottle for 10
cents and try it. Two doses will relieve you.
Regular size 75 cents,
sep20
dlyeom

have voted to hold a course of six
the M. E. church, beginning Nov.

Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic for

are

the course:

Rev. G. W. Bickneil, A. A.
Strout, Esq., Rev. Mr. Claik, U. H. Ingraham
and H. I. Robinson, Esqs.
Gentlemen’s tickets one dollar, ladies fifty cents.
Evening
tickets for adults, 20 cents; children over 12
years, 15 cents; under 12 years, admittance
free. Tickets for sale by the executive com
mittee. The receipts are to be donated to
charitable purposes.
The Warren Centennial.—The Centennial of the incorporation of the town of Warren was celebrated on Wednesday of last week,

having

been postponed from Tuesday the anniIn
versary day, ob occouat of the election.
the morning there was a fantastic parade. In
the afternoon there was a parade of the fire

companies, after which came a foot race between Benjamin Ne wburt and Charles Copeland, distance one half a mile, which was won

by

the latter in 2 minutes and 20 seconds.
Then followed potato and bag races
In the evening the citizens assembled at the
town hall, and notwithstanding the threaten-

ing

appearance of the weather and the state of
the streets,it was packed to its utmost capacity.
Mr. Wm. O. Fletcher gave an address, reviewing the past history, of the town from its first
settlement to the present time. Rev. Mr. Goodrich gave a brief review of the religious histoiy
of the town. I. J. Burton recited a poem prepared for the purpose, and F. L. Starrett a
hymn written for the occasion by Miss Emily
Eaton. Rev. Mr. Button and Mr. C. Bickford
nlnn

K.inf

n

WT

TIT__J

the closing speech. The band enlivened the
afiair with some of their choicest music, and
the choir added to the interest of the occasion
by singing several tunes of ye olden time.
After the exercises in the hall, the audience
all repaired to the lower room where a collation had been prepared by the ladies, sufficient
for the wants of all,
Maine Business Notes,
a large amount of freight at
Bangor
waiting shipment, and vessels are very scarce.
Bar
The
Harbor folks say if the railroad ia
built to Ellsworth that they shall build a
branch to connect with it.
Mr. J. B. Emerson, of the firm of Hubbard,
Blake & Co., of West Wateiville, has sold his
interest in their business to Hod. Nathaniel
Meader of Waterville.
There is

& Hutchinson of Canton, are
makiDg about 70,000 salt boxes.
They have a I
contract for 70,000 bobbins, and are purchasing
400 cords of white birch.
It is reported that the Franklin Lumbering
Co. will cut off from the northwest corner of
Jerusalem township and put into Bogbrook the
Messrs. Holt

coming winter,
The

are

loading ice

and lumber for Porto Rico. The
Knickerbockers are now loading their last load
of ice—all of the large stock that they had put
in.

STATE NEWS

Cure

130

the

stores in Maine show so
do. OUR PRICES ARE

Children’s

Garments

ELEGANT

lead the community for styles and prices.
CHILDREN’S
SUITS $2.00, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00 and up to $12.00.
ULSTERS, CAPE OVERCOATS, &c„ in any size, any shape, at

Have just received another lot of 35 Dozen of
those Seal Brown, Ink Drab and Slate 3
Button

1

we

one

OUR GOODS AND
are

our mam-

PRICES.

regular goods.

Grey Cotton and Wool Flannels.
These are the very best quality,
and 1 shall sell them at two-thirds
pi ice of regular goods.

no

trouble to show goods.

Samples

MR. STEPHEN MARSH, late ot the firm
of Messrs. Walter Corey & Co., has associated himself with this establishment and would be pleased to
see his friends at any time.

oc30

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

Exchange Street,

PORTLAND.

THE

prepared

we are
a workmanlike

PRODUCE

d2m

JUST RECEIVED

SHOERS,

Store,

30

manner.

CYRUS GREEN.

PAPERS
—

eodtf

AT

Special inducements

SMITH’S PATENT

—

Perforated

prices and styles.

in

AT

50

CENTS I

sep&P3

Congress

Forest

Street.^

Tar,

For Throat, Longs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

'orest
Tar
Inhalation

Solution,

Forest Tar
or

Forest Tar

Ladies’ Cloakings

litiV. VI.

FIRST

will open ITIonda next an extensive line of

Ladies’

Salve,

Also

a

Portrait

Cloakings

THEIR OWN

OF

nice

IMPORTATION.
stock ol

or

Cha|pe^Hand8^Salt

Forest Tar
or

Cloak

Inhalers,

—

Randall
60
sep6

&

BY

—

McAllister,

COMMERCIAL

distf

oct25

SPECIAL NOTICE.

is Coming.

Ulmer tfc Eelir,
CUTLERS,

9«

EXCHANGE STREET

oct26

ST.

__dim

distf

L- R.

MARTIN,
Dress
and Cloak
Lady’s
MAKING.
56* 1-2 CONGRESS STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
°ov»

dim

For Rem.
new, elegant and convenient Cottage, with
THE
ah
the modern improvement*. Apply at
Jt
aug2isdtl
NO. 70 BRACKETT STREET.

344 middle St.

Over

Coatings
—

oct25

AT

Goods

AT

a

DAVIS,

Fine Boots, Shoes and Gaiters of
styles, varieties made to order
from the
best
material
on
FRENCH LASTS or otherwise, at

437 CONGRESS ST., Farrington Block.

JyT

all

dtt

your

will

indly

"GENTLEMEN’S

specialty. Sold by

PUEBLE^DAVIS,1’ } LEAVITT &

old

Silk Hat in Exchange
the latest Dunlap Siylss
of Silk Hat at

GOWELL’S,

secure

under Falmouth Hotel.
dialw

HOTEL TW LEASE.

oct28dtf

—

—

FOB

LADIES, MISSES

GETS

CHILDREN,

at

541 CONGRESS STREET,
Ordera promptly and carefully attended to.
novl0eod2w

ENGLISH POLLOCK
FOR SALE.

CURTIS & DAVIS,
Commercial

House contains 40rooms and two Stores; it
situated
the passenger station ot the
Urand Trunk Railway, and in the immediate
vicinity,
and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and

THE

suburbs.

THE NEW BOOK
“

SALUTATION.
BY

I>. O.

Sale.

opposite

Address

lu24deodtf

AUG. P. FULLER,
Portland, Me.

”

FER NALD'S

EMERSON,

FOR SINGING SCHOOLS & CHOIRS,
the most choice collection of anv hook
published. Price $t2.00 per doz. For sale by

contains

O. K.

Tailoring

HAWES,

177 Middle Si., Portland,

EMPORIUM.
”ct-s<1I»H

dim

NOBBY GOODS

Prices Reduced I

Street.

HATTIE E. SAMPSON, 230 61-100 toni
Rubber Coat., nil
perfect, for 81.30 eacb. Rubber Binnbel.
burthen, N. M., well found in sails and gingng
MIC AH SAMPSON,
HALL’S
RUBBER l&c. Apply to
only 90 cent*.
10 Commercial Street,
jueUldtf
STORE,under alvoulh Hotel. ttepUffdli

SCHIt.

BEST

IN THE MARKET.
oct25__digit

nov14

Now landing from Schooner. Edith and
Sparkling Billow, and for .ale by

For

THE

—

and

WATERHOUSE’S

1 99

UP

ENGLAND HOUSE,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Dress Suits

prices to suit the times, at

L. A.

THE NEW

F E R N A L D

TWO HUNDRED
Ready Trimmed Hats and Bonnets

distf

lot of

all

Co.,

my5

237 Middle St., Sign of the Gold Hat*

distf

nov6d2w

new

by

493 CONGRESS STREET.

MERRY’S THE HATTER,

—

oct25

RUBBER COATS.
A

Charles Custis &

Ladies’ Fine Shoes, Ten Widths.

dtf

—

recommended

dtf

of

and

janS

FERNALD’S.

FERNAED’S.

Thanksgiving

are

COTTON STS.

A. C. Bennett A Barnard’s superior grade

The French Last

Holidays!

Elegant

a w ers.

AGENTS POR.l’OBTI.AND,

Photographs

Order for

—

—

Get your Carvers and Table Knives ot
which we have the largest Stock and lowest prices
in the State; also have your old ones fixed up at

Lowest Market Kates,
—

AT

AND

AND

first-class i hysicians.

—

PANT GOODS

COAL.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

LINE
OF

’s

For Comfort, Elegance and Durability,

sept23d2m

Portland. Sept. 23, 1876.

Inhaling for Catarrh, Consumption, Asthma.
For 8ale by all Druggists.

CORNER FREE
mh21

Now i« the time to

Trimmings.

FINE

1876.

FOR

They

BV»WUK1H,

ARTISTIC

and for Piles.

Forest Tar Soap,
Rheum, Skin Diseases,

PREMIUM

CHADBOIIRN & KENDALL

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Burns,

or

ID i*

all kind* at very Low
Prices.

Troches,

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Purifying the Breath.

Sore

—

Drapery Work or

for Catarrh, Consumption.
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

or

SHADES

—AND—

On early examination of tlicso goods is solicited.

NELSON & GOULD,

Buckskin

Under Shirts

UNDER VESTS
WINDOW

d3w

octal_

NEW STORE ON FREE STREET.

of those very nice and fine

SALE AT

No. 183 Fore Street.

W. H. SNELL
novld3w

ROOM

—

Pnre Cider Vinegar.

FOR

PETTENGILL A SNELL.
C. B. PETTENGILL.
Portland, Oct. 31, 1876.

AND

400 Tab. Choice Bauer.
300 Bbl. Choice band Picked Baldwin*.
400
Michigan Apple*.
400
Common Baldwin*.
43
New Sweet Cider, in*! made.
“
43
Choice Cranberrie*.
••
43
Oat Meal.
“
43
Graham Ploar.
43
Pea and Medium Bean*.
43 “ Beat Brand* ol Family Flenr.

do Shoeing in every style, and in
Thanking our old cuswe would be
new place of

to

business.

ME.

Co.,

tomers for their former patronage,
glad to see them and others at our

STREET,

PORTLAND,

dlw&w2w46

noil

Having removed to the new and commodious shop
51 Preble Street, below Oxford,
and formed a copartnership under the firm name and
style of
PETTENGILL A SNELL,

PLACE,

One Price Blue

MIDDLE

HORSE

by Mail!

W. F. STUDLEY,

E. LORD,
130

sent

—

Cents 2

more case

I have this day received anothlot of Unbleached Cotton Flannel remnants.
These goods are
all perfect, very nice quality and
will be sold at two thirds price ol

Ottoman Frames

C. B. Pettengill &

C. D. B. FISK & €0.,

nol7

St*
dim

HAIR CLOTH WORK OF ALL KINDS,

dealing directly with manufacturers

FORGET

233

kind of

want of this

REMNANTS !

REMOVAL.

Bear in mind that you
when buying of us.

DON’T

have visited

or money until you

AND EXAMINED

KID GLOVES
selling for

still continue to sell OVERALLS and JUMPERS for 40c. each.

Don’t spend your time
moth store

m

Exchange

novl6

Beautiful Easy Chairs in Satine,

price.

that

one

call.

WfliriY & CO.,

No. 46

PAINTED SETS,

Attentive Salesmen and

we

any

any

us a

GEO. 1.

Brackets, Foot Rests, Blacking Boxes, Ac.

Cure of

NELSON & GOULD

Also

St

Exchange

FOB WORSTED WORK.

These Pills are alterative and produce a healthy
action of the liver, without the least danger, as they
are free lrom calomel, and yet more efficacious in
restoring a healthy action of the liver.
These remedies are a certain cure for Consumption,
as the Pulmonic Syrup ripens the matter and purifies
the blood. The Mandrake Pills act upon the liver,
create a healthy bile, and remove all diseases of the
liver, often a cause ef Consumption. The Sea Weed
Tonic gives tone and strength to the stomach, makes
a good digestion, and enables the organs to form
good blood, and thus creates a healthy circulation of
healthy blood. The combined action of these medicines, as thus explained, will cure every case of Consumption, if taken in time, and the use of the medicines persevered in.
Dr. Schcnck is professionally at his principal office,
corner Sixth and Arch
Sts., Philadelphia, every
Monday, where all letters for advice must be
addressed.
novleod&wlm

73

Furniture to give

parlor" suits,

Schenck’s Mandrake Pills for the Cure of
Liver Complaint, &c.

are

purchasing will certainly save money by calling on us.
Having bought a large stock of Walnut Furniture. slightly damaged by lire and water, we
shall sell the same at whatever It will bring. We

—

Black Walnut & Ash Setts,

to SS.OO

WAY BELOW THE VERY LOWEST.

a

that they

Furniture put in the best order and
delivered free of charge.
Our facilities are such for manufacturing and buying that we shall not be undersold. Parties about

er

on our OVERCOATS. No two
or handsome an assortment as we

On

can

Of our own manufacture, and the Cheapest Suit we
sell upholstered, one-half pure hair, best suits all

This stock is new and selected with great care, and
will be sold low. Purchasers will find it to their advantage to give me a call when they desire aDythmg
in the Housekeeping line.

Cassimere Pants for $1.50, $1.75,

chopped off

large

Library Tables,

pure hair.
All our

think it will pay

Colds.

USE,

chosen Treasurer.

COMPLAIN !

DON’T

common

fine

our

AT

&

100 Parlor Suits l

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
—

Top

Bought for Cash, and will be Sold Lower than
be bought in this market.

F-nrniture

prices

BUSINESS.

S2.00

From

of

Miss Alice Preston of Freman has completed
two rugs—one is composed of 9999 pieces, and
The largest stock and the best variety or Coals in
the other has 2000. Also two quilts, which are
the city, lor
made of 303(1 and 3040 pieces.
of
Francis
farm
The
buildings
Pratt, about
SUMMER AND WINTER
one and a half miles from Milton Village, was
burned Wednesday morning.
FOR SALE AT
I

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
Messrs. Sborey and Gilman of the board of
trustees, made the November examination of
They found
the Insane Hospital, Tuesday.
everything in splendid condition.
KNOX COUNTY.
The following gentlemen were chosen directors at the annual meeting of the Fox Island
and Rockland Steamboat Co. held in Rockland
last week: Moses Webster, Wm. B. Kittredge,
Thomas G. Libby, George Wharff, R. V. Crie,
G. A. Sanford, George Brainerd. James Ginn

our

300 Marble

MIRRORS,

a healthy action of the stomach
appetite, forcing chyle, and curiDg
obstinate cases of Indigestion.
an

the most

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

On Wednesday night two boys, Willie Osgood an! Samuel Merrill of Bluehill, about 13
years of age, while having a juvenile celebration, accidentally ignited about half a keg of
powder, the explosion ot which severely injured one and burned the other badly.
Capt Thomas Hill of Sullivan, 95 years old,
rode four miles in the storm last Tuesday to
cast his vote for Hayes and Wheeler.

We can sell you good
$2.00 and $2.50.

The Tonic produces

creating

MEAN

WORKINGMEN

:

!

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, &c.

five million feet of lumber.

Kennebec Land and Lumber Co.

and

have reduced

we

Ranging in price from our famous 75 cents Cotton Pants to
Imported Worsteds and fine Cassimeres for $7.00 and $8.00.

CUT THIS OUT.

Consumption, Coughs

WE

say that

A GENUINE TUMBLE IN PANTS !

_Bovl3eo(ilw

the

we

Astonish

TEN PIECES EACH.

A, B, C, D, E,

Reduction!

a

We are now offeriug good BUSINESS SUITS for $7.50, $8.00,
$8.50 and $10.00.
Read these prices over again and commit them to memory for
future reference.

For bronchitis and all disease of the throat
and longs, use Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam.
It cures every time.
For sale by all

It Hay Save

people know when

The

a

Prices!

High

on

We have made
THAT

A reduction of $1 a dav in the rates of the
St. Nicholas Hotel, New Vork, will occur Nov.
15th. As the character of the house is so high
that to keep up its old rates would not have affected its remarkable prosperity, the reduction
seems as a new proof by Messrs. Hawk & Co
the proprietors, that their aim is to truly merit
the success that has met them

The great virtue of this medicine is that it ripens
the matter and throws it out of the system, purifies
the blood, and thus effects a cure.

following gentlemen

Calker

received
and
saje by the following newsdealers:— i
No.
553
Weutworth’s,
Congress street, corner of
Oak street, at Hall L. Davis, Exchange
street, at the book and periodical depot of
Messrs. Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall.
Also at the newspaper and periodical depot of
Geo. H. Marquis, No. 80 Exchange street, and
at the book, periodical and
newspaper establishments ot C. B. Chisholm & Bro., in the
Eastern and Grand Trunk depots.

druggists.

Appeal

Common Sense and

to

will

15 Walnut daub Seta,

is hereby given, that the sunscriber has
been
duly appointed and taken upon himseli
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
OREN P. TOLMAN, late of Gorham,
*a the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
Oonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
GEORGE W. SANBORN, Adm’r.
nol7dlaw3w
Gorham, Nov. 8th, 1876.

NOTICE

An

that

Prices

Everyone.

A KNOCK-DOWN ARGUMENT!

December,
now
;for

inson; Secretary
Treasurer,Ur. J.W. Lowell; Executive Committee, R. S. Smart, G. F.
Henley, T. G, Hutchinson, The association
lectures at
23d.
The
engaged to speak in

At

The machine was worn out.
Why? Not
because it was not well built,but it was wrongrun.
Thousands
of
men
who
ly
have run
down long before their threescore and ten years
are accomplished, might have
been renewed
into sprightliness and vim if they had tried the
well known Peruvian Syrnp, which contains
among its compounds the Protoxide of Iron, so
combiued that it assimilates with the blood
and invigorates the whole system.
The syrup
has proved efficacious in thousands of cases,
and will do everybody good who uses it.
All
druggists keep it.
novl3eod&wlw
has

ST.*

novl5eod2t*

Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup for

and

46 EXCHANGE

at Geo. Hudson’s,

At the annual meeting of the village lecture
association the following officers were elected
for the ensuing year: President, T. G. Hutch-

was

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
_

Fernald 9 s,
237 MIDDLE
OCUWistf

We havosucceeded in obtaining

ST.

IIP STAIRS.

a

reduction in the

prices of Newark Boot* ef 75 cenie and
91.1)0 per pair, ana at the same time an Improvement in the manufacture, so that we are now
selling better Boots for less money than formerly.
1

0C31dtt

51. O. PALITIER

POETRY._
The Poet and his Muse.
They Have

a

Cmr C'hnl at Ike Fireside.

BV

T.

B. ALDRICH.

l'he exhibition is generally couceded to be the
most successful ever held, exceeding all others
in points of visitors and receipts.
Memorial Hall, Horticultural Hall, Machin-

*UR8E.

FOR SALE--A BARGAIN.

ery Hall and the Main Building are to be preMost of the others are to be taken
served.
The English and German buildings
away.
have been given to I’hiladelphia, and the Ohio

Wanted by a respectable, middle aged woman, a situation as a
Nurse. Apply at

Cumhouse,
TI! b. rl *nd story
High street, containidg 14 rooms,
two families,
furnisbe and fitted

building is
The leaflless branches snap with cold:
The night is still, the winds are laid;
And you are sitting as of old,
Beside my hearth-stone, heavenly maid!
What would have chanced me all tnese years.
As man any hoy, had you not come
And brought me gifts of smiles and tears
From your Olympian home?

cross

and crown,

folly caught in self-spun toils;

heard tbe lark

That charmed her Shakespeare’s ear.
uavejua'i,

Though lacking gold,

days;

Though lacking

he should not be compelled to authorize the
Farmers Loan and Trust Company to exhibit
to them the transfer books and list .of
stoGkholders.-The President has pardoned
William O. Avery, now confined in the peni-

drooped,

tentiary

at

Jefferson

City, Mo.,

complicity

for

in the whiskey frauds.-The Savannah epidemic has ended.-The Chaudiere lumber

The exquisite reward of song
Was song—the self-same thrill and glow
Which to unfolding flowers beloDg,
And wrens and thrushes kuow!

mills have closed for the season.-Antonio
Tamburin, the singer, is dead.-Alfred G.
Gray, Commodore of the Pacific Mail Steam

I tried you once—the day I wed:
Dear Muse, do you remember how
You rose in ha9te, and turned and fled,
With sudden-knitted, scornful brow?
But you relented, smiled, at last.
Returned, and, with your tears halt dried,
“Ah well, she cannot take the Past,
Though she have all beside!”

ship Co., died Friday in Brooklyn, aged 68.The citizens of Philadelphia are forming a
company to keep the Centennial exhibition
open another year.-The N. S. frigate Franklin with Tweed on board was at St. Thomas on
the 5th.-Gov. Shonhod of the District of

What gilt-winged hopes have taken flight,
And dropped like Icarus, in mid-sky!
What cloudy day has turned to bright!
What sad, sweet years have flitted by!
What lips we loved vain memory seeks!
What hands are cold that once pressed ours!
What lashes reft upon the cheeks
Beneath the snows and flowers!

Columbia is temporarily embarrassed.
sets exceed his liabilities.

His as

FOREIGN.

A

We would not wish them back again;
The way is rude from here to there.
For us the short-lived joy and pain;
For them the endless rest from care,
The crown, the palm, the deathless youth;
We would not wish them back—ah no!
And as for us. Dear Muse, in truth,
We’ve but half way to go.
—Harper'8 for December,
From the Maine State Press of Nov. 16,1876.

History of Seven Days.
The New. lor the week ending Wednesday
Night, Nor. 13.

THE ELECTION.

The morning after election the success of
Tilden was generally conceded. He was known
to have 184 electoral votes, within one of the
nnmber necessary to a choice, and it was
thought altogether probable that from the
seven donbtful states be had secured the one
lacking vote. But the next day brought doubts
of his success, doubts which increased until
they resolved themselves into a confidence that

despatch from Calcutta to the Times says
it is reported that 20,000 persons perished in the
cyclone of Oct. 31, and some estimates place
the loss of life as high as 40,000. In the town
of Burishot, the capital of the Backergrunge
distrief, 3000 houses were levelled to the earth.
Letters from survivors eport that a great wave
of nine feet deep swe t over the large island
of Shahapazpore.
The Times of India announces that relief
works have been established in Sholopore dis-

in the district.
The war feeling in Europe has been revived
by a Epeech of the Czar which has produced
the most alarming impression in political circles. The Czar said that during his entire reign

at Constantinople. Russia would maintain her
demands.
Non-acquiescence would compel
In that event he
Russia to take up arms.

throwing handsome Republican majorities.
This left but three doubtful states, Florida,
South Carolina and Lonisiana. Although the
official count, which will take place within a

The Turks are firmly persuaded that Russia
will make inadmissable demands in order to
provoke a rupture. The Turks are vigorously

elected.

week, will be required

to

absolutely determine

the electoral votes of these states, there is no
donht entertained in well-informed nnlitical
circles they have all gone for Hayes, The
Democrats have so far clung to them with des.
peration, bat to-day the Democratic leaders are
conceding Florida aod South Carolina, and
have but faint hope in Louisiana. In tbe latter state they attempted enormous frauds, but
seem to have been foiled in most instances.
The returning boards will all be in session this

week, and the lingering doubt will

soon

be re-

moved.
Some flurry has been caused daring the week
by the announcement that electors in Vermont
and Wisconsin were disqualified because they
held Federal offices; but investigation has
shown that these electors have resigned their
Federal trusts. Even had they not, the vacan-

preparing for

Torpedoes

war.

national guard.
The Austrian prime minister, Count Andrassy, is ill at Pesth.
Advices from Lima report the defeat in a
three hours engagement of the rebel chief
Biocolo and his flight to Bolivia with five followers. No other news of importance from
South or Central America has been received.
The sugar crop of Jamaica is enormous in

parishes.

some

Another revolution is brewing in
the leadership of Gen. Salmon.

Hayti

\HTIIR0P WROUGHT IRON

of
novl3dlw*

or

in

George W. Julian, Senator Hamilton, ConThere has
gressman Morrison and others.
already been a riot in Charleston, instigated by
the Democrats, in which thirty or forty people
were killed on each side. The riot was only
subdued by United States troops.
Evidence continues to multiply of Demo
cratic fraud and intimidation in Mississippi,
Georgia and North Carolina.

The following are the admirable and timely
orders issued by Gen. Grant Friday:
To Gen. W. T. Sherman, Washington-. In"
struct Gen. Auger in Louisiana and GeD. Huger in Florida to be vigilant with the force at
their command to preserve peace and good order and to see that the people and the legal

boards of canvassers are unmolested in the
performance of their duties. Should there be
any grounds of suspicion of a fraudulent count
on either .side, it shonld be reported and denounced at once. No man worthy of the office
of President should be willing to hold it if
connected ia or placed there by fraud. Either
party can afford to be disappointed in tbe result; tbe country cannot afford to have the result tainted by the suspicion of illegal or lalse
returns.
U. S. Grant.
To Gen. Sherman, Washington—Send all the
troops to Gen. Augur be may deem necessary
to insure entire quiet and a peaceable count of
the ballots actnallv cast.
Thev mav be taken
from South Carolina unless there is reason to
The presence of
suspect an outbreak there.
citizens from other states, I understand is requested in Louisiana, to see that the board of
canvassers make a fair count of the vote actually cast It is to be hoped that representative
and fair men of both parties will go.
U. S. Grant.
Maine gives over 17,000 majority for Hayes.
A recount in the Massachusetts third district
elects Walbridge A. Field, the Kepublican can"
didate, and reduces the Democratic representation in that state to one, Leopold Morse of Boston.
The Republicans have elected Jerome B.
United States Senator from Colorado.

Chaffee,

and members of the foreign embassies beiDg
present. The closing address was delivered by
Director General Goshorn.
At four o’clock
President Grant gave the signal to stop the
great Corliss engine, and the exhibition came
to a close. The attendance was 100,000.
The total admissions officially reported up to
and including Wednesday were as follows.
Live stock exhibition, 90,448; main exhibition
at 25 cents, 051,983; main exhibition at 50
cents,

0,978,552.

Total, 7,720,983. The estimate cash
admissions for Thursday were 170,750, and for
Friday 100,474, making a grand total of 8,004,214. The cash receipts from the gates officially
were

§3,074,884.74.
The concessions to {restaurants will bring in
§l,000,000|mare, leaving a surplus of §2,000,000.

nice stable is within easy access- There are about
6000 feet of land
This is one of the most eligible sit
uatiens in the city of Portland. Terms of payment
made easy. Apply for particulars to E. T PATTEN,
on the premises, 307 Brackett, corner of Vaughn St.
dtf
octlO
a

Ten miles from Portland,
in
Windham, on Stage Road to Bridgton, thirty acres of land, mowing,
pasture and woodland; under-

_^drained where needed, and in
good state of cultivation, with one acre

Boarders Wanted.
single gentlemen and a number

boarders
TWO

294

of table
find excellent accommodation at
novlldlt
up stairs.

can

Congress street,

—

Freight

a

of

on

arrive** iu New York

dtt

STATE OF MAINE.
—

Portland.

To be Let.

THE

LET.
—

STORY

IN

—

ovi.no

BLOCK.

THOMPSON

Below the Post Office. Nos. 121—123 Middle St.
The best local ion in the city
corner of Church St.
for Jobbing business. Fitted np with Counting-room,
Tables, and Elevator. Would make a splendid room
for Light Manufacturing, plenty of Storage Room it
required. Rent reasonable. Apply to
Aft. ft£. THUMFHUN,
No. 32 J Emery St. on the Spring St. Horse Car Route,
d<&w46tf
novll

To Rent.

TENEMENT

To Let.
Three Story Brick Dwelling House, No. 174
Dantorth Street, recently occupied by Watson
Newhall, with or without the furniture. Possession

THE

JOS. ILSLEY.
dtf

en immediately.
eptltJ

To Let.
No. 5 Carlton Street; commodious, pleasant and every way desirable.
BYRON D. YERRILL,
205 Middle Street.
septOdtf

^RICK HOUSE,
jft3

To Let.
quir
jn

HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street
all the modern improvements
In
10 Central Wharf,
dtf

BRICK

containing
at

No.

HOTELS.
WINTER RESORTS.

NASSAU, BAHAMA ISLANDS,
T J. PORTER, Prop.
Open,
Steamers leave New York, Oct. 28tb, yid Nov. 20th.
For full information apply to
Now

JAMES LI DOER WOOD Sc

CO.,
758 Broadway, New York.

oct20dlm

jjcci

o-o 10

uuuiuugmuic, jiu.Oi

iMuset}

Pegey’sl,**

thoroughfare, barred

3Q«?BUs«j

run as

0*90 P. m. Train

run9

An ornamental Parlor Desk

and 8.50 p. m.

4
1
2
2
1
2
2

1£
2
8

m.,

Boston & Maine

2

2£
2
1
2
4
2
1
7
7
5
9
7

KA1LKUAU.

Sizes—2, 3, 4,

5

BRICK

5

2£

3
6
4

p. m.
For Rochester and Farmington, N.
6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 p. m.

7
5

XX., at

Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach, Saco, if idileford and Kennebnnk at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00, 5.30 p. m.
Horning Trains will leave Kennebnnk
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving
p. m., and Boston 7.30 a. m.

Tickets

Excursion

to

Portland at 3.00

New

York and

Philadelphia for sale at Boston & Maine Railrood Ticket Office, including
Free Carriages from Depot in Boston to any
other depot and return. Choice of carriages.

B.—Bates as low ns by any other Line.
Tickets via all JLines to all points for sale at
lowest rates.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macliias, Eastport, Calais,
St. John and Halifax.
Also, connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
'Iransfer Station,
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments at first class dinning rooms.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland. oc7dtf
N.

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

to Loan.

modern

made, with all
improvements.
now

Winthrop
a

first-class

Parlor

with

Nickel Plated

—

FOR SALE BY

ANDREW
109
sep20

MULNIX,

STREI T.
eodtf
Free and Congress,

CENTER

Between

Barstow’s
Wrougnt iron

“THURSTON,

SAMUEL

GENERAL AGENT.

3 Free Street Block, Portland,
<H J'

sepl6

Fleischmann & Co.’s

XnjK’w'

compressed veast
Makes

Furnace.

the best and healthiest
BREAD.
This yeast is made
from Pure drain. Factory at
Blissville, L. I. For sale by all
retail grocers.

Best in Market.

General Agency

SIX

—

SIZES.

The No. 6 has immense radiating surface, and is
designed for heating large dwellings or public buildiugs.
So Dust. So Clinkers. Perfectly warm

Air and plenty of it.

Empress Range,

For beauty of Design, Economy, Convenience. and Uurnbility standi* without a rival.
adapted for

It is

WOOD OR

COAL.,

Clinkerle** Orate, Illuminated Fire
Box, Boiler, Door aud Patent Shelf Attachment.

has

The fiarstow Parlor,
handsomest

the

stove in the market. Its elegant design and beautitul tinish is admired by every one.
With its silver trimmings it will be an ornament in
any drawing room.
CALL AND SEE THE ABOVE AT

NUTTER BROS. & CO.’S,
29 Market

CABINET DESK
in in varieties. Patent secured. Prices
reasonable. Agents Wanted.

--

Square, Portland,

trai>& mark.

SPECIAL.

—

NOTICE.

SHIPPERS~~OF

TO

AT

220 Federal St. Portland.
sep2b’d6m

FREIGHT.

freight destined to points reached by the following Fast Freight Lines, viz: Red, White,
Blue, Canada, Southern, International, Hoosac Tunnel and Merchant’s Despatch, must be shipped by
Boston & Maine Railroad. For through rates and
11s lading apply to
R. A. McCLUTCHY,
Agt. Fast Frgt. Lines at B. & M. Ii. It., Portland.

ALL

dtf

aug24

Horses Wintered.
that I wish consumed
for §1 50 a
lings, hay
quality, running
water in stable, sunny yard for exercise, horses well
cared for. Address,
C. D. SMALL,
ocl3d2m*
Cornish, Me.

surplus hay
HAVIJnG
my larrn, I will winter horses
of first
week. Good bnii
a

of

on

Staunch and Powerful Tow Boat AID has
to this port for business; liberal arrangetowing, etipecially long trip**, can be

THE
ments for

Oak

143
1870.

Commercial direct.
dtf

Ship Timber

for Sale.

oc6dtf_m
JOB
PBinXINU
lltia Office.

Commercial Street.
neatly

executed

at

MR.

& MBS. DR.

WELCH,

CHIROPODISTS,
—

AT

—

5021-2 Congress St., Corner or Brown.
Alter the 20th. will be cut oi town for
octlO

a

few days.
eodtf2m*

Smoked Halibut and Haddies.
family use, picnic parties, and

For sale

by Grocers generally.

Wm. SRarp,

3** Commercial tttrrcf, Conlaud, JWe.
Ju22
dtt

—

STEPHEN

BERRY,

No.

a nice Dry Goods business in the best town in the
State? Then ‘'Jump aboard” and ride to Farmington, at the terminus of the Androscoggin R. It.—the
shire town, filled with schools, and rich in agriculture—and see a nice small stock, in the best locality;
which, with the store, lease and good will, can be
had at a riel, bargain. Or, for particulars, address
the subscriber, at Farmington, Maine,
nov8d2w*
DAVID H. CHANDLER.

H©

^

iii

ui

/r,

»

From Long Whart,
From Pine Street
10 a. m.

delphia, at

lUBuiiuiu: uub

Boston, 3 p.m*
Wharf, Phila,
wit;

nan

A«EIV<V,

O

rate

HOLLARS.

PASSAGE TEN

For Freight

or

Passage apply

to

B. HAH PH© A, Agent
TO Long Wharf. Klonton.

K.

Jn23-ly

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHII* CO.
EaMport,

WHEELER,

WVHPAPEU ADVERTISING AGKNT

t'nlai.H

and

John, Digby,

Nt.

Windsor and Halifax*

TWO

TKIPS~FEU

The

BATES

A

A^ruU,

PAuX BOW, NEW YORE.

D. R. Locke, o Locke &
J. H. Bates, late oi
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

same

WEEK.

AGENCY &

RTIS1NG

Sumraerside,

PRINT-

ALLAN

Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ot
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements! nserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers*
owest prices. Send for estimates.

SUMMER

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the Untied States and British Provncea.

AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers of
all cities and towns ot the United States, Canada

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

Sbg^Siglil Sterling Check* istiued in nuiiii
miiC for £I and upward*.
my9dtf

ADVERTISING AGENTS

to

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

Norfolk, Baltimore

Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
Jype, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

Face time,

been Unnnimouslr astiiniird Ihc

CENTENNIAL,

1876.

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coapt Line
John S. Daly, Agent,222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all poults In the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington strett,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage S12.60 to Baltimore. To Philadelphia $15,

For freight or passage to Nortolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,

MASON & HAMLIN ORGANS are Unanimously assigned “The FIRST RANK in the several requisites” of such instruments, and are the
only ones assigned this rank. See Judges* Reports.

53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, R.
no2ati_

unexpected,tor these organs have
Uniformly
highest awards in such competitions, there being less than six exceptions in hunThis result

not
taken

was

kTONINGTON

dreds of comparsions. They were awarded first medand highest honors at Faria 1876, Vienna

als,

1873, Santiago 1875, Philadelphia 1867; having
thus been awarded highest honors at Every
World7** Exhibition at which they have competed, and being the only American organs whichever

obtained any award in

AHEAD

Europe.

PASSENGER TRAINS leave Portland
for Scarboro’, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Well*. North Berwick, Month
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,
Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
9.00 a. m., arriving in Boston at 1.40 p. m.
Maco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,
Malem, Lynn? Chelsea and Boston at
3.00 p. m.. arriving in Bostou at 7.30 p. ra., in
season for New York and Western connection.
Pullman Parlor Car attached.
5.30 p. ni. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Mleeping Car, for
Boston at 3.15 a, m., every day (except
at

S.OO

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
owest rates. Pullman Car Tickets for Scats and
Berths at Ticket Office.
Passengers by this line avoid all change.
GEO. BATCH ELDER. Supt.
oc9dtf

$10 Per Day
made by energetic salesmen with our
goods, Call at 42£ Exchange Street, between
6 and 10 A. M.,or enclose $1.00 foi sample, directions,
&€., to Box 1932 Portland, Maine.
ja20Ueodtf

CAN

Friday,

Gen. Passenger Ag\t, New York.
President,
ocl 73dtf

BOSTON

Leaving

FEANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
Daily, at 7 o’clock P. M., and INDIA
WHARF, HOMTON, daily at 5 F. M.
(Sunday* excepted).

FARE

$1.00.

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex*
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D. H. Young,
No. 2G6 Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Excursion Tickets to Philadelphia aiul return via
the Sound Lines $13.00.
Freight taken as usual.
dec27-75
J. B. COY LE, jr.. Gen’l Agt.

WITH A COLD IS ALWAYS DANGEROUS.
TJSE

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
the

STEAMSHIP

BRUNSWICK, .TIE.
P. A R. Dining Rooms, W. U. t'icld,

Proprietor.

Ocean
etor.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
House—J. P. Chamberlain,PropriCALAIS.
W.

International

Hotel,

Proprietor.

i>.

CORNISH.
Cornish House,HI. B. Davis, Proprietor

Clark’*

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Dining Hall. Grand Trunk Stall■■

■

.»r.

.v—..

DEXTER.

merchants’Exchange Hotel, Di xter, Me
W. V. Morrill, Proprietor.

—

ELLSWORTH.

City Hotel*—N.

H.

Higgins A Sons, Props

HIRAM.
Mt. Cntler Honse,—Hirain Boston, P>««

frietor*

LEWISTON.
DcWitt House,H. B. Wing,

Proprietor

LITTLETON,
Thayers Hotel, U. L. Thayer* Proprietor.
U.

Prop

NAPLES*

prietors.

NORKIDGEWOCH.
Danlorth House* D. Dauforth. Prop lets
NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C* S. Dailey A Co. P

prietors.

Samuel

Farmer* Propri*

Proprietor.
Perry’s Hotel, 117 Federal St. J.
Proprietor.

G.

Perry,

American House, ludia St. E. Gray, Proprietor.
City Hotel* Cor. Congress and Grern St
J. R. Marlin, Proprietor.
Preble House, Congress St. Gibson d < o„

Proprietors.

St. Julian Hotel,
Sts. G. E. Ward,

Cor. Middle and Plant
Proprietor.

U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congressand Federal Sts. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.
Commercial House—L. O. Sanborn A Co.

Proprietors.

SROWK1EGAN.
Turner House, W. G. Heselton, Pi-spnetor.

Portland

SEMI-WEEKLT LINE

T©

!

MEW

Job

Catalogue.

BEADY POB AGENTS-THE

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

EXPOSITION

Daily Press

YORK.

nov?__dlwt

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
M., and leave Pier 38 East River, New York, everv MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with tiue accommodations tor passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
traveller* between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months ou their passage to and from New

Printing

Portland, every

DESCRIBED AND ILLUSTRATED.
A graphic pen-picture of its historr.
grand
building., wonderful exhibilH, curiosities,
grrnt days. etc.
prolusely illustrated,
thoroughly popular and very « heap. Is selling
5,000 AGENTS WAN I ED.
immensely.
Send for all particulars. This will be ■ be chance
of IOO years to coin money fast.
Get the
only reliable history.
HUBBARD BROS,PL-BLtSHERS, Springfleld, Mass.

P.

OFFICE

York.

in State Room $5. meals extra.
forwarded to ana from Philadelphia, MonSt. John, and all part* of Maine.
Quebec,
treal,
teg^Ereighte taken at the lowest rates.
are
requested to send their freight to the
Shippers
Steamer* as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to

Passage

PAITTIflN
?*e, uo‘
Dull Hull books,

•*ec*irrd by premature
assuming to be ‘'official” and
happen in Ang. and Sepl.

Goods

d4wt

CLAIRVOYANT.
MADDOX,the celebrated
IVfADAMEN.M,
Fortune Teller and Doctress. can
Clairvoyant,

Exchange

^neral Agent,Portland.
38, E. k., New York.
can

t>
A,Sl?S(> 4g
Room*

Ticket* and State

now located at Market
Square, rear of the Dollar
Store, owposite ohe Horse Car Dej>ot, where she cau
be consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. has had large experience In telling lortuues, searching out Tost, hidden or stolen

Posters, Hand Kills, Hill

Meads

also be obtained at 22

Street._

ocldtf
~

CLYDE’S

Philadelphia, Boston & New England

treasures. &c., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss tuis
opportunity of consulting the greatest fortuue teller ofthe age. Per ns entering intoanv
new busiuess or profession, the con ucting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part ofthe world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels Jinee she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $ .(JO; Ladies 50jceuts. Office hours
rou> 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

STEAMSHIP LINES.
FOUR STEAMERS PER WEEK.
WEDNESDAY and SATUKDAY by Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY bv
* ^°l0U^ **ailroai* via Jftdl
K'

Hoods
I

Received at Depot*

Through Bills Lading given from Boston and principal points in New England to theSouth and Southwest. Close connection made at Philadelphia with

_Po9dti

Aslies Re-

move tl.

LL ORDERS promptly attended
by calling at
K. GIBSON,
or addressing
088 Congress Street

IBoiiee,

CO.

COI.EM A CO., 735 Broadway,N, If. City.

lauldtt

Hi.-Chapin,

Tremont

“MAINE

remedy for COCOHs, and all diseases o
THROAT.
LDIilih.
( HIM
n„.l
JBUUIIS MEMBRANE.
sure

A

Crocker, Propri

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel* II. Hubbard, Proprietor

FOREHT CITY AND JOHN BROOKS
will, until farther notice, run alternately as follows:

*
I Greatest Offer of (he seaaYVICii., X K3
son.
F.ight $10 Chromos given
away with Home Guest, including Hoover’s Peerless
American Fruit, 2J feet long, Lake Lnceine, Virgin
Vesta, &c. Mounted Oultit, four Chromos, S3 UO;
8 Chromos, $5.50. J. LATHAM <& CO., 419 Washington Street, Boston.
oct26d4wt

and

House,

rnout

FORTLANI).
Adams House, Temple St.Charles Adam

Baby Soap, made by Robinaou
Bros. <V Co., Boaion.
ocl25d4wt

Vaults Cleaned

Hotel— J. K.

Tu

PHILLIPS.

new

be

Co., Proprietor*.
St. James
etor.

Barden
etor.

WELL THAT IS CUTE !

”OV10__

BOSTON.
Parker House. School Si. H. D. Parker A

PEAR’S ISLAND.
Cnion House-W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

STEAMERS.

The Superior Sea Going Steamers,

It sells faster than any other book,
Our Agent
copies in one day. Send for our extra terms
Address National Publishing Co.,
oct25d4wt
Philadelphia, Pa.

telling what will

BATH.
Hotel, C. iM. Plummer, Proprietor

and with the ele-

toagents.

HNHL

Bath

Elm House, Nathan Church A Sous, Pro*

and

sold bv7

ALL

II. Cony. Proprae

tors.

gant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New Y ork
alway* in advance of ail other line*. Bag-

Centennial history

a

Bsk.

MILLBRIDGE.
Atlantte House, Geo. A. Hopkins, Proprietor.

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE GREAT

The

Conyllonaci

G. A. Sr

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb ;reamer Rhode Island, every

Written by hie* father. A complete account of
this most Mysterious Abduction and Exeitiug
Search. With Fac-Simile Letters and Illustrations.
Outsell** all other Rook**
One agent took 30
orders in one day. Terms liberal. Address,
John E. Potter & Co., Publishers, Philadelphia.
oct25
d4wt

for

1876.

OTHERS.

gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little.& Co.’s,49$ Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,

BWELLfli

AUGUSTA.
Slate St. Harrison

Augusta House,
er, Proprietor.

MAC HI AS.
Eastern Hotel.— E. E. Stoddard.

Monday, Wednesday

ftOSS

Proprietor*.

This Is

PET IP ONLY IN BLUE BOXEN.
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in snlendid
well equipped with hrst-class rolling
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
stock, and is making the best connections and quickC. N. CRITl'ENTON, 7 Sixth Avexte, New York,
est time of any route from Portland to the West.
nov?
Ulwt
(23rPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked trom Portland to Detroit and
Great Bankrupt Male of Jewelry.
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina- I
tion.
On receipt ot 50 cents we will send by
mail, postThe Company are not responsible for baggage to
paid, all of the following pieces ot jewelry, viz: 1
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personpair Gold Plated Engraved Sleeve Buttons, one set
al) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of 1 Gold front Shirt Studs, 1 Collar
Stud, 1 YVeddiug
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
King, 1 Roil Plate Watch Chain and 1 Gent’s Rose
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manaqtr%
Coral Scart Pin.
YVe ofler this great bargain
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
merely to draw attention to our business, as we have
Portland. Oct 16, 1876.
ap29dtf 1 all kinds of watches and jewelry at low prices. Stud

OCT.

OF ALL

AUBURN
Elm House, Court* Ml- W. St- A A. Voting

N

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding I'oisit Judith.

AGENTS WANTED for the STORY of

—M——■—iWB '■

LIKE

FOB NEW YORK,

NEW STYLES, with improvements exhibited at
the CENTENNIAL; elegant new cases in great variety. Prices very lowest consistent with best material and workman ship Organs sold for cash or installments, or rented until rent pays. Every organ
warranted to give entire satisfaction to every reasonable purchaser or the money returned. Illustrated Catalogue sent tree.
MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.—154 Tremont
Street, Boston; 25 Union Square, New York; 80 and
82 Adams Street,
oc25d4wt
Chicago._

flHARLEY

—

and SATURDAY.

and are the only organs assigned this rank.
Their superiority is thus declared, not in one or two
re-pects only, but in all the important qualities of an organ. A Medal and lliplomn have
been awarded them, but medals of equal value were
awarded all articles deemad worthy of recognition, so
tbet many makers can advertise “first medals” or
“highest awards”.
Comparative rank in excellence, has been determined hy tb J udges’ Reports alone, in which the

Embracing the leading Hotels In the State, at which,
the Daily Press mav always be found.

Gurney A Co. Proprietor*.

week,

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Ya. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

SEVERAL REQUISITES”

S.

x

I,INK

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE,
and McClellan.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY

“FIRST RANK

TRIPLIiVe

Railroad,

ASD

—

U.

Washington

FintClam Hlrnmahlp
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD,
From Boston direct every Tl’EMDAV
and SATURDAY.

CABINET ORGANS
Have

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates |

Eastern

&

STEAMSHIP

MASON & HAMLIN

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

era

$60, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and
Germany at lowest rates.
Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for
\nw Fnalnml Kn a Trwtiu Sfroot Pnrtloiul

GEORGE P. ROWELL & CO.,

The First Class Steamship
“BERMUDA.” Capr. Angiove,

will leave Atlantic Wharf, every
SATURDAY at 4 p. m.. for
HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to* Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward
Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with
steamers for St. Johns, N. F.
RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. m, on day of sailing,
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf.
nov9
dtf

HOTELS.

passage

Street, Boston.

oc30dtt

With connection* so Prince Edward Island, Cape ftiretou and Ht John*, N. P.

^SERVICE.

First-class Weeklv mail stcam0f
jjoe gajj from Quebec
every
.Saturday morning,
for
Liverpool, touching at
Derry.
First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this line
sail from Halifax every other Tuesday, for
Li verpool. touching at Queenstown.
Passage—First-class—$50, $70 and $80 gold, or its
equivalent; Intermediate $35 gold; third-class at
lowest rates.
The Glasgow Line or steamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
.-Giik

AGENT*

ATTENTION

1

LINE.

Shortest Ocean Voyage.

S. 91. PETTENGILL iV CO.’S

nd British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont

P. E. L

flgp'Freight received oh days of sailing until 4
o’clock p. m.
pep20dtfA. R. STUBBS. Agent.

ERS’ WAREHOUSE,
106 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

ADVERTISING

days.

Connections made at Eastport for ltohbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapo
lis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Sliediac, Amherst, Pietou, Fredericktown, Charlottetown and

T. C.EVANS,
ADV

of Kicbinend connects with Steamer Chas.

MAIL LINE TO

On aud after Monday, Sept.. 18th,
the Steamers New Brunswick,
Capt. E. B. Winchester, and tlio
City of Portland, Ca£t. S. H.
Pike, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State St.., every Monday and Thursday at
G.00 P. M., lor Eastport and St. John.
Ret urning will leave St. John and East port on the

LOCKE,

AilrrrtiMiBK

City

noughton, Capt. Ingraham, at Rockland everv Tuesday morning tor North Haven, Green’s Landing and
Oceanville (Deer Isle), So. west and Bar Harbor,
Mt Desert, and Winter Harbor; and every Thursday and Saturday mornings for Kllaworth.'touching
at No. Haven and Green’s Landing and Oceanville
(Deer Isle).
The steamer Lewiston touches at Bar Harbor on
her Friday trip from here only and on her Monday
trip coming West.
For further particulars, inquire of
CYRUS STURDIVANT. Gen’l Agtfnt,
Portland, Oct. 25,1876.

FALL ARRANGEMENT

No. 5 W ashing ton Building,

CAPT. KILBY,
leave Railroad Wharf every Monday.
Wednesday and Friday Evening* at IO
o’clock, for Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden,
Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport and Hampden.
will also

aS^^HPBrsailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.

HORACE DODD.

C. J.

STEAMER CITY OF RICHMOND

Wharfage.

/it

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST,

p. m., connecting with Maine Central
and E. A N. A. Railway tor St. John
and Halifax, Pullman Sleeping Car attached

37 Plum Street,

O

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

OK FANCY OARD8U styles with name 10
cts. Post paid. J. B. Busted, Nassau, Kens.
oct28d4wt
Co., N. Y.

Mondays.)
RETTJRNIJVEGr,
Leave Boston at 7.30, t!3.30 and

~

Sharp’s Preserved

AKD

CORNSMDORNS!

DO YOU WANT
a very nice article for
on board vessels at sea.

to

,]tf

CHAS. SAWYER, Agent,
Portland Oct. 31,

landing from Sebooncr Koret and for sale by
CURTIS & DAVIS,

octl4

Thiirnday evening
IO o’clock for Rockland, Castine,Deer Isle,
Sedgwick,South Wes tand liar Harbors (Mt. Desert),
Millbridge, Jouesportand Maehiasport.
Returning, will leave Maehiasport every Monday morning at .T o’clock, touching as above,
arriving in Portland same night, usually connecting
with Pullman Train, and early morning Trains lor
Boston and the West.

PHILADELPHIA

condition, is

accomplish.

Physic.
T«y I he AERATED OXVGflN lor
Catarrh, Asthma, Lang Diseases,
Dyspepsia and Bronchitis. For
sale at ROOM 3, Calioon Block,
385 Congress Street.

at all stations

Northwest, West and Southwest.
J. C. FUKNIVAL, Agt.

ply relieve. They are purely vegetable,

the DIAMOND PECTORAL lor
and
Cougli, Colds
Bronchial
affection.
Try the AMERICAN VEGETABLE HEALTH PILLS lor a Mild

Will leave Railroad Wharf.
toot of State Street, Portland
_____

AND

—

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in tJit
Uniied States and British Provinces at the lowed
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully givei>
and estimates promptly fuurnished.

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, ITlilwnnkee, Cincinnati. St. I.oiiim, Omaha,
Haginaw, Nt. Paul, Halt Cake City.g
Denver, Han Francisco,
and all points in the

hours that which other Porous Plasteis require

come

made by calling on

—

Important to errey Family.
Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia, Pleurisy, Spine
and Hip Diseases, Inflammations,
Kidney and Liver
Weaknesses, Severe Aches, Pains and Stitches, External Nerve Disorders, Nervous Action ot
the
Heart Severe Coughs, Crick in the B^ck, Sprains,
Weakness of the Back, Joints, Muscles or Sides,
Lameness, Stiffness of the Joints or Muscles, and all
maladies in which Porous Plasters are valued, are
by Benson’s Capcine Porous Plasters instantly relieved and quickly cured. Benson’s Capcine Porous
Piasters are a great and needed improvement over
the slow action ot the ordinary article. They effect in
a few
others simand do not
contain metallic or mineral poisons. Their action is
superior to electricity, and more powerful. Try
them.
Price 25 cents.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.. AgentN.
novl
deod&wlm

(stepping

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

oct25eod3m*

days and weeks of continuous wear to
They will positively cure diseases which

m.

Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express traiD for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express train from Gorham at 8.30 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 2.30 p.m.
From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.45 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.45 p. m.
for

consult ed on the diseases of all domesticated Animals.
AT WICHON’S STABLE,
510$ Federal Street.

NEW TOW BOAT IN HARBOR.

AOENXS FOB BABSIOW’N GOODS.
eod3m
sel5

Now

iston.
Mail train 1.50 p.

RIPLEY,

Homs-8 to 9 A. M., 1 to 2 P. M.

Trimmings and Anti-Ulinker Grate.'

On and after MONDAY, Oct. 16,187G,
trains will run as follows:
Express train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.
Express for Auburn and Lewiston at 7.00 a. m.
Express train at 12,25 p. m for Auburn and Lew-

OFFICE

the

Parlor,

Stove,

be

ARRANGEMENT

jagmas

MEDICAL

May

WIINTISKOl* RANGE
the most beautiful range

WINTER

Proprietor of Ripley’sAlteralire Powders

the greatest heaters in the market.

~BOST

of such Instruments, at the

For

Veterinary Surgeon,

OR!PORTABLE.

STEAMER LEWISTON,
CAPT. DEEUIKO,

at

WASHINGTON STltEE'J, BOSTON.

&

Trains will leave Portland for
Boston at 6.15,9.00 a. m., and 3.00 p. m., arriving at 8o«to»» at 10.15 a. m.. 1.40. 7.39 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. mM
12.30, 3 30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10,
5.00, 8.10 p id.
For IVells, North Berwick, Salmon Falls,
4«reat Falls, Dover, Newmarket, Exeter,
Hnverhill, North Andover, Lawrence,
Andover and Ijowelt at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00

au28tf

F,

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

in.

leave Scott’s Landing at 6.40, 9.00 and
11.40 a. m., 2.40 and 5.30 p. m.
Fare lor Round Trip, 515 cent*. Package
of five round trip tickets, $1.00. Tickets tor sale at the
office of Rollins, Loring & Adams No. 22 Exchange
Street, and on board Steamer.
oc3dtf
CAPT. C. H. KNOWLTON.

DOD»^

Passenger

class Real Estate {Security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON,dealer in Real Estate. Office 379£
Congress street, williams* Block, between Myrtle

E.

and 6.

o

ADVERTISING

Commencing Monday Oct. 9, 1876.

first

IS THE WOOTON

i;

ADVERTISING
a.

7.90 A. m. Stops at all Stations, arrives in Portland at 10 00 a. m.
11.95 A. m Steamboat Express from New London, leaving Norwich Line Steamers at 5.00
a. m., and Worcester at 8.00 a. m., stops at
Springvale, Alfred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, arrives in Portland at
1.20 p. m., makes close connection with the
Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
11.45 A. m. Train is a freight train with Passenger Car attached, stops at all Stations, and
is due in Portland at 5.10 p. m.
8.50 P. m. Train is through from New York,
stops at all Stations when signaled, arrives
in Portland at 10.50 p. m.
Local Train from Gorham at 6.00 a. m., arrives in
Portland at 6.40 a. m.
J. M. LUNT, Supt.
dti
apl

Ui omu-

and Pearl streets.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

TTmicfl
Landing at 6

Returning,

Portland.

S, It. NILES,

Trains leave Rochester at 7.20, 11.25, 11.45

Neck. 3
Ned’s I, S. ot Grindstone Neck, barred to Mark I 5
Rolling I, Wansqueak Bay, E. of Schoodic
Point.5
Western I, mouth of Indian Harbor,GouldsWo’.. 7
••
**
Outer Bar I,
6
9
Gouldsboro* Bay,
Sheep I,
**
Sallie I,
8
Eastern I, entrance of
6
Noman’s land I, Penobscot Bay, 1 m. N. E. of
Matinicus 1.15
Wheaton’s I, barred to Matinicus 1. 10
Matinic Green I, £ m. S. of Matinic 1. 10
Cedar I, Isles ot Shoals, £ m. S. E. of Smutty
Nose I.; 10
Round Porcupine I, Frenchman’s Bay, £ m, E. of
Mt. Desert. 12
Green I, S. of Gouldsboro*, barred to Petit
Meman. 3
Iron bound I, Frenchman’s Bay—lot on.151 21-32
The right is reserved to withdraw any of said
premises from the sale.
The Islands will be sold separately and bids will
be made in each case for the whole Island and not
by the acre.
Plans showing the location and other features may
be seen at the Land Office.
Terms of sale, Cash.
EDWIN C. BURLEIGH,
nov7dtd
Land Agent.

ON

ii no

to Gorham.

ALTERATION OF TRAINS.

A BEAUTIFUL LIBRARY DESK,

*

34

all stations.

6

.!...

Money

wi

magnificent

5

W. ot Calf I
Green I and Burnt I, Frenchman’s Bay. barred
to Stave I...
Yellow I, Frenchman’s Bay, £ m.W. of Jordan’s I
Crow I,
Grindstone
£

worth and Deer Isle.

Will leave the West Side of Custom
Wharf, every week day, for
15, 8.30 and 11.15 a. m., 2.15 and

bv

Receive advertisemei ti for all newspapers in the
United States a_ 1 Canada, at their office,

follows:

Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 10.00 a.
m., (where it connects with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Nashua at 11.47
a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m., Boston 1.15 p. m.,
Ayer Junction 12.40 p. in., Fitchburg
1.25 p. in., and at Worcester at 2.10 p. in.,
connecting with trains South and West.
2.30 P. m. Steamboat Express arrives at
Rochester at 4.30 p, in., connects at Epping
for manchester and Coucord, at Nashua
for Lowell and Boston, at Ayer Junction for Fitchburg and Kioosac Tunnel Line at Worcester with Boston &
Albany Railroad, and goes through New
Loudon without change of Cars,
there
connecting with the
Steamers of the Norwich Line, arriving in
New York at Pier No, 40, North River
at 6.00 a. m.
Htate Rooms can be secured in advance at
Barnes Bros., No. 28 Exchange Street and
at the Depot.
4.00 P. m. Train runs to Rochester, stopping at

1

to Thur-

Desert, Macliias, Dansror, Ells-

Mt.

Steamship Line.

H.ETTJ -RUTiN" Gr.

Iai#,«»,it,ai,,a
Sheep I, W. of Deer isle, \ m. S. of Fifieid’s Point
Second I,
£
**
Barred I,
barred to Crockett’s
Hart’s I, **
near N. W. Harbor.
Lime I, Isle au Haut Bay, £ m. N. of Kimball’s I
Western Head I, barred to S. end of Isle au Haut
Crow I, Burnt Coat Division, £ m. N. of Long I
GooscberyI,“
£ m. S. W. Swan’s I
Black I, W. of Mt. Desert I, £ m. N. of High Head
in Pretty Marsh Harbor
Folly I,
**
A I, N
near Thomas 1.
*•
B I,
Dram I, S. of Sullivan, J m. W. of Simpson’s I..
Burnt 1 and Block I, Frenchman’s Bay, £ m. S.
lOW’S

eave

COE, WETIIERFLE & CO.,

(VeWH)iapr.r

Leave Portland at 7.50 a. m„
2.30, 4.00 and 6.20 p. m.
7.50 A. m. Train stops at all stations between
Portland and Rochester, and runs through to

5

low's 1.
Kimball’s Island, Deer Isle thoroughfare, 3 S. of
Thurlow’sl.
Ram and Ewe Islands, Deer Isle waters, £ m, N.
W. of Merchants’ I.
Scrag I.. Deer Isle waters, fm.S W. of Mark I

Train* l

AGEJNCIES.

mv4dtf

Trains will

-.

A

Offices in Third Story Merchants* National
Bank, now occupied by J. & E M. Rand; also
the front offices. These offices are heated by steam;
have gas, water and fire proof vaults. Possession
oct27dtf
given Nov. 1st.

PasKenger

On and after Monday, April, 3,187G,

HOUSE,

oc31dtf

5.00 p.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

■

of Harbor 1.

Me., May 4,1876.

INSIDE LINES TO

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

GOOd

Little Mark Islands, Deer Isle thoroughfare, 1 m.
S. E. of Stinson’s Neck.
Dumpling Islands, Deer Isle thoroughfare, 1 m.
S E. of Stinson’s Neck..
Grog Islands, Deer Isle thoroughfare, £ m. N. \V.
of Bold 1.
Scot’s Islands, Deer Isle thoroughfare, £ m. N. of
Green 1.
Flat Islands. Deer Isle thoroughfare, between
Green and Russ Islands.
Noonan’s land I, Deor Isle Waters, £ m. N. E, of
McGlathery’s 1.
Gooseberry I., Deer Isle Waters £ m. E. of McGlathery’s I.
Ram I., Deer Isle Waters, between McGlathery’s
and Spruce Islands.
Bills I Leer Isle Waters, £ m, N. W, of Pell’s I.
Potato I
Deer Isle thoroughfare, £ m. W. St.
Helena I...
Flat I and White Head I, Deer Island thoroughlure, between Camp and Green Islands.

Scott's

121

shipping by this route.
Our landing in New Yors: is Pier 40, North River,
(Norwich Line, foot of Canal Street)
For rates and further imformation, apply to
J. M. LUNT, Supt. Portland, or
H. N. TURNER,
Freight and Passenger Agent, Worcester, Mass.

NICELY

To be Let.
At 85 New High street, a Pleasant rent of
five rooms with modern conveniences, to a
family without children.

Time, Oct. 9, IS76.

alP1*1

p. m.«
NEXT

We take pleasure in referringyou to all the Fish
and Lobster Dealers, Produce Dealers,
Wholesale Dry Goods merchants. Whole
sale milliners and any others of Portland, who

STEAMBOAT CO.

THE STEAMER TOURIST

MORNING.

PURSUANT

SECOND

at 2.110
6.00 a. m.

CO.,

31 EXCHANGE STREET,
ACCIDENT TICKETS furnished if
se21tlte2wtostf
wnulcd.

FOR THEISLili%l)S.

5.00 p. m..
in. NEXT

Freight leaving Portland

the premises.

HOTEL TO LET.

■ICCEIf RATES by

W. a>. LITTLE &

Newspaper Advertising Agent*,

New York at
Portland 1.15 p.

MTEAME It Iff AONET,
Capt. Curtis, will leave end ot
Commercial Wunrf,
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday at 3 p. m. Returning, leave llarpswHl Monday,
Wednesday and Saturday at 8 a. m.—will touch at
Long, Litlle and Great Chebeaguo and Hailey’s
Island eaeli way. For freight, apply to CAPTAIN’,
oetll
d&wtf

hr nil the popular route*, rin ROCHES.
TER and W'OHCEVI ER, NEW LONDON, STONINI.TON and I AN. RIVER
LINES; nl*o lo all point* WENT nud
NOETTI and
CALIFORNIA, R*il or
Ntramrra, for »nlr at tlte I IIWENT RE.

PORTLAND & ODDENSBURU RF.
of

HARPS WELL.

FOR

PHILADELPHIA MG RETUBJ!!

From Portluml to Glen Hume and
return
85.00
5 OO
Crawford Home and return
5.00
Fabyau Honse and return
RaNeofHlt. Wu»liiugtou and return. 4.PO
Hunimit and return yin Fabjan'n
0.00
H.00
Hummit and return via Glen
All the Mountian Houses will make reduced rates to
parties holding these tickets,
dtf
septic

—

Kepiringjery Quick Despatch,

arrives in
WAY.

Land Office, Augusta, )
November 7, 1876.
J
to an act of the Legislature approved
TO LET3
February 11, 1876, entitled “An act to authorize the sale of Islands belonging to the State,” the
undersigned, Laud Agent of Maine, under and by
To Let.
the direction of the Governor and Council, will sell
furnished front room, with furnace heat, at public auction at Thorndike Hotel in Rockland,
for gentleman and wife or two gentlemen, with Maine, on TUESDAY, the twenty-first day of
November, 1876, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, the
hoard in a private family.
following named and described islauds on the coast
novl51w*
1G GRAY STREET.
belonging to said State.
Acres.
I
Area and distances estimated.
Island to Let.
Robinson Rock, Penobscot bay, $ mile S of Mark I. 2
location for farmer or fisherman. Apply Goose Rock, Penobscot bay £ m N. of Mark I.
£
2
to
Goose Island
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.
£ “ S.E. ol Lassells
“
6
E.
Mouse
novl3
dlw*
|
“148
Lassell’s
“2£“ S. of Long
2
S. W. of Little •
Compass
10
Spruce Head..
Scrag Rock, Penobscot Bay, £ m. S. W. of Great
Spruce Head 1. 6
Barred Islands, Penobscot Bay, £ m. N. W. of
THE AMERICAN
Beach 1. 10
Spectacle Islands, Eggamoggin Reach, £ m. S E.
Corner Middle and India Street,
of Cape Rosier I.... 15
Bear Island, Eggamoggin Reach, £ m. N. of
Portland.
Stinson’s Neck. 28
Apply to
Conway Island, Eggamoggin Reach, £ m. N. of
r, SO urn WORTH. IOS Newbury St.,
Bear 1. 90
or J. T, RIcCOBBj 95 Exchange Nt.
Sheep Island, Penobscot Bay, £ m. S. W. of
nov4
dtt
Little Deer I...2
Barred Islands, Penobscot Bay, £ m. S. W. of
To Let.
Little Deer 1. 3
NICE Rent on Wilmot Street; has furnace, gas Crow Islands, f m* N. E. ot Stinson’s Neck..... 7
and Sebago, Apply to
Lazygut Islands, | m. S. E. of Stinson’s Neck.. 10
nov3dtf
L. TAYLOR.
Mahoney Islands, Eggamoggin Reach, £ m. S. E.

TO

FOR

Freight leaving

and yard with barn all in good condition; orchard of
young thirfty trees, grapes, pear, plum and smaller
fruits in bearing. Also the crops and farming tools,
including twenty tons of hay, at a bargain. Inquire
of W. H. VINTON, ESQ., Middle Street, Portland,

DR HUNTINGTON,
aug!7

ON

Change

STEAMERS.

—TO—

and after Monday, Sept. 18th, Excursion
tickets will be sold to the White Mountains as
follows:

Portland & Worcester Line

For Sale*

or

Excursion Tickets

We would respectfully call the attention
ot
Merchant** and others to the superior facilities
ottered by the

SALE OF ISLANDS.

THE ROYAL VICTORIA HOTEL

THE CENTENNIAL.

The World’s Fair at Philadelphia was formally closed Friday, with appropriate exercises,
President Grant and Cabinet, several Judges of
the Supreme Court, many Governors of states,

DESIRABLE situation, corner of Brackett and
Vaughn streets is ottered to a person wishing
nice residence in this city. This house is of brick
and is supplied with all the modern improvements:

are now

BOARD.

FURNACE.

represented by Eugene Hale, Judge Kelley,
Gen. Gatfield, Judge Matthews, Gen. Noyes
and others, the Democrats by Judgo Doolittle,
ex-Senator Trumbull, Congressman Randall,

Wednesday

|

fglHE
JL

hastened to the contested states in order to sea fair count of votes, that being the desire of President Grant. The Republicans are

including

Ibn

the City
returning it to
THIS OFFICE.

under

cure

aod

HTOVP

being placed

are

the eastern entrance of the Bosnhorus. and

Senate will have from ten to fifteen Republican
majority.
There are symptoms of disorder in the South
and indications of an attempt by the White
Leagues to sieze the ballot boxes, so troops
have been sent to Florida, and General Sheridan is ordered to* New Orleans. Prominent
leaders of both parties from the North have

to

PITT?

Lewiston and North Berwick,
Portland. A suitable reward for

PORTLAND & OHHRU.

10.45 A. HI. for all stations, running through to
Johnson, Vt.
3.45 P. HI for Upper Bartlett and intermediate
stations.
Arrive in Portland:
11*15 A. HI. from Upper Bartlett.
4.10 P. HI. from Johnson, Vt.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
oe9Jtf
Portland, Oct 9, .870.

one mile from Church and Post Office: bait
mile from School; three miles from Railroad. Story
and a half house with ell, blinded and furnished

Lost,
CP AT.

A

STEAMERS..

jlRMWilCK DISPATCH.

muck:

LOST AND FOUND.

A

Story

a

of six rooms corner State and Sherman streets.
Modern improvements.
Family
the forts have been strengthened. The people
without small children preferred. Can be seen irorn
3
oct25dtf
to
5
P.M.
;
in Oonstantinop'e and elsewhere are forming a

at

cies would be filled by the Republican legislatures of these states. A similar scare has
arisen about a South Carolina elector, it being
asserted that his name was misspelled on the
ballots. The law however provides for such a
case, and the choice of the elector is valid.
The Democratic majority in the House is
very small. It is not more and perhaps less
than ten, and the New Hampshire election
next spring will make it even smaller.
Tbe

reported

mA

Bath {7.00 a. tn., 12.40,5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 12.35 p. m., 5.C5 p. m.
Farmington 12.35 p. m.
The 112.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes close connection with F. & N, A. Railway foi St. John and
Halilax.
{Pullman Sleeping Car attached.
{Mixed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
Portland, Oct. 0,1876.
auSldtf

a

j

rent in the western part of the city.
House
must contain from seven to nine rooms, having
considerable direct sunlight, and be supplied with
gas and good water. Reference given. Address L.,
se27nalwttt
Box 1557.

his energies had been directed to maintain right
and justice for the Eastern Christians. Unfortunately his pacific efforts had been in vain. A
conference of powers is now about to be held

reckoned on the support of his subjects.
The mobilization of the Russian army continues, and the Grand Duke Nicholas has established his headquarters in Bessarabia.

was

House Wanted.
small family without children desire

m

A

in

soon

trict, where the Pioneer reported on the 6th
inst„ that there were prospects of a famine,
and 45,000 of the inhabitants have been given
employment. There is now plenty of grain

Wisconsin first drew out
of the Tilden column, and gave Hayes 5000
majority. She was followed by the Pacific
states, California, Oregon and Nevada, all

Hayes

positions

for

reoce

stoopped

we never
To pick it up in all our
praise, we sometimes
We never asked a 8oul for praise.

—

Telegraph Operating

12.40 p.

FOR SALE!

Offices and Railroad Stations; good posias qualified; best ot references given if
required Call or address with stamp,
PORTLAND TELEGRAPH INSTITUTE,
39GJ Congress, or 1G2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
dtf
nov9

MENTION.

an order requiring W. H.
Vanderbilt,
vice-nresident of the road, to show cause whv

Wbat tempests we have weathered through!
Been rich and poor, and gay and sad,
But never hopeless—thanks to you.
A draught of water from the brook,
Or alt Hocbeimer—it was one;
Whatever fortune fell we took,
Children of shade and sun.

learn

Telegraph

bank of St. Paul has sus.
pended.-The trial of the §700,000 suit against
P. B. Sweeuey has been adjourned to the fust
Tuesday iu January.-The Alabama legisla-

Kang slavery’s falling chain.

BIEJlT

Ladies 3

Young

to

Marine

ture met Tuesday.-Waring & Co., the
largest bat manufactory in the country, have
'■'heir liabilities are
gone into bankruptcy,
$150,000.-Tramps found iu Newark are hereafter to be put into the quarries to work for
their penitentiary board.-The Athletic base
ball club is in bankruptcy. Their liabilities
are §0000.-Small pox is raging in the lumber
camps at Upper Bartlett.-Several stock.
holders of the Lake Shore and Michigan South
era railroad have obtained from Judge Law-

employed as Bookkeeper;
few thousand dollars is
yvhole or part of some
retail or manufacturing
a

AND

—

3

Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Watervilie,
Belfast and Dexter at t12 35 a. no., 12.40 p. m.
Skowbegan 12.35 p. m. and 12.40 p. in.
Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner, and Brunswick
tl2 35 a. m., {7.00 a m., 12.40, 5.20 p. ni.
Kockiand and Lewiston via Brunswick {7.00 a. m.,

Frame House, No. 85
X Federal Street Easterly half of Block, containfor two tenements; is central14
arranged
rooms,
ing
ly located for business, with gas. large cistern, and a
Lot is
never failing spring of pure water in cellar.
36x120, with garden and fruit trees. Will he sold at
N. S. GARDINER,
a bargain.
Apply to
Real Estate Agent, No. 42J Exchange Street.
oct26
dim

a

YOUHfG

tions

BRIEF

The

With pilgrim staff and sandal-sboou,
One time we sought the Old-World shrines;
Saw Venice lymg in the moon,
The JuDgfrau and the Appennines;
Beheld the Tiber, rolling dark,
Bent temples, fanes and gods austere;

nuai uicauis auu vimuub we

7

$30,000.

And once we saw—ah, day of woe!
The lurid tires or civil war,
The blue and gray frocks laid-a-row,
And many a name rise like a star
To shine in splendor evermore.
The fiery flood swept hill and plain,
But clear above the battles roar

English meadows

St. Albans, Vermont, was burned Saturday.
Loss §150,000; insured for §80,000.
A fire at Perth Amboy, New Jersey, Saturday night, destroyed several buildings at the
Loss
corLer of Smith and Rector streets.

MONDAY, OCT. 9, IS76.

FOR SALE*

established wholesale,
busiuess. Address
novl5d3i*
“BOOKKEEPER,” Box 1932, Cily.

at

Merit contentment to pass unknown,
And honor scorning public spoils—
Seen Bottom wield the critic’s pen
While Ariel sang in sun-lit cloud:
Sometimes we wept, and now and then
We could but laugh aloud.

In

A

who can furnish
desirous of purchasing

Central

RAILROAD.

two store

milE dosirable

dtf

Wanted.
now

on

For Sale or to Let.
brick house No. 2 Spruce street.
Enquire of CHAS. EDWARDS or EDWARD
A. NOYES, Portland Savings Bank,
dtf
nov3

In a central and desirable lccation.
cither for one or two families, with
modern conveniences and in good order.
Will lease if desired. Address HOUSE,
28 Exchange Street,

YOUNG Man,

Maine

:
gas, Sebago,
,lor
ba*h room, furnace, and ail modern conveniences of
Will be sold low as the owners
a lirst class house.
are about leaving the state.
Apply to
N. S. GARDINER, Real Estate Agent.
nov3cltf
42J Exchange St.

THE

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

near

UOU8E WAHTED.

noli_

ESTATE

French roofed

E New two

dlw*

nol5

& Western Railroad Company’s mechanics
who have been ou a strike and some of tbeir
number who recently returned to work.
The Sherwood Meal Packing Company’s mill

Since then! Who has the time to say

REAL

18 LINCOLN STKEET.

kill himself if Tilden was elected.
A serious riot occurred in Scranton, Pa,
Tuesday between the Delaware, Lackawanna

What bards have flowered (and gone to seed)—
Immortal for a day!
pretense with

standing

CRIMES AND CASUALTIES.

Dear Muse, ’tis twenty years or more
Since that enchanted, lairy time
When you came tapping at my door.
Your reticule stutted full of rhvme.
What strange things have betalien, indeed,

seen

remain

British ship Oromoctou has been lost ou the
English coast and six of her crew drowned.
Rev. C. 15. McLeon of Massachusetts was
robbed ou a steamer of the New Haven line,
Monday uigbt of his watch aad §70 in money.
Jules Brian committed suicide iu Boston last
week. Previous to election he swore be would

“The blackest cloud that ever lowers,”
You sang when 1 was most forlorn,
“If we but watch some patient hours,
Take silver edges Iroru the morn.”
Thanks for the lessons; thanks for all.
Not only lor ambrosia brought,
But for those drops which fell like gall
Into the cup of thought.

We’ve
And

to

WANTS.

to

j

the “CLYDE STEAM LINES’* to llaltimere,
Norfolk. Richmond, Charleston, Newberne and IVnMhingfon.
D. D. ©. MINK, Hrurral Enatrrn Agent,
29 Devonshire Hired, Boston.

janll

dtf

Cards, Tags,

notice

Ac. printed at short

